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ABSTRACT 

This project is an attempt to supply the existing hardware with 

adequate software, in order to develop a system capable of recognizing 3-D 

objects, bounded by simple 2-D planes, which in turn are bounded by 

straight lines. 

Chapter 1 contains an introduction to pattern recognition and a survey 

of 3-D recognizers. Chapter 2 describes the hardware and the process of 

feature extraction, by the techniques of averaging, edging and isolation. 

Chapter 3 deals with the tracing of boundaries and contains criteria for 

the detection of vertices. An introduction to syntactic pattern recognition 

is given in Chapter 4. The 3-D and 2-D recognizers together with an 

introduction to PROLOG (the programming language in which they are written) 

are presented in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions, results and suggestions 

for further improvement are given in Chapter 6. 

The whole procedure is divided into three parts i) preprocessing, 

ii) vertex-detection, iii) recognition. 
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FTeproaessing:- A T.V. camera pointed at·the object to be recognized, 

takes a picture and sends it to a digitizer, which digitizes it and stores 

it in a frame-store. The digitized picture is then sent to a microcomputer 

system for further processing. The main figure of the picture is decomposed 

to its 2-D sides and everyone of them is averaged and edged. 

Vertex deteation:- The boundary of every preprocessed side is traced 

by a follower and its vertices are detected and recorded according to a 

number of criteria. At the end of the tracing, a vertex-array is formed 

containing the vertex-coordinates for every 2-D side of the main object. 

This array is processed by a minicomputer, in order to verify the reaL-

vertiaes of each 2-D shape and eliminate all those caused by noise or 

distortion. Finally a number of clauses are prepared, for the next phase 

of recognition. 

Recognition:- The 3-D recognizer is based on the principles of 

syntactic pattern recognition. The clauses formed in the previous phase, 

are lists of the main components - primitives - which compose three basic 

2-D shapes. These lists are tested against the structure of the basic 

shapes, and if they are described by one of them, are classified as being: 

a triangLe. a quadriZater or other. The structure of a 3-D object is 

considered to be a combination of triangles and quadrilaterals. Thus a 

figure is classified into 'one of ten classes if it is described by its 

corresponding structure. Otherwise the 3-D object is classified as other. 

A 2-D recognizer similarly, performs a further classification of 2-D shapes. 

The procedure was tested, both as a whole, and with respect to each of 

its three main parts. As a whole it works perfectly in the case of 2-D 

figures, and it has satisfactory results in the case of 3-D objects. 

Although the last two parts, tested separa~ope 
',"-

perfectly with every 
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2-D and 3-D object which they cover, there is some weakness in the isolating 

technique in use, to decompose the 3-D object into its actual 2-D sides. 

The latter requires very good lighting conditions and suitable camera 

settings in order to accomplish its task. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PATTERN RECOGNITION 

Pattern Recognition is a branch of a broader field called Artificial 

Intelligence. Although some people working on it prefer not to define it, 

. 1 df···· (1) f ... a very s1mp e e 1n1t10n 0 Pattern Recogn1t10n 1S:-

Pattern Recognition is the categorization (or classification) of input 

data into identifiable classes via the extraction of significant features 

or attributes of the data, from a background of irrelevant detail. 

By defining the very important term of Pattern Class as, a category 

determined by some given common attributes, an alternative definition of 

Pattern Recognition could be:-

Pattern Recognition is the process of classifying sensory information 

• . 11 l' . (2) 1nto mutua y exc US1ve categor1es. 

Recognition is regarded as a basic attribute of human beings, as well 

as other living organisms. A pattern is the description of an object. Both 

are very important for learning which is one of the most significant functions 

leading towards development. During the second part of the 20th century 
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there is a tendency in humans to employ inte~~igent machines, in order to 

relieve their brains from doing jobs tiresome and time consuming. On the 

other hand, the memory storage has been quite a problem, especially 

considering the increasing rate of information that is generated. The 

computer - taking into account its tremendous development - proved a very 

useful solution. Its ability to store and process huge quantities of 

information at a very high speed, opened new dimensions to human knowledge 

and pushed forward all the sciences. The next step for the computer was 

towards recognition and learning. This is why many sicences, irrelevant 

to computers at first sight like:- statistics, phychology, linguistics, 

biology, taxonomy, switching ·theory, communication theory, control theory, 

operational research etc. have contributed to the area of Pattern Recognition. 

1.2 APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF PATTERN RECOGNITION - APPLICATIONS 

~During the past twenty years there has been a considerable growth of 

interest in problems of Pattern Recognition. This interest has created an 

increasing need for methods and techniques for use, in the design of Pattern 

Recognition systems. Many different approaches have been proposed, most of 

which deal with the decision-theoretic or discriminant method. Recently, 

probably because of the picture recognition or scene analysis, the syntactic 

or structural approach has been proposed, and some preliminary results from 

applying it, have shown it to be quite promising. ~ 

Th • h(3) cl 1 b h e syntact1c approac attempts to raw an ana ogy etween t e 

structure of patterns and the syntax of the language, by emphasising the 

structural description of the patterns. Mathematical linguistics constitute 

a very useful tool because of its syntactic nature. However the syntactic 

approach contains other non-linguistic methods. The description of patterns 

is based on class distribution or density functions in the decision-theoretic 
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approach, syntactic rules or grammars in the syntactic one. The effectiveness 

of each approach depends on the particular problem and often mixed approaches 

need to be applied. It is difficult sometimes to distinguish sharply 

between syntactic and non-syntactic pattern recognizers.' 

t=Another interesting point in most Pattern Recognition systems is the 

processes that preceed the manipulation of the information by the computer. 

An image which may be derived from anyone of a number of sources, acoustic, 

light or electronic, "is broken down into a binary sequence or matrix. For 

example a camera produces a two-dimensional image which gives rise to a 

matrix. The digitized information gained from that image constitutes the 

pattern to be examined. Once the digitized image has been produced, it is 

fed to a computer, which compares the incoming patterns with sets of stored 

information in its memory and classifies them accordingly. An alternative 

technique, derives the pattern into a number of main components, called 

primitives, which are sufficient for the description of the main pattern. 

This time the categorization of the pattern is achieved by comparing its 

structure to those of pre-specified models. Both techniques involve computer 

Zearning which can be achieved either manually or automatically. 

The latest development of RAM's (Random Access Memory) and microprocessors 

increased both the learning ability of the system and the speed of data 

processing. The technique of parallel processing dedicates a single pixel 

.. (4) 1 
to 1tS own m1croprocessor. ~ 

The applications of Pattern Recognition techniques are numerous. Some 

of them are:-

Design or program of machines that read printed or typewritten 

characters. Most of the'banks use an automatic pattern classification system 

to read the code characters of ordinary bank cheques. Recognition of hand-

written characters or words used by the Post Office of some countries. 



General medical diagnosis by screening electrocardiograms and electro

encephalograms. Identification of fingerprints and interpretation of 

photographs used by the police. Identification of faults and defects in 

mechanical devices and manufacturing processes. Automatic analysis and 
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classification of chromosomes. Multispectral scanners located on aircrafts, 

satellites and space stations need to process and analyse the large volumes 

of information they receive. Some interesting applications are crop inventory, 

crop disease detection, forestry, geological and geographical studies, 

weather prediction, classification of seismic waves and scores of others. 

Sound recognition is also under development, moving towards recognition of 

spoken words and oral communication between computer and humans. 

1.3 A SURVEY OF 3-D OBJECT RECOGNITION SYSTEMS 

This paragraph refers to some of the work done on the recognition of 

3-D objects by computer systems. Most of the algorithms and techniques 

given below are the first stage of a more sophisticated operation called 

scene anaZysis. 

Robert's program: i5) This program models objects in a scene as part of the 

recognition task, not as a separate process which has to be completed before 

recognition can begin. The basic mechanism of this system is to describe 

blocks in terms of unions of transformed primitive blocks (also called 

models). The primitive blocks he uses are a cube, a wedge and a hexagonal 

prism. There are two main parts to the system, entirely independent. 

a) producing a line drawing from a photograph 

b) producing a 3-D object list from a line drawing. 

A complete line drawing, in the form of lists of lines and end-points, 

provides the input for the modelling/recognition program. Each end-point 

has pointers indicating which lines it is connected to in order of angle. 
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The first step is to find the polygons which make up surfaces of objects, 

by tracking lines and jumping to adjacent lines at junctions. Convex 

polygons with 3,4 or 6 sides - approved poZygons - are looked for because 

these occur in the 3 primitive blocks and thus could be used as starting 

points in the modelling process. The second step is to match transformed 

primitive blocks to part or whole scene blocks. The line drawing is searched 

for a number of topological features which are the basis for the transformation 

of primitive blocks. If a transformed model completely fits a group of 

connected lines then the model is assumed to represent the object. If not a 

compound object construction procedure is used. 

Yoshiaki and Saburo's program: i6) This program is developed for the eye of 

a particular intelligent robot and achieves the extraction of the line 

drawing of 3-D objects. The procedure consists mainly of two processes. 

First four line drawings of the same objects illuminated from four different 

directions are sequentially obtained. Second, by applying 2-D logical 

operations to these line drawings, a complete one is extracted. This method 

is applicable to more than two polyhedrons in a scene which is difficult by 

usual methods to represent, because of too small difference of light 

intensities between the different planes or the effect of shadows. 

Y h • ak· d M ., (7) Th· . . • d· h os 1 1 an Ot01 s program:- 1S 1S a recogn1t10n proce ure W1t a 

range finder developed for the eye of the above mentioned robot. A range 

finder projects a light beam through a vertical slit on the polyhedrons. 

While the beam is moved in a field of view the picture of each instant is 

picked up by a TV camera. Based on the 3-D position of the slit image, the 

objects are recognised and their parameters are obtained. This method 

determines not only the boundary of the polyhedrons but also the 3-D position 

of their surface planes. Thus, recognition is reliable compared with one 

based on the line drawing of the objects. In addition, this range finder 
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may be used to measure the 3-D position of any point for input to the usual 

recognition methods. The recognition procedure is free from the effects 

of the arrangements and shadow of objects. 

Tenenbaum's program:~8) This program deals with complex objects and is based 

on the idea that a robot will not have to describe a Scene exhaustively but 

will have to find specific objects in order to carry out tasks. Vision is 

considered to be a problem solving process using knowledge about the robot's 

perceptual abilities and contextual knowledge about its world situation to 

recognize objects. Each model describes an object in terms of its 

distinguishing features. There are two classes of features used in the 

models. The first is obtained from the results of applying perceptual 

operators to instances of the object. This is performed by interactive 

fashion. A user outlines part of the image, using a light-pen and tells 

the program to use the result to update the model of the object. Colour 

features are recorded in this way. The second class of features describe 

the object in terms of simple shape characteristics, such as the ratio of 

height to base area. The system uses sensory inputs: brightness, colour 

and range. When the system is told to find an object in a scene it proceeds 

in two stages:-

a) acquisition stage, where the scene image is sampled in a search 

for characteristic features of the object. 

b) validation stage, where each of the possible instances found at 

the acquisition stage is checked in more detail. 

, (9) Th' PoppIes tone and Ambler s program:- 1S program is designed to form body 

models automatically using range data. The input is provided by the striper, 

a triangulation ranging device which enables the 3-D position of all points 

visible to both camera and a light projector to be calculated. The object 

to be modelled is placed on a turntable and images are stored from views 

L.. ______________ _ 
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at several angles of rotation. The construction of the models takes place 

in four stages:-

7 

a) inspection, which collects stripe data and information about the 

position and operation of the various parts of the striper system 

and then reduces the amount of stripe data by segmenting each stripe 

into a number of straight line segments. 

b) plane finding, where the information supplied by the segmenter is 

used to indicate smoothly joined planes. 

c) cylinder finding, which tries to fit cylinders to groups of smoothly 

joined planes. 

d) body model building, where a body model is formed by the union of 

intersections of two basic primitives. These two primitives are 

half-spaces and length cylinders. The planes found by the plane

finder are represented by transformed half-spaces; cylindrical 

faces are represented by transformed infinite cylinders. It is 

assumed that bodies will have only planar and cylindrical faces. 

Shneier's program: i10) This system also uses the striper to provide the 

input data. After finding plane and cylindrical faces it uses completelY 

different representation for objects than the previous one. The models for 

individual objects do not exist as separate entities but are all part of a 

global data-base which is a semantic net. The nodes of the net represent 

faces of objects, and the links represent relations between faces. In 

addition surfaces which are of the same type and dimensions are represented 

by one node. The modelling operation is not totally automatic, the user 

supplies a name for the object and a list of relations to be used when 

constructing the model. The program creates the model, integrating it with 

the existing data-base. The recognition process proceeds in two parts:-

~ .... ---------------------------------
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a) find interpretations for the fragments of a scene 

b) find the best interpretation of the scene as a yhole. 

A range map is processed to find some of the surfaces present in the scene. 

The surfaces found are matched to nodes in the net and the results of these 

matches are used to construct a scene graph yhich contains all the possible 

interpretations of each surface. In a second stage a special constraint 

analysis algorithm is used to find the best overall interpretation of the 

scene .. 

Nevatia and Binford's program: ill) This system also uses as input, only 

range data, obtained by using laser-based triangulation ranging. The basic 

principle is that bodies are segmented into simpler parts. Models are based 

on descriptions of these parts and on the connectivity relations bet ye en them. 

The domain of objects modelled included toy dolls and horses, and hand tool's. 

Interestingly the same processing is used to generate the symbolic description 

of an object for both modelling and recognition. The main primitives used 

to describe objects are generalised cones. After a first stage of segment-

ation, the program generates a symbolic description of the object consisting 

of:-

a) connectivity relations, which are in the form of a semantic net 

yith nodes representing parts and links the relations betyeen them. 

b) part descriptions, containing a summary of the size and gross shape 

of the part yhich is used for quick matching and more detailed 

description of the linear cone which is fitted to the part. 

c) junction description, consisting of a list of parts connected at 

the joint in cyclic order and a note of the widest piece at the 

joint. 

d) global properties which are the number of pieces, joints and 

descriptions 'of distinguished pieces (parts with special properties). 
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The recognition stage consists of the description codes of distinguished 

pieces in the scene, which are compared with those of stored models. Those 

compared successfully are taken on to the matching stage which is performed 

by growing the graph starting from distinguished pieces: 

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS 

• Pattern Recognition is the process of classifying sensory information 

into mutually exclusive categories. 

• Many sciences have contributed to the area of Pattern Recognition. 

• There are two main approaches to the problems of Pattern Recognitions, 

the decision-theoretic or discriminant method, and the syntactic or 

structural one. 

• The applications of Pattern Recognition are numerous and spread over 

a large area. Some of them affect every-day life. 

• A survey of 3-D object recognition systems reveals that they follow 

two basic stages:-

a) modelling 

b) recognition. 
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Chapter 2 

PREPROCESSING METHODS AND 

FEATURE EX TRACTION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Preprocessing is defined as a method of representing a scene by a set 

of nurnbers~l) A visual scene might be divided into a raster of cells and 

then the light intensity of each cell, converted to an electrical signal. 

However an accurate representation of the complete scene, could well lead 

to a large set of numbers. Furthermore, the probability density functions 

needed to represent the scatter of a pattern set produced by such pre-

processing, are likely to be very complex. 

However, only the significant features, are extracted from the sensory 

information, provided by the mass of complex data resulting from such 

simple preprocessing schemes. These features would have either binary 

values indicating their absence (~) or presence (1), or any numerical value 

L-_________________________ _ 
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indicating the intensity of the feature. The collection of feature values 

for a scheme is used as the numerical representation, X, for the scene. 

Feature extraction methods are a major element of the recognition process. 

Unfortunately there seems to be no general theory to guide the search of 

relevant features in any given recognition problem. The design of feature 

extractors is mainly empirical, following different ad-hoc rules, found to 

be useful in special situations. 

The primary input to a visual processor is a rectangular grid of cells, 
(3 

each one of which takes a value from r/J toy. These values represent 16 

gray levels from white to black respectively. Before any extraction of 

features takes place from the grid, some preliminary operations need to be 

done on the grid itself. Their main tasks include" speck removal, gap-

filling, thickening, thining, edging and isolation. The first part of the 

following paragraphs gives a description of the used hardware. In the 

second part a detailed analysis of the averaging, edging and isolating 

operations, is attempted. 

2.2 THE HARDWARE 

The hardware consists of the following main devices: a T.V. camera, 

a T.V. monitor, a frame store digitizer and the appropriate interface, a 

microcomputer system, a lineprinter and a V.D.U. 

2.2.1 The Camera' 

This is a SANYO video T.V. camera with a 12.5-75 mm zoom lense of 

aperture range 1.8-22f. 
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zoom focusing 
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~V 

tripodt 

fig.2.1 

aptr1ur• 
rIng 

It is situated on a tripod and is pointed at the object that is to be 

recognized. The picture that is taken, is displayed on a T.V. monitor. If 

the digitizer is interposed between the camera and the monitor, the picture 

on the screen is a digitized representation of the actual picture. 

2.2.2 The Digitizer ('Robot') 

This is a device that digitizes the actual picture that is taken by 

the camera, and stores it in a 16Kx4 bit memory frame store. There are 3 

switches and 3 knobs on the front and two sockets on the back of the 'Robot~ • 

... 
o 

"(ST 

IfO ....... L 

(0'.1 
IlVU .. :!Jt: 

fig.2.2 

Switch A is an 'ON-OFF' switch. Switch B gives the actual (or digitized) 

picture in its normal form, when switched to 'NORMAL' and the negative 

L-_______________________________________ _ 
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picture. when switched to 'REVERSE'. Switch C is a 'FRAME GRAB' switch; 

which means that it causes the device to split the actual picture into 

2l8x128 cells, and stores it in the l6K memory, each time it is pressed down. 

Knob A can be set to one ~f five positions. At position 'TEST' a test 

pattern of four stripes of different gray levels <those corresponding to hex 

numbers ~,7,8 and F). That helps adjusting the contrast and brightness by 

using knobs B and"C respectively. At position 'CAMERA' the digitized 

picture of the object is displayed on the screen. At position 'TRANSMIT' 

the frozen digitized picture that is sto"red in the memory is displayed on 

the monitor. This setting has been designed to send the frame to a 

telephone line. At the next position 'HOLD' the digitized picture displayed 

on the screen is held. Finally position 'RECEIVE' has been designed to 

allow the device to receive a frame from a telephone line. The transmit 

and receive operations are not used at the moment, because the special 

circuitry for them does not exist. Hence the effect of the first on the 

screen, is the same as at 'HOLD' and that of the second, reception of random 

garbage that fills the picture. A block diagram of the 'Robot' is shown in 

Fig. 2.3a. 
r-

,11 

camera 
frame sync 

, ROB 0 T' line --, 11 ---- -------------- ------, s y ne 
I 
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i4 
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I I 

piul r.te ; 
clo c k I 

I l+r! ! l l f iPIXEL VALU 
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The picture taken by the camera, is passed to the 'Robot' (inside the 

dotted block). The analog signals which are received from the camera are 

given to a Frame Grab Logic. This converts the analog signals to digital 

oneS and stores them in a 16Kx4 bit memory frame, whenever the Frame Grab 

switch is pressed down. The memory is organized in an 128x128 byte matrix 

and each byte contains an integer in the range ~-15 (or ~~-~F in hex). Each 

byte is called a pixeL and the number that it cont'ains pixeL value. Every 

pixel value corresponds to one of 16 gray levels, which are used to represent 

the light intensity of that particular pixel. The whole of 128x128 pixels 

constitute the digitized picture. From the memory the picture is passed 

through a Pictupe Generator. which gives a visual representation on the 

monitor, by converting the digital signals back to analog ones. 

The link between the 'Robot' and the microcomputer system is done by 

a Parallel to Serial Converter. that sends the bytes serially through a 

Serial to Parallel Interface to the micro. The format of each byte that 

arrives to the micro is shown in Fig, 2.3b and it is the fo110wing:-

a) the four low order bits constitute the pixel value, which is an 

integer number from ~ to 15. 

b) the four high order bits are:-

bit four: the Frame Sync. It indicates a new frame when set (1). 

bit five: the Line Sync. It indicates a new line when set (1). 

bit six: is not used. 

bit seven: the logic OR of bits four and five, (b 7=b4 OR b5) 

The pixel rate in which the Robot transmits the pixels to the micro is too 

fast and the picture can not be collected by program. So, a rate divider, 

that divides the pixe1 rate by 3, has been interposed between the clock and 

the parallel to serial converter. Thus every third pixel is transmitted 

and since 3 is comprised with 16,383 (=16K) the sequence is: 
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This covers the whole picture in exactly three passes. Every time a bit 

seven is checked to indicate a new frame or line. 

2.2.3 The Microcomputer System the V.D.U. and the T.V. Monitor 

This consists of a Z-SO microprocessor board with direct assembler 

and 2K of memory on it, two l6K static memory boards, one l6K EPROM memory 

board and one 8K dynamic memory board. There are also available, two 4K 

non-volotile memory boards which were used during the development of the 

programs and an EPROM programmer which was used to bZow the programs into 

the lK EPROM chips. All the boards are sZotted in on a QUARNDON motherboard 

which offers power supply, reset and restart buttons, single step switches, 

and memory location and data LED's in HEX. 

A special program(3) (see Appendix 2) transfers the digitized picture 

to the two l6K memory boards. One of them is saved and the other is 

processed by the program, that is located in the 8K dynamic memory board. 

The program is loaded there from the l6K EPROM memory where it resides. 

This is done to allow the user to change the variables according to the 

circumstances of the problem. The language that is used is the Z-80 

Assembly Language. The assembler offers a !K memory for the label table 

but it does not allow forward references. Finally a number of function keys 

provide the user with elementary operations such as: accessing of memory 

locations and registers, and change of their contents, transfer and display 

of data blocks, and program execution. The arithmetic system used is the 

HEXadecimal. Fig. 2.4a shows the connection of the used equipment. The 

The· input unit is an ordinary Newbury V.D.U. which operates at 48~~ cls 

Baud rate. The T.V. monitor is a simple black and white CRT with 

brightness and contrast control knobs. 
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This is a TPEND printer that operates at 3i/Ji/J c/s Baud rate. Its moving 

head is a 5x7 dot matrix and it prints a maximum of 64 characters per single 

line. The printer is used to obtain a hard copy of the digitized picture. 

The idea is to give a visual representation by printing a character (or a 

number of overprinted characters) for every pixel relevant to its pixel value. 

The maximum of necessary overprints is 3 and thus every line is the result of 

3 overprintings. For example the pixel value i/JF which corresponds to gray 

level black is depicted by overwriting the characters N,Z and~. The effect 

of this is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

r·J + + $ -
fig.2.5 

The problem of printing 128 characters, with only 64 possible in a 

single line, is solved by printing the picture sideways and in two halves; 

botton half and top half. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.6a. 
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Of course the result is to have a picture different (prolonged) from the one 

displayed on the monitor due to the fact that the characters are rectangular 

and the distance between adjacent characters of the same row are different 

from those of the same column (Fig. 2.6b). A detailed description of the 

combinations of characters used is given in Appendix 1. 

2.3 AVERAGING 

As it has been mentioned before, the primary input to the visual 

processor, is a rectangular grid of cells, each one of which has a pixel 

value between 0 and 15. The objective of preprocessing is to reduce this 

grid of numbers, to a manageable set of features, relevant to the class-

ification of the scene. 

The original picture could be divided into 3 main sets of pixels. The 

background pixels, which are all ,the pixels that do not represent any part 

of the main object. The latter are selected so that they all have the same 

pixel value (preferably all black -pix.val=0- or all black -pix.val.15-) 

and they are of high contrast with the main object. The main object pixels, 

which are all the pixels that represent the studied object and they can take 

any pixel value in the range 0-15. And the noise, which are pixels caused 

by noise and can be found in any of the two previolls sets. In this set can 

also be included pixe1s that have been caused some kind of distortion in the 
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picture. The elements of the first two sets are necessary for the recognition, 

while the elements of noise are not. The first of the preprocessing operation$, 

has the task to remove the undesired noise pixe1s and if possible correct the 

pixe1s caused by distortion, leaving otherwise the background and main object 

unchanged. 

• (4) 
Ave~ag~ng is a simple operation, which can achieve gap filling, 

speck removal, thickening and thining. It does that, by modifying each cell 

of the grid representation accordingly, with respect to its neighbourhood. 

2.3.1 How It Works 

Every cell is made the centre of a number of surrounding cells, which 

are called windOw. The size and shape of the selected window, varies 

according to the requirements and the main purpose of the operation. 

Basically the window is a square or rectangle with sides formed by an odd 

number of cells. The cell in the middle of the window is the one that gets 

modified. Before getting into the complex case of 16 pixel values, the 

function of averaging is examined on a picture with only two pixel values 

i.e. black I and white ~. 

The number of pixels with value I within the window is summed up and 

the result is compared to a prespecified threshold. If the sum exceeds the 

threshold the middle cell is turned to black; otherwise it is turned to 

white, i.e. it is set to ~. 

~ ~ £0;; ~ ~ 

mi- "/I .",.,' 
i% ~ . 

~ - @ % 
~ ~ ~ ~ :th res. 2<4 ~ 

fig,2.7 
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Fig. 2.7 gives an example of the effect of averaging using a 3 x3 window 

with threshold 4. 
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The window is shifted one cell across every time, so that it is centred 

on the next cell and the operation is repeated until the end of the row is 

reached. Then the window is moved one row below and the same routine is 

followed until the whole grid is covered. Assuming a black background, 

white specks surrounded by black neighbours are likely to be noise and they 

are removed by being turned to black. This operation is known as speck 

removal. The opposite operation is black spots on the main object are 

turned to white and thus removed. This is called gap filling. For low 

thresholds, white lines on a black background are thinned and black lines 

on a white background are thickened. For high thresholds the effect is 

exactly the opposite. The size of the window controls the extent of the 

filling and removing operations. Small windows produce little change in 

the scene, while larger ones destroy detail. By using different threshold 

settings and different window sizes optimum effects are obtained. 

2.3.2 Averaging in Pictures with More Than 2 Gray Levels 

When the gray levels are more than two the technique has to be modified 

so that it copes with the larger range of pixel values. 

The sum of the window cells is similarly compared to a threshold e. 

If the sum is greater than e, then a quantity or intensification factor is 

added to the pixel value of the cell in the centre of the window. Likewise 

the same numher is subtracted from it, if the sum is found less than the 

threshold B. Small intensification factors cope with speckles of low pixel 

value near the main object or random noise. Larger intensification factors 

are more effective when high contras·ted edges are sought. Sometimes 
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consecutive averagings with constant threshold can clear up pictures with 

great amount of noise and extract the main figure from a very grainy back-

ground (see application in Appendix 2). 
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The example in Fig. 2.8 assumes 16 gray levels 0-F hex and a threshold of 

3F. In case b) with intensification factor 5 speckles 4 and 8 have been 

removed and the gap of 2 has been filled. Speckle 6 has been virtually 

re~oved, considering that the next operation deals with pixel values greater 

than 7. In case c) the results are more obvious at the expense of weakening 

the top-left corner. 

It must be noted that if the value of the modified pixel becomes greater 

than F or less than 0, then it is set to F and 0 respectively. 

The above technique has very good results, when it is applied on 

pictures, where the main object consists of pixels with only one gray level. 

Once a suitable threshold has been selected, it remains constant throughout 

the procedure. The problems arise when 3-D objects are represented on a 2-D 

screen. Normally there are 2 or more areas with different gray levels. 

This means, that if the threshold was kept the same for. all of these areas, 

important edges might be destroyed. Fig. 2.9 shows an example of constant 

threshold averaging with intensification factor 5 and threshold 3F. The 
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effect is that the front side goes from 5 to 0, the top side goes from C 

to F and the right side remains unchanged. The effect is that edges xw 

and wz are intensified while edge wr completely disappears. 
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fig.2.9 

This indicates the need of changing the threshold according to the 

surrounding area. To get round this a new technique is adopted which is 

called voting teehnique or of variabZe threshoZd. 

According to this method the mean of the surrounding cells in the 

window is taken as the value for the threshold and this is compared with 

the value of pixe1 at the centre of the window. An intensification factor 

is added to or subtracted from the pixe1 value of the centre pixe1 if it 

is found less than or greater than the threshold respectively. Otherwise 

its value remains as it is. The advantages of this method over the 

previous one are:-. 

a) it removes the noise near the boundary of the object as before, 

but it does not change the main pattern of the different areas. 

b) it tends to set the pixe1 value ·of the centre cell to the gray 

value of its environment, rather than change it if that environment 

differs from a standard value. In Fig. 2.10 the voting technique 

is demonstrated on the example of Fig. 2.9. 
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The main drawback of this method is that although it achieves its 

purpose in the middle of large areas, it alters strongly the pixel values 

of cells near areas with high contrast (i.e. edges). This gives rise to 

either thicker or double edges, which will certainly confuse the edging 

operator in the next stage. 

As a result it is clear that averaging on a picture with a broader 

spectrum of gray levels is not as effective as it is in the two level system. 

This is because sometimes the neighbourhood of the centre pixel is misleading. 

2.3.3 Masking the Main Object - Back to 2 Gray Levels 

So far the averaging techniques that have been described could be 

called intensification techniques, because they average the scene by 

increasing or decreasing pixel values according to a constant or variable 

threshold. In this paragraph a new technique, which tries to use the two 

gray level operator is suggested. 

As it has been mentioned before the representation of a 3-D object on 

a 2-D screen is a combination of two or more areas with different gray 

levels. The fact that the levels are more than two causes the problems that 
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were discussed in the previous methods. Thus the idea is to isoZate each 

area every time and treat the rest of the picture as if it were background. 

Before proceeding to any operation the following assumptions are made:-

a) a shape is considered as a 3-D shape if it consists of two or 

more areas with pixe1s, the values of which differ by a certain 

amount. 

b) a.number of pixe1s are considered to belong to the same side if 

their values lie between certain limits. 

c) a number of pixels less than a certain fraction of the whole 

number of pixels constituting the main object, are considered to 

be noise. 

d) pixels with the highest (lowest) pixel value, are considered as 

background pixels. 

Thus before applying the averaging operator consecutive scannings 

search for pixels with the same value (other than'that of the background). 

These are grouped together and their sum is stored in· different locations 

for each of the gray levels. Then the total of the pixels of the main 

object is formed, by adding together all the partial sums. The pixel 

values, the partial sums of which are greater than a certain fraction of 

the main sum, are put in a special array. The others are simply turned to 

background pixels. The consecutive elements of this array are tested. If 

they differ by more than a certain limit then they are kept, otherwise they 

are replaced by the value below. Finally every element of the array 

indicates the pixe1 value of cells that belong to the same side. This area 

is turned to white and the rest is made black (background by convention). 

The averaging operator can be applied now with all the advantages of the 2 

gray level scene. The same procedure is followed until the whole of the 
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array has been used. Thus every time the main object is masked, so that 

concentration is kept on one of its sides each time. Of course the contrast 

between the two'sets, main object and background is the highest possible 

and this will make the edges easier to inspect. The main concern is on 

the selection of'the limits, so that pixels that actually belong to 

different sides are not put in the same' group and vice versa. Another point 

that needs to be considered carefully is the selection of the main sum 

fraction with which the partial sum are compared. This must be such that 

only the pixels, that are not many enough to be forming a side, are 

eliminated as noise. 
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Fig. 2.11 demonstrates the method. In a) the result of the masking is shown 

and in b) the result of the averaging. 
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2.3.4 Averaging in Practice 

The picture here is a l28x128 grid of bytes with 16 gray level 

resolution. Black is chosen to be the background (pix. val.0F hex) in 

order to eliminate the shadow from the main object. The window is a 3x3 

square and the threshold is taken equal to 5*. Because of the size of the 

window, the actual picture becomes l26x126 because the first and last row 

and the first and last columns are not used as centres of the window (Fig. 

2.l2a). 
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The first four bits of every byte contain information that is no longer 

useful, once the picture has been collected. So a considerable saving of 

storage (16K) is achieved by shifting the modified pixel value four places 

to the left. After the end of the averaging the first four bits are shifted 
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four places to the right. This means that the original picture is destroyed 

after every averaging. Thus a copy ·of the original picture is always ·kept 

in' the second of the two l6K memory boards. 

2.4 EDGING 

The previous operations of averaging and intensification remove the 

noise and present a picture. the main characteristic of which is areas of 

cells with the same pixel value. As it has been mentioned before, assuming 

uniform illumination, each one of these areas .represents a side of the 

object. Everyone of these areaS is separated from its adjacent areas or 

the background, by a single pixel line, which is the contour of the side. 

Considering every side as a separate 2-D shape, every 3-D shape consists of 

a number of 2-D shapes connected together. The contour of these sides is . 

the feature that distinguishes them from others with different contour and 
..... 

groups them together with those of similar contour. Edging is the operation 

that extracts the contour of a shape. It preserves centres of asymmetry 

such as edges, corners, junctions and ends of lines. The edging operator 

sharpens differences and it could be seen as a two-dimensional derivative 

since changes about the centre element are counted. 

Like in averaging, edging is examined separately on pictures with two 

and more than two gray levels. 

_ _ __ __ _ _________ .....J 
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2.4.1 Ho~ It Works 

Th d • . (6) • • d h e e g1ng operator 1S a square ~1n o~, centered on eac cell. 

After a number of tests have been performed, the ~indo~ is centred on the 

next cell across until the end of the ro~ is reached. Then the ~indow 

moves to the next row below and the operation continues until the whole of 

the grid is covered. Considering a 3x3 window on a two gray level picture 

(0,1), the operation is as follo~s:-

The 9 cells of the window.are numbered as in Fig. 2.14a. Next the 

follo~ing (Fig. 2.14b) eight tests are performed. 
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fig. 2.14 
( b) 

A one is scored if any of the combinations in Fig. 2.14b 'or the complentary 

ones (where l~ and ~l) occurs and the number of occurrences is summed and 

stored in a ta~~y. If the tally is greater than a threshold e, then the 

pixel in the middle 1S set to be black (pix.val.=l), in the transformed 

scene. Otherwise it is turned to white (pix.val.=0). The threshold e could 

be determined by first counting the total number of black cells in the 

window and then setting the threshold to some fraction of this number. 
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Fig. 2.15 demonstrates the effect of edging on a ~quare, using .. 1 

different thresholds. The result is that a double edge is obtained. The 1 

I 

inside one is the contour of the square and the outside one is caused by 

the background. This double edge will cause problems to the boundary 

follower (external loops) and as such needs to become single. This is 

achieved by centeringthe window on black cells only. Thus the white cells 

of the background that caused the outer edge, will no longer be used by 

the operator and the result will be a single edge. Fig. 2.16 shows the 

result of centering the window only on black cells. 
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2.4.2 Edging in Pictures with More Than 2 Gray Levels 

In the case of more than two gray levels, the algorithm is ·modified, 

in order to cope with the higher resolution picture. Firs t of all, pixels 

with values smaller than a certain limit are considered to be noise. This 
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is reasonable. because pixels with relatively low value. will have been 

reduced to such by the previous averaging-intensification operation. This 

means that they were mainly noise and not elements of the main object. By 

introducing a threshold I. these pixels will be virtually eliminated from 

the scene if their values are below this threshold. In fact the operator 

will be centred only on pixels with value greater than threshold I. 

After this first thresholding'the algorithm performs the sequence of 

tests. This time however. a one is scored if,the absolute difference 

between the value of the middle pixel and the value of each one of the three 

opposite cells is greater than a threshold 11. When the above condition is 

satisfied for a certain number of times. the middle pixel is set to black' 

(pix.val.=F, in case of 16 gray levels). Otherwise it is turned to background. 

When the whole picture has been covered the procedure ends. The result is 

a two level picture with white background and the boundary of the shape as 

a single pixel line of black cells. 

The above have good results when a single' 2-D shape is represented in 

the picture. In the case of 3-D objects the thresholds have to be altered 

otherwise some of the sides will be eliminated as noise. The solution to 

this is the masking operation which has been discussed in Section 2.3.3. 

The edging operator follows the averaging operator every time a new side is 

processed. Masking brings the problem back to two gray levels and everything 

described in Section 2.4.1 applies in this case too. 

2.4.3 Edging in Practice 

Like in averaging the picture becomes effectively l26xl26 large, 

because of the size of the window. The same shifting left and right 

technique, to store the modified pixe1 value is used again. 

Finally, a point that needs special consideration is that of the 
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selection of the tally. The sum will be an integer between ~ and 8, i.e. 

~tally.>8. The problem is to find the lowest tally, below which the 

middle pixel will not be marked as a bounda.ry cell. From various examples 

it is deduced that the higher the. tally, the more the gaps in the final 

boundary. Fig. 2.17 demonstrates some of these results. 
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By concentrating on the three cells 1,2 and 3 it is seen that for 

tally=1, the contour is followed perfectly, but fails to give a single 

diagonal line, which is highly undesirable. For tally=2 a gap appears in 

the cell at position 2. For tally=3 another gap appears at position 3. 

In general since the operator is centred on b lack cells, :if the number of 

white squares inside the 3x3 window is less than the used tally, there is 

discontinuity in the boundary of final picture. 

Tally=2 is the best selection because the gap in the original shape 

"' 
will be filled by the averaging operator (see §2.3.3) and consequently there 

will not be such a case. 
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In Section 2.3.2 a kind of isolation ope~ator was mentioned. Below 

a more effective isolation operator is discussed. 
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This operator selects the' connected figure in a scene and erases all 

other parts of the scene not connected to it. In this operation an 

assumption is made that the figure is made up of black (pix.val=l) and the 

background is made .up of white (pix.yal=0) cells. It begins by selecting 

an arbitrary black cell. A window is centred on this cell and all black 

cells (including the original one) inside the window are marked retained. 

The window is then centred on each retained cell in turn and new black cells 

are marked retained by the same criterion. This operation continues until 

no new retained cells are left to become window centres. Then each retained 

-
cell in the grid that has its corresponding cell in the transformed grid is 

set equal to 1. All other cells are set equal to 0. Thus if the window is 

3x3, . only the black cells connected (diagonally or adjacently) to the 

original cell are preserved. All other block (figure) cells are converted 

to white (background) cells. Larger windows allow the process to hop. across 

small gaps in an otherwise connected figure. 

The above described operator can be modified to cope with more than 
J 

two gray level pictures. In this case pixels will be marked retained if 

they lie within an upper and a lower threshold. 
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SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS 

• Preprocessing is a method of representing a scene by a set of numbers. 

• A visual scene is divided into a grid of cells, the light intensity 

of which is converted to an electrical signal ahd represented by a 

four bit number. 

• A T.V. camera takes a picture of an object that is digitized and 

stored in a l6K (128 x128 pixel range) framestore. The picture is 

presented on a T.V. ,monitor and through a special routine a".hard 

copy of it is obtained by a printer. A microcomputer system 

administers the previous routine as well as the following pre

liminary operations. 

• Averaging-intensification: the middle cell of a 3x3 window is 

modified according to the relation of the sum of the 9 cells to a . 

given threshold. The window operator scans the whole picture. 

• It achieves gap filling, speck removal, thickening and thinning. 

• Edging: the middle cell of a 3x3 window is turned to I/J (white) or 

1 (black) , according to the difference of pixel values in a number 

of combinations between opposite lying cells .• 

• It sharpens differences and presents the contour of the figure. 

• Isolation: it selects one connected figure in a scene. 

• Careful selection of the various thresholds in averaging and 

edging provides better results. 

• The preliminary operations aZean up the scene leaving the dimensions 

of it unchanged. 
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Chapter 3 

EDGE FOLLOWER AND VERTEX 

DETECTOR 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the main problems on the digitized picture is the representation 

of straight lines. The latter are important, because they are the main 

components of the shapes to be recognized. Once the 2-D shape has been 

preprocessed, it is left with only its contour, which consists of straight 

lines connected together. The objective of the next process, is to follow 

this contour and identify the points at which the direction changes. In 

other words, locate the vertices of the shape. The coordinates of the 

vertices are stored in special memory locations and are given to the next 

process which will check which of these vertices are more likely to be true 

oneS. The others, which could be called pseudo-vertiaes, will be dropped. 

So the result of the procedure is a two-dimensional array of vertices -

representing X and Y coordinates respectively .- which are the set of vertices 

that determine the 2-D shape, to be recognized. This true-vertex determination 
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isvritten in C and its last task is to form the necessary PROLOG unit 

clauses, which will be used as data for the PROLOG recognition program. 

The technique of this first part i.e. the vertex detection, is based 

on a series of special tests, which check the change of the pattern 

representing straight lines with different slopes. The second part, 'i.e. 

the verification of the true vertices is based on the check of the distances 

of the suspeated or pseudo vertices from the equation of the straight lines. 

3.2 BOUNDARY FOLLOWER 

It is true from Analytical Geometry that the equation of the straight 

line is:-

y = ax + b (1) 

with x taking values in R, a is the slope of the straight line defined as 

a_dy and b is value of coordinate y for x=0, i.e. YO. The equation of a 
dx' 

line segment A B is given by (1), with x defined on the domain (A,B)ER 

and taking values inR '. Hence, every root of the equation (1) on (A,B) 

is given by the function 

y = f(x) = ax + b (2) 

which is continuous. 

In the digitized picture however, a different ,representation of 

straight lines takes place, because there is a definite number of points 

every pixel can be represented by its centre - and at fixed positions. 

Hence, although the end points of a straight line segment can be determined, 

they can not be joined together - generally - with a number of points that 

belong to the set of roots of the equation defined by them. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1 a and b. 



y = ax+ b 

(a) ( b) 
fi g. 3.1 

It is easy to see that the only cases when the digital representation 

coincides with the one given by the equation, defined by the two points, 

is horizontal, vertical and 45
0 

lines (Fig. 32a,b,c). 

A B 

A B 

10 I 10 1 
a : e 

B 

Ca) Cb) (e) 

fig. 3.2 

So, before starting discussions on the technique of the boundary 
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follower, it would be wise, if a good study of different types of straight 

line representation in a digital picture was made • 

. 3.2.1 Straight Line Representation in Digital Form 

From the above it is obvious that the best approximation of straight 

lines is by joining together horizontal or vertical segments which belong 

to adjacent rows or columns respectively. Supposing that each pixel is 
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represented by a point located at its centre; then by joining together this 

point with its 8 neighbouring centres eight directions are formed. These 

are the possible ways in which one can move in order to find the next 

adjacent point of a straight line (Fig. 3.3a). 

4 3 
(a) 

2 
x.. Y. x.. Y. 

1 8 (b) 1 
1 

f i g.3.3 

The procedure that generates the right direction is given by the rule 

of the least distance from the actual straight line~l) For example, let 

(xo,yO) be the coordinates of a point that belongs to the straight line c. 

The two points with the least distances from £ are (xl,Y
l

) and (xI,YO). 

From Fig. 3.3b it is true that, rl<Pl or (because of the similar triangles) 

bl<a
l

, and hence the point (xl,Y
O

) will be preferred to (xI,Y
l
). At this 

point it is noticeable that, it would be convenient if a name was given to 

8 

each of the 8 directions (Fig. 3.3a) so one could refer to that by it. The 

easiest way is to start by calling a certain direction number 1 (in the 

above the one across right was chosen) and continue clockwise, by increasing 

the numbers by 1. So in the above example the first move was a '1'. Then, 

because of aZ<b
Z

' (xZ,Y
l

) is the next point, and this is obtained by using 

an '8' from the point (xl,yo). Next a '1' comes up again, followed by 

another '1' and so on. 

From the above it can be seen that the straight line c is approximated 

, 
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by a pattern of unit ~ines of standard direction of the form ••• 18118118 ••• 

It will be proved now, that this pattern remains unchanged with respect 

to the same straight line (no distortion is assumed, case which will be 

examined later on). 

The example examined above is considered again, assuming that the 

pattern does not remain the same:-

/' 
0 

b 1 1 
0 

X z 

1 B 1 
0 

1 8 1 
fig. 3.4 

Z· 

It is true that the slope s of the straight line is ct. An assumption is 

made that the pattern starts 18118118 ••• and at the point z' changes to 

8111 (Fig. 3.4). This means that the distance a'>c' and thus a step '1' 
D... l:::>... 

is taken instead of an '8'. From the equal' triangles X Z Y and X' Z' Y' 

(they have X Z Y = X' Z' y' = 1~, XZ=X'Z', 'and Z X Y=Z'X'Y'=S) it is 

deduced that Y'Z'=YZ and b'=b. Similarly a'=a. But it is a'>b' and so it 

should be a>b, which contradicts the original assumption that the pattern 

at that point is ••• 118111. •••. Hence it was proved that the pattern, which 

represents a straight line remains unchanged through the line. Here it 

must be pointed out that at the two ends of a straight segment it looks as 
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if the pattern is slightly different. This is only due to the fact, that 

the pattern is piaked up at some point and there is no interest in the 

pattern beyond these points, e.g. Fig. 3.5 shows this. 

fig.3.5 

The pattern here is ••• 118118118 .•• but because the main interest is in the 

part from A onwards, the first bit BA is dropped and it looks as if the 

pattern is 1811811811 ••• This will cause some problems later. 

3.2.2 Different Kinds of Patterns - The Link 

It was mentioned in previous paragraphs that the representation of a 

straight line on a digital picture is a sequence of horizontal and vertical 

line segments, joined together. Here an attempt is made to analyse the 

main features of this representation, in'order to use them as key points 

for the location of the vertices. 

First, the length of a straight line segment Or unit is defined* as:-

the number of pixels in it minus one. 

Length = no. of pixels'-l 

e.g. 

1234567 
has length 6 (7-1) 

* If a cell belongs to two different units counts for both in the calculation 

of the length. 
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There has also been shown that the pattern remains unchanged ~ith 

respect to the same line. Next it is examined how the length of the 

straight segments, ~hich comprise the lin.e, is related to the slope of the 

segment. 

n = dy n 
tan=m 

11\ = dx 

fig. 3.6 

dx 
The slope s of the straight line E is given by the quotient:- s=dy. In the 

above example, in order to find the slope of each lin·e segment the right 

angled triangle ABC is formed (Fig. 3.6) and as dx and dy are used the 

lengths 1n and 1m of its two sides BC and AB respectively. By taking the 

max(1m,1n) and the minUm,1n) and forming p,,:~~~::~~~ , then [p] is the 

number of pixels in every straight segments - unit - of the straight line 

AB. If P is an integer then·the length of the units is constant 1u=p-l 

otherwise it varies ftom [p] to [p]+l. So the main pattern is a recurrence 

of units with length 1u and 1u+l. The units are connected with joints of 

length 1, which are called ~inks. The links remain the same throughout the 

whole line, and this is the feature that distinguishes between parts - units 

of the same line and parts of another line (change of direction i.e. location 

of a vertex). So far the only units considered were horizontal ones 

connected with diagonal links. Let the first quadrant be taken to examine 

how the direction of the links and the units change, by moving from 00 
to 

9I/Jo (Fig. 3.7). 



... 77877. .. ... 88788... . . .88888 ... 

... 77777 ... 

... 88188 ... 

... 11111L. 

J 63' ,/ P ~ ~I =:,:IP-L-' ---' 

~
5/P>2 
27' ... 11111 ... 

• 11' ---j'---' -; ..... )..--.] 

fig.3.7 
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6 7 8 

5 1 

4 3 2 

o At ~ the link degenerates so the pattern is a single unit of ones (or fives) 

_ the directions left to right and bottom to top are considered - Moving 

o towards 45 p approaches 2 and so the length of the units decreases until 

it becomes ~ at 270 (p=l.94 ~ [p]=l and tu=[p]-l=~). The units from 27
0 

to 

0 
45 are of length ~ and land the length of the link starts increasing 

becoming maximum at 45
0 where the length of the units is ~ only. From 45

0 

to 63
0 

p is less than 2 and so there are some units of length one with the 

1 d'ff h h • 1 h' • Fl.·nally from 63
0 

to 9,,"0 on y l. erence t at t ey are vertl.ca t l.S tl.me. ~ 

one finds increasing vertical units connected with diagonal links. At 90
0 

the pattern is again one single unit without any links. Thus it is clear 

that the three directions horizontal (0
0
), diagonal (45°) and vertical (90

0
) 

are the only ones, in which all the"points of their digital representation 

lie on the same line. That means that the two representations digital and 

\ 
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real coincide. Inside the sector 270 to 630 there are units of length one 

only, so one could consider the sequence of links as units connected with 

horizontal or vertical links of length one. The three 'dire~tions which 

determine more or less the direction of the units are called dominant. So 

the link can be defined as:- a unit of length one, that connects the main 

units which represent a straight line in a digitized frame. 

3.2.3 Edge Following Operator 

After the first three preprocessing operations, the only pattern in 

the frame store, will be that of the contour of the shape. On the screen 

this looks like a - rather - continuous sequence of white pixels in a black 

background. All that needs to be done now is to follow this contour and at 

the same time detect and locate the vertices of the shape. 

( i-1.j-lI (j-1.j-1) 

6 

(i-1. j ) (j -1. j ) 

2 

(i-1.j+1 ) (i.j-l) (i-1.j4) 

fig.3.8 

• . h (2) 
There are two main steps' involved in the boundary follow1ng algor1t m 

described below. 

a) The search strategy. 

The picture is scanned left-to-right, top-to-bottom until a white 

cell is found. Because of the averaging operation there will not 
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be any single white cells and, the ones met will belong to the 

boundary of our shape. This is considered as the starting boundary 

point, and the position of this cell (i ,j ) is saved in the first 
s s 

element of a boundary array. 

b) The follow strategy. 

The neighbours of a boundary cell are numbered as shown in the 

Fig. 3.8. From the starting point (i ,j ) found by the search 
s s 

strategy, the boundary of the shape is followed in such a manner, 

that the region within the boundary is kept always to the right 

of the path being followed. 

The neighbours of the currently considered boundary cell (i,j) are 

now checked for the next boundary-white-cell. The checking begins with 

neighbour 0-2, with ~~8. Where n is the number that indicates which of 

the neighbours of the preceding boundary cell, the currently considered cell 

is. Every new boundary cell is marked with a number indicating its 

direction. Thus all the white cells of the boundary are turned to n, ~~8, 

apart from the ones being considered as vertices, which are marked differently. 

When a neighbouring boundary cell is found, it will become the next currently 

considered boundary cell. 

This following strategy is repeated until the starting point (is,js) 

is again encountered. At this time it is likely that the complete boundary 

has been traced. In order to search for a second boundary in the picture, 

all the non-white cells are turned to black-background pixel value - and a 

new scanning is tried according to the search strategy. When the whole 

frame has been covered and there are not any white cells left, the following 

operation finishes'. An example of the route of the follower and the result 

of the marked cells is given in Fig. 3.9. 
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2 

fig.3.9 

The idea of starting the following strategy not at n but at n-2 is to 

cope with cases like the one below, where the n-follower would have missed 

part B of the boundary out (Fig. 3.10). The n-follower after the last six 

looks for a new six (same direction) and then for a seven whi~h is in fact 

the starting cell. On the other hand the n-2-follower looks for a four 

and it finds it including part B in the boundary of the shape. The only 

case in which the follower does not quite follow the boundary is that shown 

in Fig. 3.11. 

, .. 
• • • • • • • • 

-.-------~ S 1 11 11 11 11 
7 1 1 It 6 

7 ~ 1\..6 
~ 3 :~ 6 
~ 4 J '- 5/5/4 , 

t> 
• • • • • • • 

5 4 I '-, ~ 

" L_._~ __ ./ 

fig. 3:10 

J. 
~ ~ 

3 

fig. 3.11 

The leftmost '5' in the bottom row is not followed by any' 3' (=5-2) neither 

any '4' nor '5', but by a '6' and a '7'. 1n this case '7' will remain white. 

but such a case is prevented by the previous operator of edging so actually 

I 
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there wiil be no such 'cell as the one at position '7'. 

So far it has been assumed that the boundary to be followed is 

continuous. This means that there are no gaps- ·black cells - in the path. 

But what happens if one comes across such a gap, which occurred due to noise 

or inefficiency of the two previous operators? The problem can be solved 

by improving the follower, so that it copes with small gaps, within a circle 

of radius 212 of the last boundary cell. 

Supposing that (i,j) (Fig. 3.12), is the .current boundary cell and 

after a complete round, none of the eight neighbouring cells belongs to the 

boundary. Now say that the previous direction was '7'. The operator is 

centred on the (i,j-l) cell and it is applied once more. By doing this, 

one checks if any of the Al cells is hlhite 

already been checked in the previous round 

r--" 0 
,..-, , , , , 

'--' '-_. 
Ii. j) 

f i g.3.12 

(i-l,j-l) and (i+l,j-l) have 

and if one is encountered 

continues from there. If not, cell B is the new centre and BI cells are 

checked. If it fails again a new attempt is tried on C by checking the Cl's. 

If this last search does not retrieve the next boundary cell, the follower 

fails and the procedure stops there. A message 'FAIL' indicates that the 

system can not go any further, and the method can not recognize the shape. 

After a successful application of the boundary follower the processor 
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halts and a message 'SEND' indicates that the array of data can be handed 

over to the VAX mini-computer for further calculations. If the re

application of the search strategy finds single white cells the procedure 

goes on until a whole string of them is encountered. When no more shapes 

are left an 'END' message appears on the screen. 

3.3 VERTEX DETECTION AND LOCATION 

The definition of a 2-D shape vertex, which consists of straignt lines 

only is:-

the intersection of two sides. The coordinates of the vertex are 

given by the common solution of the equations of these two sides. 

The objective of the vertex detector is to spot the vertices as the 

boundary follower continues its operation, by Using certain criteria. Fro~ 

the definition,a vertex is the intersection of two straight lines, which 

implies that these two lines have different slopes. So the main criterion 

that indicates the presence of a vertex is the change of direction. The 

method that is used here is:-

a) detect all the changes of direction and store the coordinates of 

the points, where the change happens, in a vertex-array. 

b) form the equations of every two adjacent points and check if the 

rest of them lie within certain limits. 

c) delete the vertices that are within the above limits and store the 

ones left in a new array, in order to use it for the next stage. 

3.3.1 Change of Direction Criteria 

As mentioned before, the digital representation of a straight line, 

is a sequence of equal length units, connected with links of length one. 
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So, it can be said that there are three main numbers which determine 

,straight lines of the same direction. The number that shows the direction 

of the unit, the number that shows the direction of the link and the length 

of the unit. One can refer to them as ~, N~ and LU respectively.:'.Whenever 

a change in any of these three is detected, a change of direction occurs and 

a vertex should be indicated. 

The above is the main and general criterion for the indication of 

vertices. But before proceeding to the final expression of more specific 

criteria two other factors that might aonfuse the vertex detector must be 

taken into account. These are random noise and picture distortion, caused 

by the digitizer due to overheating of some chips, or caused by the camera. 

These make the straight lines look slightly curved. As a result of that, 

there are changes in the pattern, which in normal circumstances would suggest 

change of direction and existence of vertices. In order to overcome this 

ambiguous point, two kinds of vertices are introduced. The ones that occur 

due to definite change of direction, which are called Certain-Vertices or 

Beat-Vertices, and the ones that occur due to change of direction, but not 

as clear as in the previous case, which are called Suspected-Vertices 

Pseudo-Vertiaes. The coordinates of the vertices of the first kind, are 

used to form the equations of the straight lines against which the vertices 

of the second kind will be checked. If their distance from the straight 

line is within a certain tolerance, the pseudo-vertices are dropped from 

the final vertex-array. Otherwise they become real-vertices themselves and 

new equations are formed to include them, according to the new rearrangement 

of the set of real-vertices. 

The main criterion that indicates a real-vertex is that the current 

NU and the next ~ differ by more than one direction numbers, i.e. they are 

not adjacent. 
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7 re~l vertex 4 

(a) ( b) 
fig.3.13 

"'. 

In the first example (Fig. 3.l3a) Nu=l. so if the next cell is different 

to one and it is part of the same straight line there has got to be a link* 

i.e. one of the '8' or '2'. which is not - seven here The result is 

that the last cell is marked as a real-vertex. Similar is the case 

demonstrated in Fig. 3.l3b. The vertex detector looks always one cell 

ahead and at the same time saves the current NU and N
L

• It also saves the 

address of the last cell in case where a vertex is to be. indicated. The 

coordinates of all the vertices which have been encountered are stored in 

a vertex-array. A second array points at the .real-vertices and thus the 

next process uses only the vertices indicated by the pointers to form the 

equations of the sides of the shape. 

The second criterion for real-vertices is:-

The N' that follows the link is of direction different from that of 
U 

the current NU' If instead of the expected link a new uni t occurs .• with 

N'=N but N'#N then a real-vertex is indicated. A real-vertex is not 
·U L L L 

confirmed before any of the new N' or N' is met. In the example in Fig. 3.14 u L 

* 

151515 

such a case as the one in the figure does 

not exist because of the way the edging 

operator works; see also edging §2.4.2. 
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NU=l and NL=2. Then instead of the normal N~=l. a NU=2 occurs and this 

indicates a new unit. The first '3' could be just the new link N~ but the 

occurrance of the second one confirms the existence of a real-vertex. The 

same could have happened if instead'of a new unit the expected link occurred, 

followed by the new unit. Of course it is assumed that NU#N~. 

The third criterion for real vertices is:-

Instead of·the expected link a new unit occurs with NU=N
L

• In the 

example in Fig. 3.15 after the last '1' of the last unit a link '2' would 

be expected, but the occurrence of the new unit with N'=8 (#N =1) marks U -L 

the existence of a real vertex at cell (i,j). The last two criteria are 

slight variations of the main one and there is small difference between them 

and the following pseudo-vertex criteria. 

1 

/ 
2 

2 

3 
3 

real vortex 

fig. 3.14 

real vertex 8 
6 

8 

fig.3.15 

2 
3 

2 

2 

As it was mentioried before this type of vertices take their name from 

the fact that they may have been caused by distortion of the straight lines 

and not by actual change of direction. The first criterion for detection 
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of pseudo-vertices is based on the feature that units of the same straight 

line have lengths that differ by I at least. Thus if the length of the 

new unit is different from the expected one,a change of direction is 

detected and a pseudo-vertex is indicated. This is true with the assumptio~ 

that Nu=NU and NL=N~. In a genuine case one would have two sets of units. 

Ip each of them the lengths of every two elements differ by one, while the 

difference between elements of the two sets is greater than one. In reality 

though, units of the same straight line can have lengths with difference 

more than one. This means that the criterion was to be modified to cope 

with the latter case. The modification 1s:-

when the link is met the length of the unit is compared to the average 

of the lengths of the previous units (of the 'same straight line of course). 

If the absolute difference is greater than the 1/4 of this average, the last 

cell of the previous unit is marked as a pseudo-vertex; otherwise the 

follower continues its path. In the example in Fig. 3.16, cell (i,j) is 

the pseudo-vertex because the length of the new unit is 7, the average 2.5 

and 17-2.51>2.5/4. Like the second criterion for real-vertices the vertex 

detector is always one unit ,ahead. 

The second criterion for the pseudo-vertices is:-

the direction NU of the next unit is the same as the current link NL 

and the direction NU of the unit after the next is the same as the current, 
U 

• N NU d N N' Le. u= U,an L= U· This criterion copes with the case, where the link 

of the pattern changes slightly, or in other words a unit has taken the 

place of the link. Of course if N~ were different then NU' cell (i,j) 

would be turned into a real-vertex. In the example in Fig. 3.17 cell .(i,j) 

is deemed to be a pseudo-vertex since the link '2' has been extended to a 

new unit of '2's. The same applies to cell (i+3,j+3) because after N~=2 

a new N~=l occurs, instead of an expected link N~=l or 3. 
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. pseudo vertex 

~~~~-r~(?i.~jl ~ 
1 1 . 

2 

fjg.3.16 

pseudo vertex 

/ 2 
2 

fjg.3.17 (i.3.j.31 

The third criterion for the pseudo-ver'tices is:-

the direction N~ of the new unit equals the link NL of the current 

one" and the link Ni of the new pattern equals the direction NU of the 

current unit. This is slightly different from the previous one in that the 

cell (i,j) is the start of a straight line with a completely new direction 

from the previous line. That could be sufficient to mark (i,j) as a real-

vertex, but care is taken to make it cope with cases, where the unit length 

is only one and the slopes are very close indeed. In Fig. 3.18 the two 

cases are demonstrated clearly. It can be noticed that had the new link 

2 

/ 
~J.:.f.2~-------__ P s e U do V e r t • x 

2 

fig.3.18 

NL been different from the current unit direction NU' the cell '(i,j) would 

have been a real-vertex according to the second criterion for the rea1-

vertices. 



The fourth criterion for pseudo-vertices is:-

the direction N~ of the new unit is the same as the current one NU' 

but the link Ni is different from the current one NL• The reason for not 

indicating a real-vertex here is, cases like the one in Fig. 3.19b. Here 

because of some unexpected distortion the difference in slope is not very 
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clear and it is wiser to mark cell (i,j) as pseudo-vertex-rather than as a 

real one. ~ 111 
211 

( .. )'--211 I,) 8 
pseudo vertex 

2L1 2 

/ 211 

11 ~ 2 

11' 
pseudo vertex 

fig.3.19 
(b) 

Finally by definition, the first and the last boundary cells met by - I 

the follower are marked as real-vertices. It will be seen later how a 

virtuar first vertex can be eliminated from the vertex-array. 

3.3.2 General Discussion on the Vertex Detector 

The vertex detector is the main subroutine of the boundary follower, 

and consists of several shorter subroutines which perform the operation. 

Every time the follower finds a new cell that belongs to the boundary, the 

vertex detector is called to do the following jobs:-

a) Mark every new boundary cell with its direction number N. This 

is done in order to be able to detect the change of direction by 

comparing the new direction number to the old one. Three cells 

of the same N constitute a unit and N becomes the direction number 

of the unit NU. 

b) Save the current NU in a special location, in order to compare it 

with the N~ of any new unit. As new cells of the same N are met, 

a sum of them is formed. This represents the length LU of the unit 
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which is saved too, for later comparisons. The first non-Nu cell 

which differs* by one from NU is deemed to be the link direction 

·or link NL and it is saved. 

c) Mark the current vertex and save.it. Vertices:unlike other connnon 

cells, which are marked with a one digit number from 1 to 8, are 

marked with two digit numbers. The very first vertex is marked by 

number 11 and then every real-vertex by adding l~ to the previous 

real-vertex. The pseudo-vertices are marked by adding 1 to the 

previous vertex number. The position of the previous pseudo-vertex 

is saved too, in case that it needs to be turned into a real-vertex 

due to consecutive changes of the NU by more than one. 

d) Store the coordinates of the vertices and the pointers to the real 

ones into the vertex-array and pointer-array respectively. (Fig •. 

3.20). 

400~5 . 3F 
• 1 2 

-
25 

3F 
f-f 

vertox-array 
-

~480 
~. 

Ep 
end mar ~er 

real vertex 
pointer array 

fig.3.26 

The top-left pixel is taken as the ~,0 point 

determined by two numbers from 0 to 7F (hex) • 

coordinates of the cell. At the end of every 

Is placed to indicate that there are no more 

and every cell is 

that are the X and Y 

array an end marker 

elements left. FF hex 

(or -1 decimal) is the end marker used here. The coordinates of 

the first vertex are taken again as the last couple of elements in 

the vertex-array before the end marker. The memory locations 400-47F 

Here is meant positiona1 difference and not arithmetic difference e.g. '8' 

differs by one from '7' and '1', '2' differs by two from '4' and '8' etc. 



are kept for . the rea1-vertex pointer-array. The whole program is 

written in Z-8~ assembly language. A flow chart of the boundary 

follower and vertex detector is given in Figs. 3.21-3.23. 

3.4 REAL-VERTEX VERIFICATION 

The two arrays obtained by the previous operations are fed to a VAX 

mini-computer for further processing. The result of this process is the 

formation of unit clauses, which will be the data for the recognizer. 
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The main objective of this phase is to eliminate all the excessive vertices, 

in order to be left with the genuine ones only. The whole procedure can be 

divided into three main parts:-

a) the elimination of pseudo-vertices 

b) verification of real vertices 

c) formation of unit clauses. 

3.4.1 The Elimination of Pseudo-Vertices 

It was said before that the pseudo-vertices are caused by either change 

of direction or by distortion of the pattern. Those belonging to the first 

set need to be turned to real ones, while the vertices of the second set 

need to be eliminated from the final database. 

The two arrays of data which are given by the vertex detection phase 

are handed over to the new program of real-vertex verification and are 

stored in two new one-dimensional arrays. These are vfiJ for the vertices 

and N[i] for the pointers. The dimensions of these two arrays vary 

according to the desirable maximum number of vertices, that can be allowed 

in the procedure. At the end of each array -1 is placed as an end marker. 

After the loading procedure, the elements of the pointer-array are checked, 
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fig.3.22 
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in order to examine if the end marker exists. If not the method fails and 

a message is returned to indicate that the 2-D shape has .more vertices than 

the array elements. The shape is classified as other automatically by 

default, but if an answer is wanted by the recognizer, the dimension of NfiJ 

has to be increased sufficiently. 

Next the coordinates of the first two real-vertices, pointed to by 

the first two elements of the pointer-array are used, to form the equation 

of the first side of the shape. The equations for these two vertices are: 

Yl ~ tan.xl 
+ b (1) , Y2 ~ tan.x

2 
+ b (2) 

and thus tan = (y 2 -y 1 )(x2-xl ) (3) and } with Xl '" x2 
b = (x2Yl-xlY2)/(x2-xl) (4) 

By calculating the slope and the constant factor of the equation for the 

straight line determined by the two real-vertices, every vertex between 

these two is checked to find out if it belongs to the same straight line or 

not. Here again because of the digitized picture, a tolerance has to be 

introduced, taking into account the idiomorphic structure of the quanti zed 

straight line. Since a vertex can be, practic·ally, approximated by any of 

the nine pixels of a 3x3 square (Fig. 3.24a) and the largest distances from 

the middle is that of the diagonal, the tolerance chosen is 12. Pixels with 

distance greater than this from the straight, are eliminated. The distance 

of the point A from the straight line (Fig. 3.24b) is given by: 

~+ 
2 

X 

and a vertex is eliminated if d>~ or if max(x,y»2. This is the condition 

which is used here. 

y=tan.x +b, 
n 

Yn 
x=--b 

tan ' 

x and y are the values obtained by solving the equations 

th 
with x and y being the coordinates·of the n pseudo-

n n 

vertex between real-vertices 1 and 2 and tan and b, given from (3) and (4) 

respectively. 

-------------------------------- -
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fig. 3. 24 

If the distance of some of the pseudo-vertices is greater than the 

given tolerance, it means that some of them are real-vertices and a new 

test should be tried according to the emerged new conditions, Supposing 
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that there are n pseudo-vertices to be checked against the equation of the 

real-vertices V. and V. 1 and m of them are found with distances greater 
1. 1.+ 

than d
l

• from the straight V., V. l' If V is the pS,eudo-vertex wi th the 
1m 1 1+ max 

maximum distance then, this is taken as a new real vertex and the original 

straight line V.,V. 1 is changed to V.,V and V ,V. I' The rest of 
1 L+ 1 max max 1+ 

the n-1 pseudo-vertices are checked against the equation of the real-vertices 

between which are included in the array. If their distances are within the 

allowed limit, they are ignored;- effectively. eliminated - otherwise the 

same procedure is followed until all of the vertices are checked. The new 

real vertex is marked as such by inserting an extra pointer to it in the 

pointer-array and moving the pointers below by one position downwards (Fig, 

3.26), The coordinates of every real-vertex met are stored in a new two-

dimensional array A[i][j], 

In the example of Fig. 3.25, V 2 and vI have di stances greater than 

the limit with d
2
>d'l' while V3 is within tolerance, Two new straight lines 

are formed VI v
2 

and v
Z
V

2 
and the new tests show none of the remaining vI' 
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v3 is a new real vertex. Thus v2 goes into the final vertex-array. When 

all the real-vertices have been used and all the pseudo~vertices have been 

checked, the procedure ends, 

~ 

Vx [~ 1ft m 

Vy n n 

k Vx t t 

Vy i i 

Vx j 
) Vy P 

Vx ~ 
) 

vy 
J 

fig.3.25 

~ I 
j 

P 

:.-. 
new real vertH V 11111+1/ 

fig.3.26 

3.4.2 Real-Vertex Verification 

Before the array of real-vertices, produced by the previous procedure 

has reached its final form, two points must be examined. The existence of 

nearby vertices and the very first vertex. 

It has been mentioned earlier that points within the same 3x3 square 

can be considered as one. This implies that vertices with distance less 

than z/2 - max distance across the diagonal of the 3x3 square - from each 

other should be considered as the same vertex. It is common that the vertex 

of some - mainly acute-angles are approximated by patterns like the ones in 

the Fig. 3.27. This happens because the averaging operator rounds the 

sharp parts by removing the odd pixels. This of course causes the existence 

of more than one real-vertex in a very small area due to abrupt changes of 

direction. A solution to this problem is, to check the distances of the 
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, 
adjacent vertices against a certain maximum distance, within which the two 

vertices are considered to be one. This is obtained by moving the elements 

of the array one position upwards and eliminating - by overwtiting -the 
, 

first of the two neighbouring vertices. The above technique will take care 

of the first and last pixels which will be taken as one vertex - only one 

cell apart - although both are marked as real-vertices. 

The very first boundary pixel is always a real-vertex except for one 

case. The proof is the following:-

Since the follower searches from left to right, top to bottom, the 

very first boundary pixel will be the end of an ascending line and the 

beginning of a descending - or an horizontal - one. Hence it is a real 

vertex. But it fails when the·ascending line is very close to the horizontal. 

first boundary cell 

fig.3.27 

j't "',,, 
V2 

To cope with this after the test of adjacent vertices has been completed, 

the equation of the straight line between the second and penultimate 

vertex is formed and the first one is checked against it. Since it belongs 

to that straight line it will be eliminated without causing any further 

problems. 

The existence of a pseudo-vertex in the above case will not cause any 

problems if there are any pseudo-vertices between the first and the last 
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real-vertices. If there is such a vertex, it will be below the first -

otherwise it would have been the first The test for this PsV (Fig.3.28) 

will be between Vn and VI instead of Vn and V
2

, but since VI and V
2 

belong 

to the same straight line, it will not make any difference to the final 

result. 

3.4.3 Formation of Unit Clauses 

This part prepares the data which will be consulted by the recognizer, 

to make the final classification of the shape. The unit clauses created in 

this phase are:- a) conn(cl,c
l 

c2,c2) b) line(c
l
c2,n), c~ slope(cl c2 ,m), 

d) sqrline(c
l 

c 2,t), and e) angle(cl,k). 

c
l
,c

2
,c

3 
are characters from the set ch={a,b,c, .•• ,x,y,z}, and i,m,n 

are integer numbers. 

a) conn(X,Y,Z):- The conn unit clause is the most important one because 

it indicates the connectivity between the vertice~ and hence the structure 

of the shape. The first and last variables refer to the vertices being 

connected, while the one in the middle refers to the line that joins them. 

For example 'conn(a,ab,b)' means that vertex a is connected to b by the 

side ab. The direction of the connectivity is important, so conn(a,ab,b)~ 

conn (b, ba, a) • 

Af/Jf/J 

Alf/J 

A2f/J 

.... ChAr/! 

.... ChAl 

.... ChA
2 

.... ChA 
n 

} conn(ChAr/!,ChAf/JChAl,ChAl ) 

} conn(ChA
I

,ChA
l

ChA
2

,ChA
2

) 

} 

A character array is associated with every vertex, by using the same 

subscript. Successive vertices mean connected points and subsequently the 
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forming of conn unit clauses. The respective elements of the character 

array ChA fill the places of the variables as shown above. When a vertex 

equal to the first is met, the end of the procedure is marked. Of course 

the fact that the first and last vertices are the same, .is deliberate to 

supply the connectivity between. last and first vertex (which would not have 

been successive otherwise) • 

d 

[ 

b 

fig.3.29 

conn (a,ab,a). 
conn (b,bc,c). 
conn (C, cd,d). 
conn(d,da,al. 

The example in Fig. 3.29 illustrates the order and direction of the 

connectivity that gives rise to the respective conn's. 

b} Line(X,n} and sqrline(X,m}:- The first one.is used to compare the sides 

of the shape when equality is demanded. X is the side concerned and n an 

integer number representing the length of the side. The second unit clause 

is similar to Zine, but m is n
2 

and it is used when the theorem of Pythagoras 

is needed. n and m are calculated as the distances of consecutive vertices 

as shown below. 

D1 = A[i] [~]-A[i+l] [~] (1) 

D2 = A[i] [i]-A[i+1] [1] (2) 

= I D2+D2 
n = s [i) 

S [i) + ~.5 (s [i])2 1 2 m = 

A[i] [~], A[i+1] [~]: the ordinates of vertices i and i+1 

A[i] [1], A[i+l] [1]: the abscissae of vertices i and i+1 
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s [i] is an integer array and loi+D~ a real number, which meanS that s· [i] 

will be assigned the integer part of the square root. To round the number 

correctly, ~.5 is added to the square root. m is obtained by squaring n. 

Both m and n have to be integer because in PROLOG (the language in which 

the recognizer is written) only integers can be used. The X is filled in 

by the same method as variable Y in 'conn(X,Y,Z)'. 

c) Slope (X,e):- Because of the use of a non-conventional system of co-

ordinates the slope S~ of straight line £ (Fig. 3.29) is given by:-

S.I'. = tan e = 
dx 
dy 

The slope is calculated by using VI and D2 from (1), (2) of the previous 

calculations of the line (X,n):-
V

2 T[i] = -- with D
l
l0 and hence 

Dl 

e [i] 180 
= 3.1416 

+ 
This is the angle e in degrees that £ forms with the OX axis (clock>1ise is 

taken as positive). e is also an integer and x is supplied as described 

above. The 'slope(X,k)' unit clauses are used to indicate parallel lines. 

x 
.~~----------~~ 
:J 

y 

fig.3.29 
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d) angle(Z,£):- This unit clause is used to indicate a non-convex 

quadrilateral. Since the equality of angles of, a shape is implied by the 

equality of subtended sides, the angZe unit clauses are of no other use. 

Y is the character that determines the angle and £ is an integer which gives 

the amplitude of the' angle in degrees. The amplitude a of an angle that is 

left on one side of a line parallel to the OX axis and passing through its 

vertex V (Fig. 3.30a) is given by: 

Cl = I et> - 61 (1) 

with t and 6 the slopes of the two lines ,of the angle as defined in the 

previous section. In case of angle 'e, the amplitude of e' is calculated by 

(1), which however is equal to e. The formula is different when the parallel 

to OX intersects the angle (Fig. 3.30b):-

I ' # ). 
1 .. __ , " 

I /l" l \, 
l " 

( a) 
'. 

Cl ~ l8~ - I ~ - e I (2) (angles measured 

in degrees). 

rb) 

fig.3.36 

In a convex quadrilateral there are two angles that belong to the first 

category at least. These can be found by comparing the abscissae of their 

vertices. They are the ones with the minimum and maximum distance from OX 

respectively. Thus by finding the vertices with the smallest and biggest 

abscissae, the use of the adequate formula is chosen. In the case when 

there are two maxima and two minima'the first and third angles are calculated 

by formula (1). In both of the shapes in the example of Fig. 3.31a, the 
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angles a and c are calculated by formula (1) and band d by (2). 

In a convex quadilateral (abcd) there is the following relation between 
, 

the abscissae of the vertices. 

If V (1) = min and V (2) = max, then V (3»V (4) always. This does 
y y y y . 

not happen in the case of non-convex quadrilaterals (a' b' c' d') and thus 

is the condition for using formula (1) only for all four angles. Both (1) 

. 0 
and (2) calculate angles smaller than 180 , and so fail in the case of a 

non-convex quadrilateral, because they calculate the exterior of the real 

angle (e.g. c' and c"). However this is easy to be checked by using the 

known relation a'+b'+c'+d'=36~0 (3). o If the sum is less than 360 , a non-

convex-quadrilateral is indicated. In the case of a"b"c"d", which is a non-

convex quadrilateral with V (3»V (4) the formula for convex quadrilaterals 
y y 

is used, but the fact that (3) is not satisfied reveals it is non-convex. 

a 
min 

a b 

,7 1, d 

b 

-----------max 
[ 

(a) a .' ." d 

c 

fig.3.31 ( b) b~' 

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS 

• The representation of straight lines on a grid is given by sequences 

of horizontal or vertical lines of pixels connected with diagonal 

joints called links. 

• The pattern that represents a straight line on a digital grid 

remains unchanged throughout the line. Likewise the limit remains 
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the same with respect to the same line. 

• The edge follower is a 3x3 square window centred on cells belonging 

to the boundary of a shape. The eight cells round the middle cell 

are checked for the next boundary cell using an n-2 sequence. A 

recovery operator takes care of small gaps in the boundary. 

• The vertices of a shape are points at which a change of direction 

is observed. 'The change of direction is implied by a change in the 

pattern that represents the two sides of the particular vertex. 

Such genuine vertices are called reaZ-vertices. 

• Vertices caused by distortion of,the picture due to noise, the 

camera, the screen or other reasOns are called pseudo-vertices. 

These may become real in certain cases. 

• A number of criteria checks the type of the vertices and forms two 

arrays with their coordinates. The real-vertices are used to form 

the equations of the sides of the shape. If any of the pseudo

vertices are farther than a limit distance from these sides they 

become real-vertices themselves. 

• When all the real-vertices have been verified they form a final 

array with their coordinates, which is responsible for the formation 

of the data used by the next stage of recognition. 

• The data used by the recognizer carry information about the 

structure of the shape - conn - or its special properties such as 

length of its sides, amplitude of its angles etc. 

• If the number of vertices identified by the vertex detector is too 

large the method fails. In this case the shape is classified as 

other by default. 
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C h apt e r 4 

SVNT ACT I C PATTERN RECOGNITION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines a relatively new and promising approach to 

pattern recognition, based on the utilization of concepts from formal 

language theory. This approach is frequently referred to as Syntaatia 

Pattern Reaognition, although terms such as linguistic pattern recognition, 

grammatical pattern recognition and structural pattern recognition are 

often found in the literature. 

The basic difference between syntactic pattern recognition and the 

other approaches is that ,the former explicitly uses the structure of patterns 

in the recognition process. Analytical approaches, on' ,the other hand, deal 

with patterns on a strictly quantitiative basis, thus' 'ignoring inter-

relationships between the components of a pattern. From the viewpoint of 

pattern description or modelling, class distribution or density functions 

are used to describe patterns in each class in the decision-theoretic 

approach but syntactic rules or grammars are employed to describe patterns . . 

L ___________ _ 
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in the syntactic approach. The effectiveness of these approaches appears 

to be dependent upon the particular problem at hand. Often a mixed approach 

needs to be applied. As a matter of fact, it is sometimes difficult to 

distinguish sharply between syntactic and non-syntactic recognizers. Of 

course the existence of a recognizable struature is essential for the 

success of the syntactic approach. For this reason, syntactic pattern 

recognition research has been largely confined so far to pictorial patterns 

which are characterized by recognizable shapes, such as characters, 

chromosomes and particle collision photographs 

The interest in syntactic pattern recognition may be traced to the 

early 1960:s, although research in this area did not gain momentum until 

later in that decade. Even today, however, many of the major problems 

associated with the design of a syntactic pattern recognition system have 

been only partially solved. 

In the following paragraphs a general model of a syntactic pattern 

recognition system is discussed, and some basic concepts of the formal 

language theory are given. The two main kinds of recognizer are analysed 

and some pattern recognition languages are mentioned. 

4.2 SYNTACTIC APPROACH TO PATTERN RECOGNITION 

The many different mathematical techniques used to solve pattern 

recognition problems may be grouped in two general approaches:- the decision

theoretic (or discriminant) approach and the syntactic (or structupaZ) 

approach. In the decision-theoretic approach, a set of characteristic 

measurements, called features, are extracted from the patterns. The 

recognition of each pattern (assignment to a pattern class) is usually 

made by partitioning the feature space. In some pattern recognition problems, 
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the syntactic or structural approach has been proposed. This approach 

draws an analogy between the (hierarchical! or treelike) structure of 

patterns and the syntax of languages. Patterns are specified as being 

built up out of subpatterns in various ways of composition, just as phrases 

and sentences are built up by concatenating words, and words are built up 

by concatenating characters. Evidently, for this approach to be advantageous, 

the simplest subpatterns selected, called pattern primitives. should be much 

easier to recognize than the patterns themselves. The Zanguage that provides 

the structural description of patterns in terms of a set of primitives and 

their composition operations is sometimes called the pattern recognition 

language.' The rules governing the composition of primitives into patterns 

are usually specified by the so-called grammar of the pattern description 

language. After each primitive within the pattern is identified, the 

recognition process is accomplished by performing a syntax analysis or 

parsing of the sentence describing the given pattern to determine whether 

or not it is syntactically (or grammatically) correct with respect to the 

specified grammar. In the meantime, the syntax analysis also produces a 

structural description of the sentence representing the given pattern 

(usually in the form of a tree structure). 

The syntactic approach to pattern recognition provides a capability 

for describing a large set of complex patterns, by using small sets of 

simple pattern primitives and grammatical rules. One of the most essential 

aspects of this capability is the use of the recursive nature of a grammar. 

A grammar (rewriting) rule can be applied any number of times, so it is 

possible to express in a very compact way some basic structural character

istics of an infinite set of sentences. Of course, the practical utility 

of such an approach depends on our ability to recognize the simple pattern 

primitives and their relationships, represented by the composition operations. 
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the structural information which describes each pattern is important, and 

the recognition process includes not only the capability of assigning the 

pattern to a particular class (to classify it), but also the capacity to 

describe aspects of the pattern that make it ineligible for assignment to 

another class. A typical example of this class recognition problem is 

picture recognition or, more generally speaking, scene analysis. In this 

class of recognition problem, the patterns under consideration arec.usually 

quite complex and the number of features required is often very large. Thus 

the idea of describing a complex pattern in terms of a {hierarchical) 

composition of simpler patterns is adopted. Also, when the patterns are 

very complex and the number of possible descriptions is very large, it is 

impractical to regard each description as defining a class. Consequently, 

the requirement of recognition can only be satisfied by a description for 

each pattern rather than by the simple task of classification. Fig. 4.1b 

shows the structural description of scene 4.1a. 

sc eoe A 

/ ~ ljtet \. bHkr\ ( (subpattern) 

~bjH t 0 objt( tE floor M "'all N (subpattern) 

1/ I \~ 
( a) 

(sub patter n) face 
L 

face 

X 
hee hee 
y z 

( b) 
f ;g. 4.1 

In order to represent the hierarcnical (treelike) structure information 

of each pattern, that is, a pattern described in terms of simpler subpatterns 

- - - -------------------
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The various relations or composition operations defined among sub-

patterns can usually be expressed in terms of logical and/or mathematical 

operations. For example, if coneatenation is chosen as the only relation 

(composition operation) used in describing patterns '-··then for the pattern 

primitives shown in Fig. 4~2a, the rectangle in Fig. 4.2b would be 

represented by the string aaaabbccccdd. More explicitly, if '+' is used 

for the head-to-tail eoneatenation operation,the rectangle in Fig. 4.Zb 

would be represented by a+a+a+a+b+b+c+c+c+c+d+d, 'and its corresponding 

treelike structure would be thar 'shown in Fig. 4.3. 

An alternative representation of the '~tructural information of a 

pattern is a reZationaZ graph~3) Fig. 4.4b shows a relational graph 

~ <if i 
a b c d 

(a) ( b) 

fig.4.2 

rectan le 

a+a+a+a+b+b+c+c+c+ c+d+d a +b 

fig.4.3 

of picture F in Fig. 4.4a. since there is a one-ta-one corresponding 

relation between a linear graph and a matrix, a relational graph can also 

be expressed as a re'lationa"L matrix. In using the relational graph for 

pattern description, the class of allowed relations can.be broadened to 

.. ----------------------------------------
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include any relation that can be conveniently determined from the pattern. 

It is worth noticing that: 

a) the concatenation is the only natural operation for one-

dimensional languages 

b) a graph, in general, contains closed loops, whereas a tree does not. 

With this generalization, richer descriptions can be expressed than with 

tree structures. 

(a) 

picture r 

put-of /. \ patklf 

/ ~eft-oL \ 
circle G ,i ght-of rectangle H 

part-ol \pa., ,~~of part-of/ \' p~,~of 
/ \ / ,pa,~of \part-of 

a ----:--;-00; b ( e . . f 
connett.d-t~ (onn.-t 

fig. 4.4 ( b) 
connet led-to 

However, the use of tree structures provides a direct channel for 

adapting the techniques of formal language theory to the problem of 

compactly representing and analysing patterns containing a significant 

structural content. Because of the adaptation of techniques from formal 

language theory, the syntactic approach is also sometimes called the 

Zinguistia approaah. Nevertheless, it is probably more appropriate to 

consider that the techniques of formal language theory are only tools for 

the syntactic approach rather than the approach itself. 

------------------------------------------------------------
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4.3 SYNTACTIC PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

A syntactic pattern recognition system can be considered as consisting 

of three major parts, namely, preprocessing, pattern description or 

representation, and syntax analysis. Usually·, the term· syntaatia pattern 

recognition refers primarily to the last two parts. A simple block diagram(la) 

of the system is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

Input 

paJt ern 
Pre-processing Pattern 

Representation 

Synhx 

Analysis 

Classification 
1----+ 

&. Description 

--------------------------- ___ R"!CJ>9.!'ili~n __ 
. Learning 

Sa mple --
patterns 

fig.4.S 

Grammatical 

Infuence 

The functions of preprocessing include pattern encoding and approx-

imation, and filtering, restoration and enhancement. An input pattern is 

first coded or approximated by some convenient form for further processing. 

For example, a black-and-white picture can be coded in terms of a grid (or 

a matrix) of 0's or l's, or a waveform can be approximated by its time 

samples. In order to make the processing in the later stages of the 

system more efficient, some sort of data eompression is often applied at 

some stage. Then, techniques of filtering, restoration and/or enhancement 

are used to clean the noise, to restore the degradation and/or improve 

the quality of the coded (or approximated) patterns. The output of the 

preprocessor gives patterns of reasonably good quality. Each pattern is 

then represented by a language-like structure (e.g. a string). 
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The pattern representation process consists of pattern segmentation, 

and primitive (feature) extraction. In order to represent a pattern in 

terms of its subpatterns, the pattern must be segmented, and the primitives 

in it identified (or extracted). This means that, each:preprocessed pattern 

is segmented into subpatterns and pattern primitives based on prespecified 

syntactic or composition operations. Then, in turn, each pattern is 

represented is identified with a given set of pattern primitives. At this 

point, each pattern is represented by a set of primitives with specified 

syntactic operations. For example, in terms of the concatenation operation 

each pattern is represented by a string of (concatenated) primitives. The 

decision whether or not the representation (pattern) is syntactically 

correct (i.e. belonges to the class of patterns described by the given 

syntax or grammar) will be made by the syntax analyser or parser. When 

performing the syntax analysis or parsing, the analyser can usually produce 

a complete syntactic description, in terms of a parse or parsing tree, of 

the pattern, provided that the latter is syntactically correct. Otherwise, 

the pattern is either rejected or analysed on the basis of other given 

grammars, which presumably describe other possible classes of patterns 

under consideration. 

The simplest form of recognition is probably template matching. The 

string of primitives representing an input pattern is matched against 

-
strings of primitives representing each prototype or reference pattern. 

Based on a selected matching or similarity criterion, the input pattern 

is classified in the same class as the prototype pattern that is the best 

match to the input. The hierarchical structural information is essentially 

ignored. A complete parsing of the string representing an input pattern, 

on the other hand, explores the complete hierarchical structural description 

of the pattern. In between there are a number of intermediate approaches. 
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For example, a series of tests can be designed to test the occurrence or 

nonoccurrence of certain subpatterns (or primitives) or certain combinations 

of subpatterns or primitives. The result of the tests (e.g. through a table 

look-up, a decision tree, or a logical operation) is used for a classification 

decision. The selection of an appropriate approach for recognition usually 

depends on the problem requirements. If a complete pattern description is 

required for recognition, parsing is necessary. Otherwise, a complete 

parsing could be avoided by using other simpler approaches to improve the 

efficiency of the recognition process. 

In order to have a grammar describing the structural information about 

the case class of patterns under study, a grammatical inference machine is 

required, that can infer a grammar from a given set of training patterns in 

1 l 'k ' (lc) anguage- 1 e representatl0n. The function of this machine is analogous 

to the learning process in a decision-theoretic pattern recognition system. 

The structural description of the class of patterns under study is learnt 

from the actual sample patterns from the class. The learnt description, 

in the form of a grammar, is then used for pattern description and syntax 

analysis. A more general form of learning might include the capability of 

learning the best set of primitives and the corresponding structural 

description for the class of patterns concerned. 

4,4 CONCEPTS FROM FORMAL LANGUAGE THEORy(lb,2) 

This section contains some essential ideas from formal language theory, 

as related to problems in syntactic pattern recognition. 

An alphabet is any finite set of symbols. 

Asentence over an alphabet is any string of finite length composed of 

symbols from the alphabet. For example, given the alphabet {0,l}, the 
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following are valid sentences: {0,1,00,01,10, .•• }. The term string and word 

are also commonly used to denote a sentence. 

The sentence with no symbols is called the empty sentence. The empty 

sentence will be denoted by sO. For any alphabet V, V* will be used to 

denote the set of all sentences composed of symbols from V, including the 

empty sentence. The symbol V+ will denote the set of sentences V*-sO. For 

example, given the alphabet V~{a,b}, V*~{so,a,b,aa,ab,bb, ••• } and 

+ V ~{a,b,aa,ab,bb, ••• }. 

A language is any set (not necessarily finite) of sentences over an 

alphabet. 

A grammar is defined as a fourtuple: 

G ~ (VN,VI,P,S) • 

where: V
N 

is a set of nonterminals (variables); 

VI 1S a set of terminals (constants); 

P is a set of productions or rewriting rules; 

S is the start or root symbol. 

(1) 

It is assumed that S belongs to the set V
N 

and that VN and VI are disjoint 

sets. The alphabet V is the union of sets VN and VI. 

The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is the set of strings 

which satisfy two conditions: 

a) each string is composed only of terminals (i.e. each string is a 

terminal sentence. 

b) each string can be derived from S by suitable applications of 

productions from the set P. 

The following notation will be used. Nonterminals will be denoted by 

capital letters:- S,A,B,C, ••• Lower-case letters at the beginning of 

the alphabet will be used for terminals:- a,b,c, ••• Strings of terminals 

will be denoted by lower-case letters towards the end of the alphabet:-
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v,w,x, •••• Strings of mixed terminals and nonterminals will be represented 

by lower-case Greek letters:- a,~,y,o, •.. 

The set P of productions consists of expressions of the form a+a 

where a is a string in V+ and B is a string in V*. The: symbol'" indicates 

replacement of the string a by the string S. The symbol Gwill be used to 

indicate operations of the form yaoQYSo in grammar G, that is, G indicates 

the replacement of a by a by means of the production a+a, y and 0 being 

left unchanged. It is customary to drop the G and simply use the symbol ~ 

when it is clear which grammar is being considered. For example considering 

the grammar G=(VN,VT,P,S), where VN~{S}, VT={a,b}, and P={S+aSb, S+ab}, 

if the first production is applied m-I times. 

S "'aSb "'aaSbb "*a3Sb3 
=> ••• am-1Sbm- l 

is obtained. Applying now the second production results in the string 

m-I m-I m. m 
a Sb ""ab 

the language generated by this grammar consists of an infinite number of 

strings or sentences and can be expressed as L(G)={a~mlm~l}. 

4.4.1 
(lb 2) 

Types of Grammars ' 

The grammars considered in this section as specific examples of 

equation (1) of the previous paragraph. They are all of the general form 

G=(VN,VT,P,S) differing only in the type of productions allowed in each. 

An unrestrieted grammar has productions of the form a+S, where a 

is a string in V+ and S is a string in V*. 

A eontext-sensiti1Je grammar has productions of the form ~Aa2+alSa2' 

where '1 and ~2 are in V*, S is in v+, and A is in VN' This grammar allows 

replacement of the nonterminal A by the string of S only when A appears 

in the context ~Aa2 of strings al and aZ' 
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A context-free grammar has produetions of the form A~S,where A is in 

VN and a is in V+. The name eontext free arises from the faet that the 

variable A may be replaeed by a string S regardless of the eontext in whieh 

A appears. 

A reguZar (or finite-state) grammar has produetions of the form A~aB 

or A~a, where A and B are variables in VN and a is a terminal in V
T

' 

Alternative valid produetions are A+Ba and A+a •. However, onee one of the 

two types has been ehosen, the other set must be exeluded. 

These grammars are sometimes ealled type $, 1, 2 and 3 grammars, 

respeetively. They are also often referred to as phrase structure grammars. 

It is interesting to notiee that all regular grammars are eontext-free 

all context-free grammars are context-sensitive and all context-sensitive 

grammars are unrestricted. As expected, unrestricted grammars are 

considerably more powerful than the other three types. However, their 

generality presents some serious difficulties in the theoretical and 

praetical applications of the parameters. This is also true of context

sensitive grammars. There is also a major difference between type 0,1,2 

and 3 grammars. A type 3 grammar is a finite machine and can be reeognised 

by a finite automaton, while the others cannot. They are recognized 

though by other automata which can also recognize type 3 grammars. This 

is very important for grammatical inference. 

4.5 FORMULATION OF THE SYNTACTIC PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEM(2) 

Using the concepts of the previous sections, the problem of pattern 

recognition described in paragraph 3 can be regarded as follows. Suppose 

that two pattern classes w
1 

and wz, are considered. Let the patterns of 

these classes be composed of features from some finite set. These features 

will be called terminals and denote the set of terminals by VT• The term 
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, 
primitives is also often used in syntactic pattern recognition terminology 

to denote terminals. Each pattern may be considered as a string or 

sentence, since it is composed of terminals from the set V
T

• Assume that 

there exists a grammar G with the property that the language it generates 

consists of sentences (patterns) which belong exclusively to one of the 

pattern classes, say w
l

• This grammar can clearly be used for pattern 

classification since a given pattern of unknown origin can be classified 

as belonging to w
l 

if it is a sentence of L(G}. Otherwise the pattern is 

assigned to 00
2

, For example, the context-free grammar G=(VN,VT,P,S} with 

VN={S}, VT={a,b}, and production set P={S4aaSb, S4aab}, is capable of 

generating only sentences which contain twice as many a's and b's. 

Considering a hypothetical two-class pattern recognition problem in which 

the patterns of class 00
1 

are strings of forms aab,aaaabb, etc., while the. 

patterns of 00
2 

contain equal numbers of a's and b's (i.e. ab,aabb, etc.), 

it is clear that classification of a given pattern string can be generated 

by the grammar G discussed above. If it can, the pattern belongs to 001' 

If it can not, it is automatically assigned to 00
2

, The procedure used to 

determine whether or not a string represents a sentence which is grammatically 

correct with respect to a given language is called parsing. 

The above classification scheme assigns a pattern into class 002 strictly 

by default. However, it is possible that the pattern does not belong to 

002 either. It may represent a noisy or distorted string which is best 

rejected. In order to provide a rejection capability it is necessary to 

determine two grammars, G
I 

and G
2 

which generate languages L(G
l

) and L(G
2
). 

A pattern is assigned to the class over whose language it represents a 

grammatically correct sentence. If the pattern is found to belong to both 

class~s it may be arbitrarily assigned to either class. If it is not a 

sentence of either L(G
l

} or L(G2}, the pattern is rejected. Thus in the 
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4.6 SYNTAX-DIRECTED RECOGNITION(2) 

It has been indicated that formal grammars Can be used for pattern 

recognition by determining whether a given pattern represents a terminal 
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sentence which can be generated by any of the grammars under consideration 

for a specific problem. The procedure that determines whether or not a 

given pattern represents a valid sentence,·in formal language theory, is 
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known as parsing. Basically, two main types of parsing techniques will 

be considered: top-down and bottom-up. By referring to a tree structure 

the following analogies can be drawn. The top or poot of the (inverted) 

tree is the start symbol S. The terminal sentences (patterns) represent 

h b 1 f h Th · d (4). . h t e ottom or eaves 0 t e tree. e top~ own techn~que starts W1t 

the root symbol S and, through repeated applications of the productions 

of the grammar, attempts to arrive at the given terminal sentence. The 

bottom-up approach, on the other hand, starts with the given sentence and 

attempts to arrive at the symbol S by applying the productions in reverse. 

In either case, if the parse fails, the given pattern represents an incorrect 

sentence and is therefore rejected. 

It is evident that the parsing schemes described above are inherently 

inefficient since they involve essentially an exhaustive search in the 

applications of the productions of the grammar. However, it is seldom 

necessary to carry a sentence of productions all the way through, since 

partial results can be checked against the desired goal in order to determine 

whether a given sequence of productions has the potential to produce a 

successful parse. 

The parsing process can be further improved by employing the rules of 

syntax of a grammar. Syntax is defined as the concatenation of objects. 

A ruLe of syntax s~ates some permissible (or prohibited) relations between 

objects. For example the concatenation www never occurs in the English 

language. In this terminology, a grammar is nothing more than a set of 

rules of syntax which define the permissible or desired relations between 

objects. A syntax~dipected parser, therefore, employs the syntax of the 

grammar in the parsing process. 
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4.6.1 Recognition of Graph-Like Patterns(2) 

The problem with the previous approach is that, scanning for the 

primitives or substructures of interest in a two-dimensional situation 

could be a formidable task for a machine. Today, the most successful 

attempts in this area have involved patterns which can be reduced to graph-

like structures. 

An interesting application of linguisitic concepts to pattern 

recognition is the Picture Description Lan~uage (PDL)~5,6) A primitive 

in PDL is any n-dimensional structure with two distinguished points, a tail 

and a head, as shown in Fig. 4.7a for two-dimensional structures. It is 

worth noticing that a fairly general structure can be abstracted as a 

directed line segment since there are only two points of definition. 

A primitive can be linked to other primitives only at its tail and/or 

head. On the basis of this permissible form of concatenation, the structures 

of PDL are directed graphs, and can be handled by string grammars. The 

principal rules for the concatenation of abstracted primitives are shown 

in Fig. 4.7b. It is important to point out that blank primitives may be 

used to generate seemingly disjoint structures while preserving the rules 

of connectivity. Also, it is often useful to consider a null point 

primitive having identical head and tail. 
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When n-ary relations are involved, a graph-representable description 

can be obtained by transforming all relations into binary ones. A unary 

relation r(x) can be changed ,to a binary one r' (Xl A) where A denotes the 

'null' primitive. The relation r(xl, ••• ,X
n

) (n>2) can .be transformed into 

a composition of binary relations, such as: 

or into a conjunction of binary relations 

or into a combination of these. For example, the ternary relation TRIANGLE 

(a,b,c) would be transformed into either one of the following equivalent 

binary relations:-

CAT(a,b)ACAT(b,c)ACAT(c,a) or ~(b,CAT(a,c» 

where CAT(x,y) means that head(X) is concatenated to tail(Y), that is, 

CAT(X,Y)=X+Y and ~(X,Y) means that the line X is connected to form a triangle 

with the object Y consisting of two concatenated objects. 

Another grammar, which generates languages with terminals having an 

arbitrary number of attaching points for connecting to other primitives or 

sub-patterns is the PLEX grammar~8) The primitives of the plex grammar 

are called N-attaehing point entities (NAPEs). Each production of the plex 

grammar is in a context-free form in which connectivity of primitives or 

subpatterns is described by using explicit lists of labelled concatenation 

points (called joint lists). Sentences generated by a plex grammar can be 

transformed to directed graphs, by assigning labelled nodes to both 

primitives and concatenation points or by transforming primitives to nodes 

and concatenations to labelled branches. 

An extension of the concept of string grammars to grammars for labelled 

(9) 
graphs are the WEB grammars. Labelled node-oriented graphs are explicitlY 

used in the productions. Each production describes the rewriting of graph 
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a into another graph /l and also contains an embedding rule E which 

specifies the connection of a to its surrounding graph (host web) when a 

is rewritten. 

A further generalization of string grammars to graph grammars can be 

done by including non-terminal symbols which are not simple branches or 

nodes~lO) An mth-order non-terminal structure is defined as an entity that 

is connected to the rest of the graph by m nodes'. In particular. a. second-

order structure is called a branch structure and a first-order structure a 

node structure. Then an mth-order context-free grammar G is a quadruple 
. g 

Gg=(VN.VT.P.S) where VN is a set of mth-order non-terminal structures:-

nodes. branches. triangles ••••• polygons with m vertices; V
T 

is a set of 

terminals:- nodes and branches; P is a·finite set of productions of the 

form A~. where A is a non-terminal structure and a a graph containing 

possibly both terminals and non-terminals (a is connected to the rest of 

the graph through exactly the same nodes as A); S is a set of initial 

graphs. The expression A*B denotes that the two graphs A and Bare 

connected by a pair of nodes. and N(A+B+C) denotes that the graphs A.B and 

C are connected through a common node N. Finally ANB denotes a non-terminal 

subgraph consisting of a branch structure A with nodes X and Y connected to 

the node structure N through Y and a branch structure B with nodes Y and Z 

connected to N through Y. The subgraph is connected to the rest of the 

graph through the nodes X and Z. Fig. 4.8a,b and c illustrate the above. 

Another interesting application of syntactic pattern recognition 

, '1 'f' , f h (7) deals wlth automatlc C aSSl lcatl0n 0 c romosomes. A context-free 

grammar classifies a chromosome as being either submedian or telocentric. 

The primitives used in this application are shown in Fig. 4.9a; typical 

submedian and telocentric chromosomes are shown in Fig. 4.9b. 
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In terms of these figures, operator '.' is interpreted as describing 

simple connectivity of parts as a chromosome boundary is tracked in the 

clockwise direction. 

4 6 2 
.. f S (2) •• Recogn1t10n 0 Tree tructures 

In order to handle tree structures it 1S necessary to modify slightly 

the concept of a grammar. A tree grammar is defined as a quintuple 

where V
N 

and V
T 

are, as before, sets of non-terminals and terminals, 

respectively; S is: the start symbol which can, in general, be a tree; 

P is a set of productions of the form n+W, where nand ware trees; and 

(2) 
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R is a ranking function which denotes the number of direct descendants of 

a node whose label is a terminal in the grammar. An example of a tree 

grammar is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. 

r 
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4.7 LEARNING AND GRAMMATICAL INFERENCE(le) 

The use of formal linguistics in modelling natural and programming 

languages and in describing physical patterns and data structures has 

recently received increasing attention. Grammars or syntax rules are 

employed to describe the syntax of languages or the structural relations 

of patterns. In addition to the structural description, a grammar can also 

be used to characterize a syntactic source which generates all the sentences 

(finite or infinite) in a language, or the patterns belonging to a particular 

class. In order to model a language or to describe a class of patterns or 

data structures under study more realistically, it is hoped that the 

grammar used can be directly inferred from a set of sample sentences or a 

set of sample patterns. This problem of learning a grammar based on a set 

of sample sentences is called grammaticaZ inference. 
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The problem of grammatical inference is concerned mainly with the 

procedures that can be 'used to infer the syntactic rules of an unknown 

grammar G, based on a finite set of sentences or strings, S from L(G), 
t 

the language generated by G, and possibly also on a finite set of strings 

from the complement of L(G). The inferred grammar is a set of rules for 

describing the given finite set of strings from L(G) and predicting other 

strings which in. some sense are of the same nature as the given set. A 

basic block diagram of a grammatical inference machine is shown in Fig.4.l1. 

source 
S, = (x" It, , .. "x, ) 

f i 9.4.11 

infuence 

a 19ori thm 

infuenct! 

graRlmotr G, 

The inferred grammar for St is considered to be good if it yields a 

satisfactory result. In recent years some measures of goodness have been 

defined in terms of complexity of the inferred grammar, and they have been 

applied to grammatical inference problems. 

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS 

• The syntactic approach to pattern recognition provides a capability 

for describing a large set of complex problems, by using small sets 

of simple pattern primitives and grammatical rules. 

• A syntactic pattern recognition system consists of three major 

parts: preprocessing, pattern description or representation and 

syntax analysis. 
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• Preprocessing functions include pattern encoding. approximation 

filtering. restoration and enhancement. Pattern representation 

consists of pattern segmentation and feature extraction. Syntax 

analysis or parsing makes the decision whether 6r not the pattern 

belongs to the class described by the given syntax and grammar. 

• A grammar is defined as:- G=(VN.VT.P.S) (VN=nonterminals. VT=terminals. 

P=productions. S=start symbol). The commonest grammars are the:-

unrestricted. contex-sensitive, contex-free and regular. 

• An unknown pattern is classified into class w. if and only if it 
1 

is a sentence of language L(G.). i=1.2.3 ••••• M. Otherwise it is 
1 

rej ected. 

• The two main parsing techniques are top-down and bottom-up. Top-

down starts with the start symbol S and attempts to reach the 

terminals with repeated applications of the productions P. Bottom-

up is the reverse procedure. 

• A syntax directed pars er employs the syntax of the grammar in the 

parsing process. 

• Picture Description Language is implemented as an application of 

graph-like pattern recognition. 

• In order to modify tree structures the ranking function, R is 

introduced to the fourtuple of grammar. 

• Grammatical inference deals with the problem of learning a grammar. 

based on a set of sample sentences. 
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C h apt e r 5 

THE RECOGNIZER 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

After the pattern has been preprocessed and its main features have 

been extracted, it is .segmented into subpatterns called pattern primitives, 

wbich are easier to recognize than the pattern itself. Thus the structure 

of the pattern is described by a pattern recognition Uznguage that is based 

on the set of primitives and their composition operations. The rules 

governing the composition of the primitiyes into patterns is usually 

specified by the grammar of the pattern description language. After each 

primitive within the pattern is identified, the pattern is ready to be 

recognized. The recognition process is accomplished by performing a syntax 

analysis or parsing of the sentence describing the given pattern to determine , 

whether or not it is syntactically (or grammatically) correct with respect 

to the specified grammar. Finally the pattern is classified, i.e. it is 

assigned to a particular class determined'by the above mentioned grammar. 
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The recognizer discussed in this chapter is capable of 'recognizing 

three-dimensional objects that consist of simple straight-line two

dimensional shapes. It functions in two stages. In the first stage all 

the 2-D shapes, which are eventually the visible sides of the 3-D object 

to be recognized, are classified by a 2-D recognizer. Then, in the second 

stage, a 3-D recognizer is called to classify the 3-D object composed by 

the 2-D sides previously recognized. Both recognizers belong to the top

down type, i.e. they start with the start symbol (root of the tree) and 

attempt to arrive at the given terminal sentence, by repeatedly applying 

the productions of a certain grammar. The grammar used is a string grammar 

which means that the primitives or terminals are strings (of some special 

form because of the use of PROLOG), with concatenation as the main relation 

between them. Finally both recognizers are written in PROLOG. 

The following sections attempt to analyse the function of the recognizer. 

First an introduction to PROLOG is given for better understanding of the 

special primitives used. Then the recognizer is examined in two parts, 

the 2-D recognizer and the 3-D recognizer. 

5.2 AN INTRODUCTION TO PROLOG(l) 

PROLOG is a simple and powerful programming language for non-numeric 

applications. It was originally devised around 1972 for the purpose of 

implementing a natural language question-answering system at the University 

of Marseille. A PROLOG compiler/interpreter for the DEC-system-l~ has been 

produced at the University of Edinburgh. 

The basic idea of PROLOG is that a collection of logic statements of 

a restricted form (clauses) can be regarded simply as a program, and that 

the execution of such a program is nothing other than a suitably controlled 
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logical deduction from the clauses forming the program. A PROLOG program 

can be regarded as a collection of statements of fact the dea~ative 

view. The program can also be understood as a number of procedure 

definitions - the proaedura~ view. The different clauses in a procedure 

represent alternative cases of the procedure. The appropriate clause (or 

clauses) is selected by a pattern matching operation (unification, explained 

later on) according to the form of the procedure, call. Pattern matching 

is the so~e data manipUlation operation. Data items in PROLOG are called 

terms and may be thought of as complex record structures written in a 

'textual, machine independent form, not involving the notion of reference 

or pointer. 

Procedures:- A PROLOG program consists of a sequence of statements 

called c~auses. Here is a simple example, consisting of six clauses: 

descendant(X,Y}:- offspring(X,Y}. 

descendant(X,Y}:- offspring(X,Y} , descendant(Y,Z}. 

offspring(abraham,ishmael}. offspring(abraham,isaac}. 

offspring(isaac,esau}. offspring(isaac,jacob}. 

Clauses can be understood in two ways. Firstly, they can be interpreted 

as statements of fact. For instance the first clause says that, whatever 

may be the values of the variables X and Y, 'y is a descendant of X if Y 

is one of the offspring of X'. And the last clause says that 'jacob is 

one of the offspring of isaac'. Note that the variables in different 

clauses are considered distinct, even if they have the same name. The 

second way to understand clauses ~s as p~eces of program. Each clause 

corresponds to a case of a procedure. Looked at in this way, the first 

clause can be read as 'To find a Y that is a descendant of X, find a Y 

that is one of the offspring of X', and the last clause as 'When seeking 

an offspring of isaac, return the solution jacob'. 
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The six clauses of the example serve to define two procedures, named 

'descendant' and 'offspring'. Each clause consists of a head or procedure 

entry point. followed by a (possibly empty) body_ A clause with an empty 

body is called a unit clause. A PROLOG program works as fo110ws:-

To run the program, one provides an initial goal such as:-

descendant(abraham.X). 

The result of executing this goal will be to enumerate descendants of 

abraham and return them, one by one, as values of the variable X. In order 

to execute such a goal, the PROLOG system matches it against the head of 

some clause and then executes the goals (if any) in the body of that clause, 

in 1eft-to-right order. In seeking a match, PROLOG tries the clauses of 

procedure concerned, in the order they appear in the program text. The· 

matching process, known technically as unification, succeeds if the goal 

and the clause head can be made identical by fiZZing in suitable values 

for the variables. For example the goal 'offspring(X,ishmael)' matches 

the first clause for 'offspring' if X is given the value 'abraham'. The 

variable X is then said to be instantiated to abraham. When one solution 

to a goal has been finished with, or when no match can be found for a goal, .1 

the PROLOG system backtrac~.That is, it goes back to the most recently 

executed goals, and looks for an alternative match. If backtracking 

generates more than One solution to a goal, the corresponding procedure is 

said to be non-determinate. 

In the example above suppose that the initial goal 'descendant (abraham,X), 

is executed. Through .matching the goal against the first clause for 

'descendant', PROLOG starts off by looking for the iTIDllediate offspring of 

abraham, and returns successively X='ishmae1' and X='isaac'. Then back

tracking causes the second clause for 'descendant' to be used. This results 

in the 'descendant' procedure being called recursively for each of the 
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abraham's offspring, giving further descendants, esau and jacob. 

Struatures;- PROLOG data objects are called terms. Variables and 

unstructured constants are terms called atoms. PROLOG also provides for 

structured data objects called aompZex terms. An example is the binary 

tree data type. The following procedure checks whether a particular item 

is present in an ordinary binary tree 

in (X, tree (Tl,X, T2) ). 

in (X, tree {Tl. Y. T2));- before {X. Y). in (X, TlJ • 

in (X. tree{Tl.Y.T2));- before {Y. X). in (X, T2). 

Here 'tree' is a funaticnof 3 arguments. It can be thought of as a record 

type with 3 fields. The arguments stand for the left subtree, the item 

at the root node, and the right subtree. The first clause says that X is 

present in the ordered binary tree <Tl,X,T2>, for any values of X,Tl and T2. 

The last clause says that X is present in the ordered binary tree <Tl,Y,T2> 

if Y is before X and X is present in T2, for any values of X,Y,Tl and T2. 

Another, very commonly used data type is the Zist. For example, the 

PROLOG procedure for concatenating lists is:-

aonaatenate ([], L. L) • 

aonaatenate{(XILl].L2. [XIL3]):- concatenate(Ll,L2.L3). 

From a practical point of view, PROLOG enables the programmers to 

write clearer, more concise programs, with less effort, and with less 

likelihood of error. The language could perhaps be summed up as pointer 

manipuZation made easy. 

PROLOG has been put to practical use in a number of areas outside pure 

research. Examples include a package for doing algebraic symboZ crunching, 

an architectural design aid to assist in planning the layout of a building, 

a system to help predict the properties of organic compounds, and the 

implementation of a compiler (DEC-l~ PROLOG). Applications within 
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Artificial Intelligence .research include programs for plan generation, 

equation solving, natural language analysis, and solving mechanics problems. 

All the above are large and complex programs which would probably never 

have got written at all with the available manpower, were it not for the 

relative ease of writing them in PROLOG. 

5.3 THE 2-D RECOGNIZER 

Although this is basically part of the recognizer of 3-D objects, it 

could also be viewed as a separate program capable of recognizing 2-D shapes. 

The 2-D recognizer has as its input sets of primitives representing 2-D 

shapes and classifies them into one of the following three classes:-

a) triangZe 

b) quad:ri Zatera Z 

c) other 

Once the shape has been assigned to one of the first two classes a further 

classification is obtained by using relations between the features of the 

studied shape. For example a triangle with two equal sides is an isosceZes

triangre or a quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel sid~s is a paraZreZogram 

etc. Each of these primaryor secondaIyclasses is considered as a separate 

goal and is subject to a different grammar. In Fig. 5.1 the function of 

the 2-D recognizer is shown, in the form of a tree structure. 

< triangle> 

<2-D shape> 

< quadrilateral> 

fig.5.1 

< other> 
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5.3.1 Triangle 

A triangle 'is defined by three straight line segments connecting 

together three points which are not in the same straight line. The three 

straight line segments are called the sides of the triangle and the points 

are called the vertiees of the triangle. From the definition of the triangle 

it is obvious that sides are its main components. These can be represented 

by predicates of the form:- eonn{A,AB,B). Wbere.A and B are the two vertices 

connected by the side AB and eonn stands for connect, which is the relation 

between A and B. Thus a triangle is considered as the structure that 

consists of the conjunction of three eonn predicates, expressing the 

relation between its three vertices and three sides. For example triangle 

(a,b,c) is given by the following clause:-

* triangle(A,AB,B,BC,C,CA):-eonn(A,AB,B),eonn(B,BC,C),cOnn(C,CA,A). 

by substituting variables A,B,C with a,b, and c respectively. 

Predicate conn is considered as directed and thus eonn{a,ab,b)~ 

eonn{b,ba,a). By convention the clockwise rotation order is used, because 

that is the direction in which the boundary follower works. The purpose 

of keeping a certain direction is to cope with ambiguous situations where 

two 2-D shapes have common sides (more in the 3-D recognizer). 

Every triangle is considered with respect to one of its vertices as 

a point of reference. Thus if for example the data is:- conn(a,ab,b)., 

conn{b,bc,e)., conn(e,ea,a)., the question 'shape (b,X) '. will be answered 

by 'shape{b,triangle)'., which means that 'there is only one shape connected 

to vertex b, and this is a triangle'. If other alternatives are sought, 

the answer will be that 'there are not any'. However, if the question is 

* ',' is the symbol for logic AND and 
PROLOG(2) 

, . , , the symbol for logic OR in 
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put more generally 'shape(Y,X)', that is 'name all the triangles connected 

to any of the vertices' the answer will be 'shape(a,triangle)', with 

'shape(b,triangle), and 'shape(c,triangle)' as the alternatives of the 

first answer. The actual triangle is one and the two alternatives represent 

the same triangle with respect to a different vertex each time. This of 

course may prove confusing when the data represent more than one triangle 

(or shape in general) connected with cOlllll1on vertices or even sides (3-D 

case). In the last case it is undesirable that a triangle once identified 

as such, is taken under consideration again within the same frame. This is 

achieved by using the predicate assertfa triangZe(A,X,B,y,e,Z))~2) which 

adds the unit clause a triangZe(A,X.B,Y.e.Z) at the end of the database. 

By modifying the definition of the triangle as follows the two previously 

mentioned problems are solved. 

triaydA. X, B, Y, C, Z)):- conn(A, X. B), conn (B, Y, C), conn (e, Z,A). 

not (atricm (A, X, B, Y, C, Z)], 

not (atricm(B, Y, C, Z,A, X)), 

not(atricm(C, Z,A,X,B, Y)), 

assertfatricm (A,X, B, Y, c, Z)). 

Referring to the same example mentioned above, the assert predicate will 

add to the data the unit clause atrian(a.ab,b.bc,c,ca), which will effectively 

remove tricm(a,ab,b,bc,c.ca) from the data (since not (atrian (a, ab,b,bc, c, ca)) 

will become false) and hence the same triangle will not be taken into 

account when alternatives are asked for. The extra two not(atrian( •.• )) 

predicates will prevent any recycling, and so to the original question 

'shape(Y,X) , will be given only one answer, 'shape (a, triangZe] '. (it is 

'a' because conn(a,ab,b) happens to be the first unit clause in the data). 

After the recognition' of the same frame has been completed a special clause 

called i»it 2D (see Section 5.4) will retract all atrian's from the data 
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to allow the next frame to be recognized correctly. Fig. 5.2b shows the 

tree-like structure of the definition for the triangle, and a illustrates 

the example of 5.3.1. 

< trian(A,X,B,Y,C,Z) 

conn( b.bc.cl 

t r i a n (a,ab,b,bc,c,ca). 
<conn (A, X,B) <conn( B,Y,C) <conn (C,Z,A» 

(a) fig.5.2 ( b) 

5.3.2 Quadrilateral 

A quadrilateral is defined by four co-planar points every three of 

which are not in the same line, connected together by four straight line 

segments. In other words a quadrilateral consists of four vertices and 

four sides. By using arguments similar to the ones in the case of the 

triangle the definition of the quadrilateral could well be, a sequence of. 

four consecutive eonn's with the appropriate not(aquadPiZ( ..• ))'s and an 

assert(aquadPiZr •.• )) at the end. This is correct, apart from the fact 

that, since the 2-D recognizer is deemed as a part of the 3-D one, two more 

things must be taken into account. Fig. 5.3 explains these two cases. 



o 

not ([ onnIA,N,(Jl. 
( 

( b) 

o 

o 

A 

not (e 0 nn (D.M.Bll 

A 

(c) 

fig.5.3 

(a) 

( 

( 

Since a quadrilateral is considered as a 2-D shape, there should not 

be any straight line segment representing either of its diagonals. This 
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implies that such clauses as conn(A,N,C) or conn(D,M,B) or the symmetric 

ones conn(C,L,A) or conn(B,K,C), should not exist in the database. Thus if 

any of the above cases exists then the shape will be interpreted as two 

triangles connected by a common side rather than a quadrilateral. Supposing 

now that the following clauses exist in the database:-

1) conn(a,ab,b). 

4) conn(b,bd,d). 

2) conn(b,bc,c). 

5) conn(d,dc,c). 

3) conn(c,ca,a). 

6) conn(c,cb,b). 

Considering the suggested definition of the four conn's, there should not 

be any quadrilateral because of the conn's no.2 and 6. But the following 

combination may give rise to a false quadrilateral:-

(1) conn(A, W,B), conn(B,X, C), conn (C, Y, D), conn(D, Z,A) 

conn(a,ab,bJ.,conn(b,ba,aJ., conn(a,ab,bJ.,conn(b,ba,a). 
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which is a quadrilateral according to the definition (1), since there is 

neither conn(a,aa,a) nor conn(b,bb,b). 

* 
Thus care must be taken that A~C 

and B~D. 

After this discussion the definition of the quadrilateral becomes:-

quadPiUA, W,B,X,C, Y,D, Z):- conn(A, W,B) ,conn(B,X,C) ,conn(C, Y,D), 
conn(D, Z,A), 

not(aonn(A,K.C)) ,not(conn(C,L,A)), (A\;=C), 

not(conn(B,~,D)),not(conn(D,N,B)),(B\;=D), 

not (aquadPiUA. W, B, X. C, Y, D. Z)). 

not (aquadPiUB,X, C,Y,D, Z,A, W»), 

not (aquadriUC,Y,D, Z,A, W,B,X)) > 

not(aquadriUD, Z,A, W,B,X,C,Y)), 

'assel"t( aquadriUA, W,B,X, C, Y;v. Z». 
The tree-like structure of the definition for the quadrilateral is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.4. 

<q uadril (A,W,B,X,CX,D,Z» 

.~ {~ 
(conn(A,W,Bl) ~onn(B,X,cJ} (conn(C/Y,D) (connlD,Z,AI) (conditions) 

conditions;- {conn (A,K,C){conn ((,l,A)) (conn(B,H,D)} (conn(D,N,Bl) 

(A i c> (B i 0) 

fig.S.4 

As in the case of triangle, the operation init 2V will. clear all the aquadril 

* A/C can be expressed in PROLOG by 'A=\ =C' which means that integer 

expressions A and C are not equal, and 'A\==C' which meanS that A and C 

are not identical. Here the second expression is used to denote that 

vertex A and vertex C are not identical or in other words they do not 

coincide. Obviously the second expression is stronger than the first one. 
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clauses, preparing the 2-D recognizer for the next application. 

5.3.3 Secondary Classes for the Quadrilateral 

So far the only unit clauses used were the aonn's," denoting the basic 

structure of the main figure. These are enough to make a first classification 

of the 2-D shape to one of the primary classes, that is triangle or quad

rilateral. If a further classification is required, then the other unit 

clauses related to the 2-D shape supplied by one of the previous procedures 

(Section 3.4.3), must be used. These unit clauses are:- line(X,K), 

sqrline(X,L), slope(X,M) and angle(X,N). The comparison of unit clauses 

of the same type for a quadrilateral can reveal equal sides and angles, 

parallel sides, and right angles. Before examining each secondary class 

in detail the definition of some of the operations between the unit clause 

is given. 

equaUine (X, y) :- line (X, M) , Zine(Y,N), equall (M,N). 

This says that two lines are equal if the integer numbemM and N that 

represent their length satisfy the clause equall(M,N). The latter is true 

if the absolute difference of the two numbers is smaller than two. Similarly 

equal2(Ml,Nl) is true if the absolute difference between the two numbers 

(which in this case are the squares of the previous ones M and N) is smaller 

than four. 

paraUX, Y):- slope (X, M) , slope (Y,N) , equals lope (M,N) • 

Two sides are parallel if their slopes (defined by 3.4.3c), satisfy the 

clause, equals lope (M,N). This is true if the absolute difference between 

M and N (in degrees) is less than three degrees. 

reat (X, Y):- slope (X, M) , slope(Y, N) , right (M, N). 

Finally two lines are perpendicular if right(M,N) is true, i.e. if the 
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absolute. difference oLthe two slopes differs in absolute value from 

ninety degrees less than three degrees. 

The secondary classes have in common the fact that they are all 

quadrilaterals in the first place and then, depending on the relations 

between their sides and angles are one of: a) paraUelogram, b) rectangle, 

c) squar>e. and d) r>hombus. 

a) par>allelogr>am:- A parallelogram is a q~adrilateral with its 

opposite sides parallel to each other in pairs. Thus the definition of a 

parallelogram is:-

paruZgrm(A, W.B,X, C, Y,D, Z):- quadPiUA, W, B, X, C,Y,D, Z),JXU'aUW,Y) ,paruUX, Z). 

A parallelogram and its tree-like structure is given in Fig. 5.5. 

o 

B 

(al 

A 

ABIICD 
o A 11 BC 

<paratgrm (A.W.B,X,c,Y,o,Z 1> 

(quadril (A,W,SXO',UZD(paral(W,YJ)(parat (X,Z)) 

( bl 
fig.5.S 

b) rectangle:- A rectangle is a parallelogram with two of its sides 

perpendicular, i.e. forming a right angle. The definition of a rectangle 

is given by:-

·rectan rA, W, B,X, C, Y, D, Z):- par>aZgrrrdA, W, B, X, C, Y, D, Z) , rect(W, X) • 

Fig. 5.6 illustrates a rectangle and its tree-like structure. 
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. <rectan(A,W,B,X,c:r:01l> 

r AB.l BC 
C~----------~~B 

(a) 
(paralgrm (A,W,ax.cX,O,ZD<rect(W,x) 

( b) 
fig. 5.6 

c) square:- A square is a rectangle with two adjacent sides equal. 

Its definition is:-

square (A, W,B,X, C,Y,D, Z):- rectan(A, W,B,X, C,Y,D, Z) , equal Zine(W, X) • 

A square and its tree-like structure'is shown in Fig. 5.7. 

o A 
9----(l 

( 

(a) 

B 

AB=/I(O 
OA=II BC 
AB .L BC 

fig. 5.7 

<SQ uar( A,W,B,X,C,y, 01» 

(~ 
(rectan( A,W,B,X,O:O,Z) ~qualline(W,X) 

( b) 

d) rhombus:- A rhombus is a parallelogram with two adjacent sides 

equal. The definition of the rhombus is:-

rhomb (A, W, B, X, C, Y, D, Z):- pal'algrm (A, W, B,X, C, Y,D, Z), equaUine LW, X) • 

Fig. 5.8 illustrates the rhombus and its tree-like structure. 
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<rhomb (A~.B.X.C;y.D.Z» 

( 
Ca) 

(paralgrm(AXaX,C;Y.O.z) (equaUine (W,X) 

f ig.S.S 
( b) 

This was the 2-D recognizer examined as part of the 3-D recognizer. 

At the end of this chapter there will be a section examining the 2-D 

recognizer as an autonomous system, capable of recognizing single (unconnected) 

2-D shapes. 

5.4 THE 3-D RECOGNIZER 

This is the second part of the recognizer, and its task is to recognize 

simple objects composed of sides which the 2-D'recognizer can identify. 

Before attempting to describe how the 3-D recognizer works, it would be 

helpful if the representation of 3-D objects on a 2-D picture was examined 

first. 

It was said in the previous sections that a 2-D shape is a combination 

of a number of sides and vertices (three and four respectively) connected 

together in a particular way. Since the shapes are considered to be planar, 

a 2-D representation of them would be sufficient to describe exactly their 

structure. In other words a 2-D shape is by definition whatever its 

structure tells that it is and nothing else. 

On the other hand a 3-D shape is a composition of 2-D. shapes (in this 

case triangles and quadrilaterals) joined together by common sides - edges 
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Thus. if a.one-to-one correspondence was tried between a 2-D and a 3-D shape 

this would be: 

points (vertices) 
t 

... 2-D shape t . + straight Zine segments(sides) 
t 

straight Une segments(edges) + 2-D straight Zine shapes(sides) ... 3-D shape 

It is obvious that the best space for a perfect representation of 3-D shapes 

would be the three dimensional space. But even in this case the fact that 

some 2-D sides prevent the observer from having a direct view of all the 

other sides, makes it difficult for him to categorically identify the object. 

Actually he may need to either move or move the object itself in order to 

give a definite answer. The difficulties increase when an answer is attempted 

from a 2-D representation of a 3-D shape. Actually the 2-D representation 

of a 3-D object looks like a combination of 2-D shapes connected together by 

common sides. The difference is that these 2-D shapes are not what they 

appear to be, but they represent the visible sides of the 3-D object as 

these are seen from a particular angle. Taking into account the factor of 

perspective, things become more complicated. For example a 3-D shape 

composed by a triangle ABC and a trapezium ADEB could well represent a prism 

or a square-pyramid (Fig. 5.9). Depending on the angle of view, perspective 

A D 

I ,,-" 
/ ...-

F / 
..... 

( E ( - --..!.i.. ( .... , ..... 
B ..... ---B E ---B E 

(a) ( b) (e) 

fig.5.9 
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could make the actual' parallelogram ADEB (Fig. 5.9b) look like a trapezium 

(Fig. 5.9a). On the other hand since there is no clue about the invisible 

side of the particular shape two possible solutions could be the ones shown 

by Fig. 5.9b and c. Considering all these possibilities, the 3-D recognizer 

tries to classify the given representation making a number of assumptions 

each time. These assumptions will be seen in detail when every class is 

examined. 

Another interesting point is that the question given to the recognizer 

is:- 'shape(a,X)'. that is the given object is examined with respect to its 

vertex (3D-vertex) 'a'. Since the way the vertices of the 2-D shapes are 

marked depends on the order that they are met in the picture, many 

possibilities can occur for each 3-D shape. The idea is that the first 

triangle met is marked as ABC then the second one is marked DEF. Now if 

BC and EF are the common sides of 'the two triangles then EF is substituted 

by BC and the whole 3-D shape becomes ABCD (Fig. 5.10). The two triangles 

A A 

> 
(~============~~ E 

B 

D 

fig.S.10 

are now ABC and BDC. The condition that checks if two points are near 

enough to represent the same vertex is their distance to be less than three 

(units of length). If this happens the letter that represents the vertex 
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of the se~ond shape is replaced by the one representing the vertex of the 

first one. In the example above F becomes Band E becomes C. 

The classes that will be discussed in the following sections can be 

.grouped into three larger groups. The first group contains 3-D shapes 

consisting of triangles only, the second group examines 3-D shapes consisting 

of both triangles and quadrilaterals and the third one looks at 3-D shapes 

consisting of quadrilaterals only. A main assumption for all three groups 

is that all the existant 2-D shapes comprising the 3-D object have at least 

one common vertex. 

Finally every time a new alternative is tried the clause init 2D clears 

all the atrain's and aquadriZ's. This is defined:-

init 2D:- retractaZZ (atrian (A, B, C,D,E,F)),rectractaZZ (aquadriZ(G,H, I,J, 
K, L,M,N)). 

5.4.1 Definitions 

a) tetrahedron:- is the 3-D shape that consists of four 2-D sides 

each one being a triangle (Fig. 5.11a). 

b) square-pyramid:- is the 3-D shape that consists of five 2-D sides 

four of them being triangles and the fifth - called basis - being a square 

(quadrilateral in general). (Fig. 5.11b). 

c) truncated-trianguZar-pyramid:- is the 3-D shape that consists of 

two triangular bases and three quadrilaterals (Fig. 5.llc). It is basically 

a tetrahedron with a small tetrahedron missing from its top. 

dJ trianguZar-prism:- is the 3-D shape that consists of two triangular 

bases and three parallelograms (Fig. S.lld). 

e) truncated-square-pyramid:- is the 3-D shape that consists of two 

quadrilaterals as bases and four more quadrilaterals (Fig. 5.1le). It is 

a square pyramid with its top being cut off. 
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f} " squaPe-prism:- is the 3-D shape that "consists of " two quadrilaterals 

as bases and four parallelograms for the rest of its sides (Fig. 5 .1lf). 

g} paraZZeZepiped:- is the 3-D shape that consists of eight sides all 

of them being parallelograms (Fig. 5.llg). 

h} reatangu~r-papaZZeZepiped:- is a parallelepiped with all six sides 

being rectangles (Fig. 5.llh). 

i} rhomboid:- is parallelepiped with its six sides being rhombuses 

Fig. 5 .lli) • 

j} aube:- is the rectangular-parallelepiped with all of its six sides 

being squares (Fig. 5 .1lj) • 
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f 
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[ G 

( 

D 
( e) (f) 

f f 

A 
G 

G 

D c D ( D C 

( g) (i) (j) 

fig. 5.11 

5.4.1 Group A (triangle-triangle) 

The first member of this group consists of two triangles joined by a 

" I 
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common side. This combination is most likely to represent a tetrahedron, 

but it could possibly be a square-pyramid, or something else. There are 

three different cases in this type of connection which give rise to the 

following definition:-

shapeZD(A,tetrahedPonJ:- tetra(A,B,C,DJ. 

!
,trian(C,B,DJ,) 

tetra(A,B,C,D):':" init2D, trian (A. B. C) * ,t~m:(A,C.DJ. :. 

- • tr-z-an(A.D,BJ. 

Shape3D(A,Square-Pyramid)} :- tetra(A.B,C,D). 
s'hape3D (A. other) 

not shape, not 
(otherl (A.B,C.D)). 

The three cases are illustrated in Fig. 5.l2a. 

d 

a 

d 

b 

a 

b 

(a) 

d 

(b) 

fig.5.12 
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d 

b 

• 
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Fig. S.12b shows the cases of square-pyramid and other respectively. 

Clause notshape is defined as:-

notshape:- not (trian (A,B. C) ) ,noHquadriUD.E,F. G) J. 

and makes sure that no other triangle or quadrilateral is connected to the 

two original triangles. 

* Here, a shorter form for -the predicate 'trian' is used instead of trian 

(A,X,B,Y,C,Z) for simplicity reasons. A similar simpler form is used for 

'quadril' too. 
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Clause otherl ensures that the two shapes are not connected to anything 

other than each other, and its definition is:-

otherUA,B,C,D):- cormCI,J,K). (K\==A). (K\==B).K\==CJ. (K\==D). 

The use of ,:, (cut operator) (I) is to prevent other alternatives to 

be sought if the goal before it fails. 

The next -three cases define again a tetrahedron or an other. 

{

trianrA,D,B),trianrA.c.D) ) 
tetral(A,B,C,D):- init2D.trian(A.B,C), trian(A,C.D).trian(A,B.D).trian(C, • 

. B,D) I 

_ trian (A, D, B) • trian(A, D,C) , trian(B, I 

D,C) I 

notshape.not(otherl(A,B.C.D)). 

shape3D(A.tetrahedronJ } .. _ 
shape 3D (A, other) tetral (A,B. C.D). 

d 

d ---2:::::~b ------....:~,d 

(a) 

fig.5.13 
( b) 

Fig. 5.l3a illustrates the three cases and 5.13b the other. In the last 

two cases of tetral the extra triangle stands for the base of the 

tetrahedron. For example the conn's in the last case will be:-

1) conn(a,b) 

2) conn(b.c) 

~3J conn(c,aJ 

4) conn(b,dJ 

~5) conn(d,c) 

6) conn(c.b) 

*7) conn(a.dJ 

8) conn(d,b) 

9) corm (b,a) 

1,2 and 3 constitute trian(a,b.c), 4,5 and 6 constitute trian(b.d,c) 

b 

7,8 and 9 constitute trian(a.d.bJ and 7,5 and 3 constitute an extra trian(a.d,c), 

which would not give a tetral because-of the not shape clause. 

The last member of this group is the combination of three triangles 
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one next to the other., with. the one in the middle .having one side in 

common with the outside ones. This can be a square-pyramid or something 

else according to ·the following definition:-

trian(A, C,D), trian(A,E,E), (FI==B) 

trian(A,D,B)~ triantA,C,E), (D\==E) 

trian (A, D,B) • trian (A. E, D) , (Cl ==E) 

trian(C,B,D), tl'ian (C,D,E), (A\ ==E) 

. pYl'am(A.B,C,D,E):- init2D,tl'ian(A.B,C), tl'ian(A,D,B).trian(C,B,E), (JiI==D) ,!, 
tl'ian·(C, B,E). trian(A, C, E), (1'\ ==D) 

tl'ian(C, B, D). t:rian(D, C, E), (IA ==E) 

trian(A, D,B), trian(D,E, Bl, (Cl. ==E) 

trian(C, B,D), trian(B,F,D) , (A\ ==E) 

~otshape,othep2(A.B,C,D.E). 

shape 3D (A, square-pyramid)} 
shape3D(A,other) :- pyram(A.B,C,D,E). 

other2 (A~ B, C, D, E):- conn (I, J,K), (A\ ==K). (FI ==K). (Cl ==K). (lA ==K), (FA ==Kf. 

The nine cases are illustrated in Fig. 5.14a and the case for other in Fig.14b. 
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fig. 5.14 
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5.4~ 2 .. Group B (triangle-quadrilateral) , 

.!he first member of this group consists of square-pyramids according 

to the definition:-

trian(A,C,D),trian(A,D,E),trian 
. {A, E, B). 

pyraml(A,B,C,D,E):- init2D,trian{A,B,C), trian(C,B,DJ,trian{C,D,E),trian 
. (E,A,C), 

trian (E,A, DJ, tl'ian(E,D, E), tl'ian 
(B,E, CJ. 

quadriZ{B,C,D,EJ} 
quadriZ(E,A,B,D) , notshape,not{other2{A,E,C,D,E)). 

. quadriUA,D,E, C) 

ShapeOD(A.Square-pyramid)} 
shape 3D (A. other) :- pyraml{A.B,C,D,E) 

The quadriZ stands for the base of· the square-pyramid. Fig. 5.15a shows 

the three cases and 5.l5b the other. 

e a a 

d ( 

(a) {b) 

fig. 5.15 
The second member contains the combination of a triangle connected 

with a quadrilateral by a common side. This can be a truncated-triangular-

prism or a square pyramid or something else defined as:-

trian (A. B, C). !, quadriUA,C,E,D) 

b 

truntripyr(A, B, C, D, E):- init2D, 
(

quaariz (A. D, E, B) 

. quaariUB.D,E, C) , ! ,notshape, 

{

trian (0, C, E) 
quadriUA. B, c, D),!, 

trian(B.E,C) 

not(other2{A,B,C,D,E)). 
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shape 3D (A, truncated-triangU7.al'-pyramid)). ._ 

shape 3D (A, square-pyramid) :-truntripyr(A,B.C,D,E). 

shape 3D (A, other) 

Fig. 5.l6a shows the 5 cases· of the truntripyr and Fig. 5.l6b the two 

alternatives square-pyramid and other. 
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If instead of quadriZ; paralgrm is used in the above definition 

similarly the 3-D shape triangular-prism, is formed, 

shape3D(A,triangular-prism):- triprism(A,B,C,D,E). 

as shown in Fig. 5.l6c. 
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The second member of this group contains combinations consisting of 

two quadrilaterals and a triangle. The result is interpreted as a 

truncated-triangular-pyramid according to the definition:-



truntPipyr1(A, B, C, D,E,F):- init2D, 
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quadriZ(C,B,E,F),tPian 
(D,C,F), 

quadriUA,D,E,F), trian 
(D,c,E) • 

quadriZ(D,C,E,F),trian 
(C,B;-E) , 

quadriZ (B,A,E,F), trian 
(C, B, F), 

quadriUA,B, C,D),!, quadriUC,B,E,F), trian 
(B, A; E) , 

quadriZ (A,D, E, F), tPian 
(B,A,F), 

quadri {(D, C, E, F), tPian 
(A, D, F) , 

quadriZ (B,A, E, F), trian 
(A,D,E), 

quadriZ(A,C,D,E),quadriZ 
(B,A,E,F), 

trian(A,B,C),!, quadriZ(B,A,D,E),quadriZ 
(C,B, E. F), 

quadriZ (C,B,D, E),quadriZ 
(A,C,E,F), 

notshape, not(other3 (A, B, C,D,E,F)). 

other3(A,B,C,D,E,F):- eonn{I,J,K), (A\ ==K), (B\==K), (C\==K), (D\==K), (E\==K), (F\==K) 

Shape3D(A,truneated-tPiangUzar-pyramid)} - . 
shape 3D (A, other) :- truntr"pyrl(A,B,C.D.E.F). 

The 11 cases of truntripyrl are shown in Fig. 5.17a and other in 5.17h. 
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If .in the place of .. quadri1.,para1.gl'T7l is us.ed, another class is defined by:-

shape3D(A, tricrngu1.ar-prismJ:- triprisml (A,B, C, C,D,FJ. 

shown in Fig. S.IVc. 

For the classes triprism and triprisml definition for other is not 

necessary since these are special cases of truntripyr and truntripyrl 

respectively, which include a definition for other. 

S.4. 3' Group C (quadrilateral-quadrilateral) 

The first member of this group contains combinations of two quadrilaterals 

connected by a common side. The result is class truncated-square-pyramid to 

be formed, which is defined by:-

quadril(C,B,E,F) 

quadriZ (B,A, E,F) 
trunsqrpyr(A,B,C,D, E,F):- init2D,quadril(A,B, C,D), quadril(A,D,E,F) 

quadril(D, C, E,F) 

notshape, not {otherS (A, B, C, D, E,F J J. 

ShapeSD(A,truncated-square-pyramidJ} 
shapeSD(A,other) :- truntripyr(A,B,C,D,E). 

Fig. 5.18a shows the four cases and 5.18b the other. 
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By substituting thequadri~'a with pca'a~grm 'a, l'eatan 'a, l'homb'a and 

Squar'8 the ·following classes arise respectively:-

ahape3D(A,aquare-prism) ) 
shape 3D (A, tl'icmguw-pl'iam) :- aql'pl'ism(A,B,C,D,E~F). 

shape3D(A,pca'aUe~epipedJ . 

ahape3D(A,l'eatangu~al'-pal'a~Ze~epipedJ:- l'eatpaPa~rm(A,B,C,D,E,FJ. 

shape3D(A,l'homboid):- rhomboid(A,B,C,D,E,F). 

shape3D(A,aubeJ:- aube(A,B,C,D,E,F). 

These six new classes are illustrated in Fig. 5.19. 
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_ Finally the 1ast-member- of this group is -three quadrilaterals connected 

according to the definition:-

quadri~(B,A,E,F},quadri~ 
(C,B,F,G) 

quQapi~(A,D,E,F},quadri~ 
trunsqrpyr(A,B,C.D,E,F,GJ:- init2D,quadriUA,B,C.D}, (B,A.F,G) • 

quadriUD,C,E,F},quadrU 
(A.D.F.G) 

_ quadriUC/.B,E.F}.quadrU 
(D,C,F,G) 

notshape, not ( other!! (A,B, C, C, E,F.G)}. 

other4 (A.B, C, D,E.F, G):- cann(I, J, K}, (A\ ==K), (IiI ==K), (c, ==K), (IJ.. ==K), (m. ==K), 

(JA ==K), (cA ==K). 

Shape3D(A,truncated-Square-pyramid}} 
shape 3D (A, other} :-trunsqrpyrl(A,B,C.D,E,F.G}. 

Fig. S.20a shows the four cases of trunsqrpyrl and S.20b of the other. 
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If instead of quadri~, para~m and rhomb is used respectively in the 

above definition, four more classes -are formed:-
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.shape3D(A.parane~epiped) :~para7:LeZepiped1 (A, B, C,D,E:.F. G). 

shape 3D (A, rhomboid) } 
shape3D(A.reatangular-paraZZe~epiped) . - rhomboid1 (A,B, C,D,E,F, G). 

shape 3D (A. cube) 

Fig. 5.21a il1u~trates these classes. 
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A combination of one quadriZ and two para~g~'s defines a square-prism. 

A combination of one l'eatanand two paralg~'s defines a reatanguw.r-

pamZZepiped. 

And a combination of one squal' and two rhomb's defines a cube. 

In all of these'definitions it is important in what order the different 

types of quadrilaterals appear and thus there are 12 caseS instead of 4 of 

the original definition. 

Fig. S.21b illustrates a representative of each case. 
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fig. 5,21 
As in the previous group B, everyone of the combinations just mentioned 

will be interpreted as other since they are sub cases of the general forms 

trunsqrpyl' and trunsqrpyr1 which include the interpretation othGTin their 

definitions. 

Finally any combination that does not belong to the classes examined 

by the three groups, is classified as other. 
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5.5 THE 2-D RECOGNIZERAS AN AUTONOMOUS-SYSTEM 

As an autonomous system the 2-D recognizer can recognize single or 

unconnected 2-D shapes and classify them into one of the following classes:-

triangZe. quadPiZateraZ. and other. Its main difference from the 2-D 

recognizer as part of the 3-D recognizer is, that the former can produce 

some further classifications'in the case of triangle and a few extra ones 

in the case of a quadrilateral. Another main difference is the use of init2D 

in the definitions of the secondary classes. This is necessary because, 

for example a triangle after its identification is effectively removed from 

the data by use of the assert predicate, and thus a second use of it is 

impossible. This means that a definition such as:- shape(A,isosceles):-

trian(A,X,B,Y,C,Z), equal pair(X,Y,Z), would fail. This is because a 

trian(a,ab,b,bc,c,ca) has already been met, and since atrian(a,ab,b,bc,c,ca) 

has been asserted to the data, the first goal of the body would fail. 

According to this 2-D recognizer, a triangle is isosceles if it has a 

pair of equal sides:-

shape (A, isosceles):- init2D, trianJA, X, B, Y, C, Z), equal pair (X, Y, Z). 

or it is equiZateral if it has all its three sides equal:-

shape(A,equiZateral):- init2D,trian{A.X,B,Y,e.Z),equalline(X,Y),equalZine 

or it has a right angle 

length of its sides:-

(X, Z). 
if the theorem of Pythagoras is applied among the 

shape (A. right angled):- init2D, trian (A,X, B, Y,e, Z) ,right(X, Y, Z). 

or finally it has an obtuse angwif the theorem of the obtuse angle is 

applied among its sides:-

shape (A,obtuse angled):- init2D, trian(A,X, B, Y, C, Z) ,obtuse (X, ,Y, Z). 

On the other hand a quadrilateral is non-convex if the sum of its 

angles is less than 3600 (see also 3.4.3d), 
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ehape (A, non-convex) :- init2D, quadriUA, B, C,D) , non-convex (A, B, C,D). 

or it is a trapezium if it has one pair of opposite sides parallel: 

ehape(A, trapezi"um)!- init2D,quadri'UA. W, 8, X, C, Y,D, Z), ((paraUW,YJ ,not 

((paraUX,Z))); (paraUX, Z) ,notCparaUW,Y}})). 

or finally it is an isosce~es trapezium if it is a trapezium with equal 

non-parallel sides. 

shape(A,trapezium):- trapez(A,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z), ((equaZine{X,Z},not I , .. . -

equaUine(W,y)); (equaZZine{W, y) ,not (equaZZine(X, Zi))).1 

As other is classified any shape that is neither a triangle nor a 

quadrilateral:-

shape{A.other):- init2D,not{trian{A,B,C)),not{quadriZ{D,E,F,G)). 

5.6 A COMPARISON OF THE 2-D AND THE 3-D RECOGNIZER 

The 2-D recognizer examines combinations of I-D sides to define its 

classes while the 3-D one examines combinations of 2-D sides. 

The conn predicates in the 2-D recognizer correspond to a single 2-D 

shape, while in the 3-D one they correspond to more than one 2-D shape. 

A shape recognized by the 2-D recognizer is classified as other if it 

does not belong to any of the other classes. In the 3-D one, every 3-D 

shape can be classified as other because there are invisible sides. 

The question 'shape(A,X), refers to any of the vertices of the shape 

in the 2-D recognizer, while in the 3-D one 'a' is preferred to 'A'. This 

is because there is more than one way of connection between the 2-D shapes. 

In the 3-D recognizer 4 types of other are used to prevent 2-D shapes, 

non-recognizable by the 2-D recognizer, to be taken as noshape. Everyone 

of them corresponds' to a different number of visibZe vertices of the 3-D 

object. 

The 3-D recognizer allows mUltiple classifications, because of the 

ambiguity in the interpretation of some 3-D shapes. 
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. The complete recognizer written in PROLOG is presented in Appendix 4. 

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS· 

• The recognizer can be split into two interrelated parts, the 2-D 

recognizer and the 3-D recognizer. 

• The 2-D recognizer examines the structure of 2-D shapes, consisting 

of I-D side combinations and classifies .them into one of the classes:

triangle, quadrilateral,. other. 

• The 3-D recognizer examines the structure of 3-D shapes, consisting 

of 2-D side combinations and classifies them in some of the c1asses:

tetrahedron, square-pyramid, truncated-triangular'-pyramid, 

truncated-square-pyramid. 

• By using relations among the main components of the 2-D shapes 

further secondary classifications are made:-

triangle (isosceles, equilateral, right angled, obtuse angled) 

quadrilateral (non-convex, trapezium, isosceles-trapezium, 

parallelogram, rectangZe, rhombus, square). 

• These give rise to further classifications of the 3-D shapes:

triangular-prism, square-prism, paraZlelepiped, rectangular-parallel

epiped, rhomboid, cube. 

• The 2-D recognizer is mainly part of the 3-D one but it can be used 

on its own with some minor modifications. 
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Chapter G 

CONCLU SION DISCUSSION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters the successive stages leading towards the 

recognition of 3-D shapes have been examined separately. This chapter 

attempts to describe how the whole process works and to draw some conclusions 

from it. The process is divided into four parts:- the function of the 

hardware, the preprocessing programs, the real-vertex verification programs 

and the recognition programs. The effectiveness of each one of them is 

examined and a number of suggestions for further development is made. 

Finally, the last paragraph contains figures and photographs which illustrate 

some results of the project. 

6.2 THE PROCESS AS A WHOLE 

The process starts by pointing the camera at the object which is to be 

recognized. The object is normally white (or of some light colour) and is 
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plac~d against a black background. Onc~ in focus, th~ brightn~ss and 

contrast knobs ar~ adjust~d until a ,satisfactory pictur~ app~ars on the T.V. 

monitor. If th~ ,object is very small, the zoom facility of the camera is 

used to magnify it appropriately. A spot light, illuminates the object 

from one side or above, in such a way that its shadow disappears and the 

differ~nt fac~s (sides) of it, have different gray level representations on 

the screen. This is very important, since a successful recognition is very 

much dependent on the condition that different sides are represented by 

pixels of different gray values (normally two 'levels apart; although this 

depends on the parameters of the isolation procedure). With all the above 

adjustments carefully made, a frame is grabbed by pressing the 'FRAME GRAB' 

switch of the ROBOT. From this point the programs are ready to run. By 

giving the appropriate commands ('MAIN$G' for the micro and 'a.out' for the 

VAX) the two programs start and do the following:-

The micro transfers the digitized picture into locations 4~~~-7FFF and 

starts the preprocessing operations. First it saves a copy of the original 

picture in locations A~~~-DFFF in order to use it later. The first transfer 

lasts about 3~ seconds. Then the picture is scanned and all the pixels of 

different pixel values, are summed up and stored in locations 3~~-31D 

(every sum is stored in two bytes). The pixels of the background are not 

taken into account. The above found sums are added together to form the 

number of pixels which constitute the main object, and this value is stored 

in location 32~. The next process selects the gray levels with partial sum 

over 6% of the entire number of the main object pixels, which are saved in 

locations 16~ onwards. However there is a condition, that a gray level is 

saved, only if it differs by two at least from the previous saved gray level. 

At the end of this procedure an end marker FF is placed at the end of the 

array of significant gray levels. For everyone of these values until Fp is 
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reached. the .. following . .sequence of operations is performed. The original 

frame is masked so that the current significant gray level value is turned 

to white (~) and all the other pixels to black (~F). The obtained picture 

(which is an isolated face of the object) is then averaged and edged and the 

edge is followed. If the following is successful, two arrays are formed, 

one for the coordinates of the detected vertices (4~~-47F), and one of the 

pointers to those of the previous addresses that contain real vertices (48~-

4FF). If the procedure of edge-following fails and the recoverer can not 

pick up the edge again, then the procedure is ended with a message FAIL 

on the screen. In this case the object can not be recognized and is by 

default classified as other. After a successful edge-following a message 

SEND appears on the screens and it signals that the two arrays for one side 

of the object are ready to be handed to the VAX minicomputer for the 

verification phase. At this point it should be mentioned that all the just 

traced cells of the boundary (all different from 0) become black, except 

for those being white. This copes with the case of two disjoint sides with 

the same pixel values. After this the follower is called again, and this 

is continued until no more white cells exist on the picture (single pixels 

are not taken into account). Next the original picture is loaded back to 

4~~~-7FFF and it is masked according to the new significant gray level. The 

same sequence as before is then followed until FF is met. This is signalled 

with an END message on the screen. 

On the other side, the program in VAX is waiting for data, i.e. the 

values of the arrays which determine the vertices of each side of the object. 

When that data has been received two new arrays are created V[Sl] for the 

vertices and N[16] for the pointers. The end of these two arrays is marked 

by the end marker -1. If there is no end marker at the end of the pointer 

array N[16] the procedure fails and a message: '2-D shape with more than 15 
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vertices. a~gorithm fai~s' is given on the screen. This suggests automatically 

that the 3-D object is classified as other. On the other hand if V[Sl] has 

got no end marker, a message: 'too many vertices. augment dimension of V[] , 

indicates that V[Sl] is not enough to contain all the co,?rdinates and needs 

enlargement before the procedure is resumed. Finally, every time a new set 

of arrays arrive, a counter is kept and when more than 5 are received, a 

message:- 'so~id with more than 5 sides. a~gorithm fai~s' is printed on the 

screen. This means again that the object is classified as other. For each 

one set of arrays a corresponding set of clauses is formed and are written 

in a file named data which is created in the first round. It is obvious 

that before every application of the whole process this file needs to be 

deleted, so it does not contain any old clauses. When the first value of 

N[Sl] is the end marker the end of the procedure is signalled by a message:-

, end of procedu:re'. 

The final phase, is the phase of recognition. This is done by entering 

PROLOG first. Then the two recognizers 2D and 3D, and file data are 

consulted. Finally a goal 'shape 3D (a. X) , is given. If the object is 

described by any of existing structures then a message:- '**(top)PROVED: 

shape 3D (a. cube} , will be a possible answer. By typing ';' each time at the 

end of every answer, all the alternatives will be obtained. When there is 

no alternative an answer 'no' signals the end of the procedure. If the 

first answer is other then the 2-D recognizer can be tried by typing:-

'shape (A. X} '. If the shape is a recognizable 2-D one, the correct answer 

will appear on the screen, otherwise a message:- '**(top)PROVED: shape(a. 

other}' will be the end of the recognition phase. Of course alternatives 

can be sought in this case too by the use of 

flowchart of the whole process. 

, . , , . Fig. 6.1 presents a 
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6.3 DISCUSSION 

First of all, it should be pointed out that the objective of this 

project is the development of a system that recognizes simple 3-D objects, 

by combining efficiently the developed software with the: existing hardware. 

The latter consists mainly of a number of elementary, unsophisticated and 

relatively inexpensive equipment, which often need the support of the software 

to perform their tasks. In the following discussion the' function of the main 

phases of the system is examined with respect to their further development 

and improvement, keeping the cost as low as possible. 

The hardware, as it stands, is quite inflexible because there is no 

communication between the processor and the camera or the lighting. This 

means that once set, no further adjustments can be made to the scene to 

obtain different views of the object or more detailed shots of some ambiguous 

parts of it. Basically, a great deal of human factor is involved in the 

setting up of the s'cene, and there is no automation in the various adjustments. 

What it is suggested in this case is a mechanical arm with pan and tilt 

facilities which is directed from the processor itself. This can move the 

camera so that shots from different angles are taken and they are either 

combined or the most descriptive is kept. When ambiguous areas exist, where 

the detection of an edge iS,not very easy, the mechanism should be able to 

move the camera closer to these areas, so that a clearer shot be taken. An 

automatic zoom control could do that. The information of the different shots 

will be processed so that a more perspective image of the object be obtained. 

This could be the first part of a modelling process that gives a very 

descriptive model of the object with even the hidden parts of it. A more 

sophisticated technique could perhaps involve two cameras taking a stereoscopic 

view of the object. The quantization of the picture into l28x128 pixels, 

could be increased to 256x256 or 512x512 for better quality of picture. The 
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resolution (16 gray levels) is sufficient. The ROBOT should be modified'so 

that the processed image is transmitted to the T.V. monitor for a faster and 

more precise representation of it. The EPROM of the printer can be re

programmed so that a special set of 16 characters 'represent the 16 gray 

levels of resolution. That saves time by avoiding multiple overprintings 

and at the same time gives a better visual impression to the human eye. 

The main advantage of using the microcomputer system is that the programs 

can be written into EPROMs and occupy very little space. For example, a 

microcomputer system adequately programmed could be part of the visual 

system of a robot. On the other hand there are drawbacks, such as limit

ations in memory and slower processing. It takes 3~ seconds fo~ the micro 

to transfer a frame from the ROBOT to its own memory. The longest of the 

preprocessing operations is the edging; it takes about 3! minutes to be 

completed! Finally the programming is done in Assembly, which is a low 

level language. The latter has the only advantage that it copes easily and 

efficiently with bit manipulation, but in general it has limited capabilities. 

Arithmetic operations are performed in the Hexadeaimal numerical system (not 

very familiar) and multiplication and division have to be written by the 

programmer as separate routines. 'There are no array facilities and no 

trigonometric and other common functions. Finally the code is not very 

clear for everyone to follow. A weakness of, the preprocessing phase is 

that its effectiveness depends very much on a good original picture. The 

different sides of the object have to be very distinct from each other and 

this means perfect illumination and sufficient contrast between them. This 

weakness can be overCOme by introducing a spatial differentiation i.e. an 

operation in which the 2-D difference of light intensity at each pixel 

and the direction of the gradient are calculated by a special 3x3 array. 
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This involves some trigonometric functions and thus a more powerful language 

is required. 

The program in C is a transit phase between the use of the micro and 

the final phase of recognition. Basically it deals with" some operations 

which would take a very long time for the micro to perform. Thus they speed 

up the process and prepare the unit clauses which will be the data for PROLOG. 

A further development of this phase could be to supply the program with a 

routine capable of drawing lines. This would give the process the advantage 

of drawing the figures, that would act as more precise models extracted from 

the original picture. The latter combined with the mechanical arm facility 

mentioned earlier, could cope with the invisible sides of the object and 

their representation on the drawn figure. 

Both the 2-D and 3-D recognizer are written in PROLOG. A major 

advantage of this is that the structure of PROLOG makes easy further 

modifications so that more specific classifications can be obtained. On 

the other hand the programs can be made capable of recognizing more 

complicated objects. This is achieved by simply adding the necessary 

clauses that cope with the new figures at the end of the program. Minor 

alterations have to be made though, in order to make the two programs 

compatible. The 2-D recognizer copes with all the possible straight line 

shapes with maximum number of vertices four apart from the shape in Fig. 

6.2a (which is taken as two triangles with a common vertex). The 3-D 

recognizer, deals with most of the objects that are combinations of 

recognizable 2-D shapes. Every object consists of four triangles or three 

quadrilaterals at most. This leaves out the cases of Fig. 6.2b and c. 

The effect of perspective view and the invisible sides make the task of.the 

3-D recognizer more difficult. Thus the last alternative of every case is other. 
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(c) 

Of course that could be avoided if the mechanical arm was used to move the 

camera round the obj~ct in order to see all its sides. 

A very interesting point arises from the comparison of the present 

grammar with the FLEX grammars. The latter use as primitives entities 

(line segments) with N-attaching points, i.e. they treat the 3-D shapes as 

a set of interconnected line segments, according to their rules. The present 

grammar gets round this by treating the 3-D shapes as combinations of inter

connected 2-D shapes. In other words it interprets a concatenation of 2-D 

shapes as a 3-D object. The advantage of this is that the only primitives 

it uses are the conn's, which are the same for both 2-D and 3-D, while a 

plex grammar would use .napes with 2 and 3 attaching points respectively. 

6.4 RESULTS 

This section contains some results from a number of applications on 

2-D and 3-D shapes. 

a) a square:- The actual frame (the gray levels are in reverse order) as 

is shown in Fig.3. Some noise can be observed above the top-left corner and 

near the left-hand side of the shape, in the form of two white stripes 

parallel to it. Finally there is some distortion near the bottom-right 

corner. Fig. 4 shows the shape after the averaging-intensification operator 
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has been applied on the original picture. The results are obvious. The 

noise has been eliminated, the white gaps have been filled and the rough 

part of the right-hand side has been smoothened-up. The edge .operator 

leaves the boundary of the shape as shown in Fig. 5. 
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FIGURE 5 

The explanation of the little gap near the botton of the right-hand 

side is given in 2.4.3. The follower marks the 11,21,31,41,51 as real-

vertices and 12,13,22,23,24,32,42 as pseudo-vertices. It also copes with 

the gap of the boundary between 23 and 24. All the pseudo-vertices are .. 
eliminated because they are within the prespecified tolerance and 51 is 

also eliminated for being too close to 11. In more detail the vertex-

detector marks 11 as the first rear-vertex and continues until it comes 

'across 13. At this point 12 was not marked as anything because it was 

just the link of two units. By applying the first criterion for pseudo-

vertices both 12 and 13 are marked as such. 21 is marked as a real-vertex 
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according to the first criterion for real-vertices. 22,32,42 are marked 

as pseudo-vertices for the same reason as 12 and 13, and, 23 and 24 

according to the fourth criterion (§3.3.1). Finally, 51 is the last 

boundary cell and as such is a real-vertex. These four real-vertices give 

rise to the following list of unit clauses and answers from the recognizer:-

eonn(a,ab,b). 
line (ab, 89). 
slope (ab, 91). 
sqrline(ab,7921). 

eonn(b,be,e). 
line (be, 78). 
slope (be, 1). 
sqrline(be,6fj84). 

eonn(e,ed,d). 
line (ed, 89). 
slope(ed,89). 
sqrline(ed,7921). 

eonn (d, 00, a). 
line (00,81). 
slope (00,1) . 
sqrline(OO,6561). 

angle (a, 90). 
angle (b, 9(0). 
angle (e,92). 
angle(d, 88). 

shape 3D( a, X). 
no. 
shape (A, X) . 
•• (top) PROVED: shape (a, quadrilateral) ; 
•• (top) PROVED: shape(a,parallelogram) ; 
•• (top) PROVED: shape(a,reetangle) ; 
no. 

The actual shape is a square but because of some distortion in the 

digitized picture adjacent sides ab and bc are not equal (within the 

tolerance of equall) and thus the final classification is: rectangle. 

b) a triangle:- The picture of the shape is given in Fig.6. The 

procedure is similar to the previous caSe and the unit clauses with the 

answers of the recognizer are given be1ow:-



aonn(a,ab,bJ. 
Line(ab,lVJ6). 
slope (ab, 76). 
sqrline(ab,11236). 

conn(b, be, c) • 
Line (be, 62). 
sZ-ope(bc, 6). 
sqrline(bc, 3844). 

conn(c,ca,a). 
Line (ca, 1(2). 
sl-ope (ca, 110). 
sqrZine(ca, 104(4). 

angZe(a, 34). 
angZe(b, 70). 
angle(c,76). 

shape 3D( a, X). 
no. 

FIGURE 6 

shape (A, X). 
** (top) PROVED: shape(a,triangZe) ; 
no. 

The lengths of ab and ca are not quite equal and thus it is not an 

isosceles-triangle • 

... _---------
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c) a non-convex-quadPiZateral:- Fig.7 shows the actual picture of the 

shape and the answers of the recognizer are given below:-

conn(a.ab.b). 
Zinefab, 1~3). 
slope (ab, 71), 
sqrline(ab,1~609), 

conn (b. bc. c), 
Zine(bc.49). 
slope (bc, 43), 
sqrline(bc,2401). 

conn( c. cd. d), 
line (cd. 67), 
slope fed, 148). 
sqrline (cd. 4489) , 

conn(d. 00, a) , 
line ( 00,116). 
slopefoo,12~), 
sqrline(OO,13456), 

angle (a. 49), 
angle (b. 28). 
angle(e, 1~5). 
angle(d,28). 

shape 3D (a, X) , 
no, 

FIGURE 7 

shape (A, X), 
•• (top) PROVED: shape (a, quadrilateral) ; 
•• (top) PROVED: shape(a.non-convex-quadrilateral) ; 
no, 
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Here the fact that the sum of its four angles is less than 36~ 

classifies it as non-oonvex. 

d) a tetrahedron:- The picture of the object is shown in Fig. 8. First 

the left-hand side is preserved and the other is masked to background 

(Fig. 9a). Then the right-hand side is processed (Fig. 9b). Finally the 

unit clauses obtained and the answers of the recognizer are given below:-

FIGURE 8 

(a) 
FIGURE 9 ~) 
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aonn( (a,ab,b). 
line (ab,8f1). 
sZope(ab,89). 
sqrZine(ab,64f1f1). 

conn(b,bc, c). 
line (ba, 51). 
s lope (ba, 22). 
sqrZine(ba, 26f11). 

aonn(a,aa,a). 
line (ca, 76). 
sZope(ca,126). 
sqrZine(ca, 5776). 

angle (a, 37J. 
angle (b, 67J. 
angZe(c, 76). 

shape 3D(a,X). 
** (top) PROVED : 
** (top) PROVED : 
no. 

conn(a,ae,e). 
Zine(ae, 61). 
sZope (ae, 55). 
sqrZine(ae, 2721). 

conn(e,eb,b). 
Zine (eb, 45). 
sZope(eb,138) • 
sqrline(eb,2f125). 

conn(b,ba,a). 
line (ba, 8f1). 
sZope(ba, 89). 
sqrline(ba,64f1~). 

angle (a, 34). 
angle (e,97 ). 
angZe(b,49). 

shape 3D(a,tetrahedron) ; 
shape 3D(a,other) ; 
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e) a tria:nguZar-prism:- The object is shmm in Fig. 10 and the answers of 

the recognizer are as follows:-

FIGURE 10 



conn(a.ab.b). 
Zine (ab. 52). 
slope (ab. 25). 
sqrline(ab.27~4). 

conn(b.bc.c) • 
Zine (bc. 58). 
sZape(ba.118). 
sqrZine(bc.3364). 

conn (a. ad. d). 
Zine (ad. 5~). 
slope (ad. 42). 
sqrZine (cd. 25~~). 

cann (d. da. a). 
Zine (00.43). 
slope (00.113). 

angle (a. 88). 
angle (b. 87). 
angle (c. 76). 
angle(d.1~9). 

shape 3D(a.X). 
H (top) PROVED 
•• (top) PROVED : 
•• (top) PROVED : 

conn (b. bf.f). 
Zine (bf. 52). 
slope (bf. 64). 
sqrline(bf.27~4). 

cann(f.fc.a) • 
Zine(fc.5~). 
sZape(fa.175). 
sqrZine(fc. 25~~). 

aonn(c.cb.b). 
Zine (cb. 58). 
slope (cb. 118). 
sqrline (cb. 3364). 

angle (b. 54). 
angle (f. 69). 
angle (a. 57). 

shape 3D(a.square-pyramid) ; 
shape 3D(a.truncated-triangular-pyramid) ; 
shape 3D(a.other) ; 

Because of the perception, parallelogram (abed) is not represented as such 

on the 2-D picture and thus the object is not classified as a triangular-

prism. 

d) a truncated-square-pyramid:- Fig. 11 shows the actual object and the 

answers of the recognizer are given below. 

~~ 

FIGURE 12 
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aonn(a,ab,b). aonn(d,da,d) . aonn(b,bf,f). 
line (ab, 9$). line (da, 5~). line (bf, 91). 
slope(ab,~). slope (da,$). slope (bf,83). 
sqrline(ab,64$$J. sqrline(da,25$~J. sqrline(bf,8281J. 

aonn(b,ba,aJ. aonn(a,ag,g). aonn(j,jg,gJ. 
line (ba, 67). line (ag, 42). line (jg, 32). 
slope (ba, 117). slope (ag, 75J. slope (jg, 16$J. 
sqrline (ba, 4489J. sqrline(ag,1764). sqr(jg,1$24J. 

aonn(aJadJdJ. aonn (g,ghJhJ. aonn(g,gaJa). 
line (ad, 5$). line(gh,5~J. line (ga, 42). 
slope (ad, $). slope(gh,$). slope (ga, 75). 
sqrline (ad, 25$$). sqrline (gh, 25$~). sqrline(ga,1764). 

aonn(d,da,a). aonn(h,hd,d). aonn(a,ab,b). 
line(da,6{i1). line (hd, 42). line (ab, 67). 
slope (da, 9$). slope(hd,75). slope (cb, 117). 
sqrZine(da,36$~). sqrline(hd,1764). sqrZine(ab,4489). 

angle (a, 9$). angZe(a,75). angle(b,34). 
angle(b,63). angle(g,l$5J. angZe(j,1$3). 
angle (a, 117). angle(h,75). angZe(g,85). 
angle (d, 9$). angle( d, 1$5). angZe(a,1J8). 

shape 3D (a, X) • 
*. (top) PROVED: shape 3D(a,trunaated-square-pyramid) ; 
** (top) PROVED: shape 3D (a, other) ; 
no. 

From various attempts to recognize 2-D and 3-D shapes the following 

general conclusions can be drawn:-

a) The 2-D shapes are easier to recognize (because of the high contrast 

between the main figure and the background) and unless there is slight 

distortion in the digitized picture, the results are perfect (within 

the limits of the 2-D recognizer). 

b) The 3-D objects are harder to recognize if the lighting conditions are 

not absolutely right. A common feature of the digitized picture is that 

the same side may be represented by more than two gray colours, which 

means that it is taken as two different sides (because sides with gray 

levels differing by two are considered as different). 

c) Objects with fewer sides are easier to recognize than those with more 

------------------------------- - -



sides. For example a tetra with 2 sides is easier to be recognized 

than a pyram (3 sides) or a pyraml (4 sides). 

SUMMARY - CONCLUSIONS 

• The whole process consists of the following procedures:-

a) Manual set up of the scene and adjustment of hardware. 
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b) Programs in Assembly run on the micro, including selection of 

significant gray levels, isolation of faces, averaging, edging, 

boundary following and vertex detection. 

c) Programs in C run on the VAX, including verification of real 

vertices and formation of unit clauses. 

d) Programs in PROLOG run on the VAX, including the 2-D and 3-D 

recognizers. 

• Some suggestions for further development corresponding to the four 

phases above are:-

a) Introduction of a meehaniean ap,n with pan and tilt facilities, 

larger frame, reception of the processed image on the T.V. 

monitor and modification of the printer's character EPROM. 

b) Spatial differentiation of the picture. 

c) A line drawing routine. 

d) Additional clauses for further classification. 

• Compared with PLEX grammars the 3-D recognizer merits in the fact 

that it uses the same primitive.s for both 3-D and 2-D shapes. 
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Appendix 1 

CHARACTER SELECTION FOR IMAGE PRINTING 

The visual representation of the 16 gray levels of each pixel-value, 

is obtained by three successive overprintings of characters taken from the 

printer's character set. TREND's printing head uses a 5x7 dot matrix, and 

its character set consists of 64 elements, including space. These are l~ 

numerals, 26 letters and 28 symbols. The number of overprintings arises 

from the fact that 3 is the minimum number of the existing characters that 

are necessary to be printed one on top of the other in order to obtain the 

last gray level, which is black. This corresponds to a matrix full of dots. 

Conventionally the first gray level is white for space or blank and takes 

value~. The above makes obvious the way the other intermediate levels are 

obtained. The principle is to fill the grid with enough dots to give the 

human eye the right impression, according to the gray level that they 

represent. Another constraint is that the number of dots has to be between 

~ and 35 (=5x7): 

~ ~ no of dots ~ 35 
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The list of 64 alphanumericals and symbols is given in Fig. Al.2. A 

first examination shows that some characters are more suitable than others 

due to tneir properties of symmetry. For example '+' has four axes and a 

centre of symmetry while 'F' has none. An obvious method to set up the 

list would be to find every new combination by adding a constant step to the 
. 

no. of dots which represents the previous one. Since 35f15 = 2.3.the step 

is determined to be between 2 and 3. This is more or less followed although 

some times step 1 or 4 is used instead. This is due to the fact that 

combinations with dots more symmetrically and equally spaced are preferred 

to others with the same number of dots but less symmetric. For example, 

for no. 6, represented by 14 dots a combination of '(', ')' and , . , was 

preferred to say 'K' and two spaces. Finally in very close cases a personal 

decision was made by placing stripes of different combinations one next to 

the other. The combination that gave the best impression to a smooth 

transition from one level to another was preferred. Fig. Al.l illustrates 

the 16 combinations. 
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Appendix 2 

PROGRAMS IN 'ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE' (Z-8~) 

These consist of the following programs:-

MAIN:- This program calls 4 subroutines to perform the preprocessing 

operations on the digitized picture. 

COLL:- This transfers the picture from the frames tore of the ROBOT 

* to the memory locations 4~~~-7FFF of the microcomputer system. It first 

initializes the serial interface by loading its status word with 43 (master 

reset) and 52 (clockrate divided by 64) and prepares the micro to receive 

start receiving data by setting the data word (FF~B) to 1. Then subroutine 

INPUT is called to start inputting data into the micro. The data are not 

stored at consecutive locations because of the difference in rates discussed 

in 2.2.2. Thus the first pixel is stored in 4~~1 the next in 4~~3 etc. 

until the end of the frame is met (location 8~~~). Then the next pixel 

* All the addresses and data values mentioned in this chapter are in the 

hexadecimal numerical system. 



goes ·to 4002, the other to 4005 and so on. When the whole frame has been 

transferred the procedure stops. 
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INPUT:- This is the subroutine, which loads the pixels into the micro. 

It first tests the last bit of status word FF0A to see if it is set and if 

yes, it loads accumulator A with a byte from the data word FF0B. 

RCTF:- This subroutine corrects a hardware fault in the ROBOT, which 

reverses the pixel-values from 08 to 0F, i.e. gives pixel-value 08 for 

black and vice versa. 

PRGM:- This subroutine calls all the procedures responsible for the 

preprocessing and boundary following, which will be discussed later. 

TRND:- This subroutine prints the equivalent of the digitized 

picture on the TREND printer. First it forms a set-up table with the 

limit values of the picture to be printed at locations 40 and 42 and the 

base address of the character-set (representing the 16 pixel values) at 

location 43. Then it calls PICT to print the picture. Since this is done 

in two parts, bottom and top respectively, a new look-up table with limit 

values is formed. CRLF subroutine leaves two blank lines between the two 

parts. 

PICT:- This subroutine performs the three over-printin~ that form 

the final visual representation of the digitized picture on a piece of 

paper. Basically it compares the pixel-value of each pixel with a number 

between 0 and 0F and calls OUTP to print out the appropriate character 

from the special set stored at locations 8B00-8B2F. Before the second and 

third pass, an offset of 10 is added to the location of the first pass so 

that each time a new character (actually the second and third of the set 

for this level) is printed. After the third pass, a new line starts and 

the procedure continues until the whole picture is printed out. The 

procedure can be modified to print the average of two lines in order to 
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give a more or less square picture (because the height of the character 

~2 x its width). 

OUTP:- This subroutine·outputs one character on the printer every time 

it is called. It first tests the first bit of the serial interface status 

byte if it is set, i.e. a character can be output. If the character is 

different to control S (13 ASCII) then it outputs it via register B. 

A detailed form of the above is given in Listing A. 

At this point it should be mentioned that subroutine PRGM is chosen in 

such a way that can be supplied with additional calls of more than one 

subroutine. At present it calls only PROG, which performs all the pre

processing operations on the picture. The subroutines called by PROe 

follow a general form, which is:- At first they are divided into major or 

primary and minor or secondary subroutines. The primary subroutines are 

longer and call a number of secondary ones to perform their tasks. The 

latter are generally shorter and can be divided into two categories too. 

In the first belong those that perform minor operations such as comparisons, 

additions etc. and they are used to make the primary subroutines easier to 

follow. In the second belong subroutines that are crucial because they 

perform major operations such as detection of vertices, determination of 

coordinates etc. In the following the function of the primary subroutines 

will be discussed with emphasis only on the important secondary subroutines. 

It must be made clear that due to four character labels, the same labels 

have been used more than once. In case of confusing labels the real address 

can be used as a lead to the right subroutine. In the meanwhile care has 

been taken that all the subroutines called by the same primary subroutine 

are grouped together. Finally, apart from the labels of main subroutines 

AVRG and EDGE, labels within the range 2~~~-2FFF and 3~~~-3FFF are irrelevant. 
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PROC:- This subroutine first calls WORD which stores the message 

'SEND' in locations 50-53. Then it calls PRCG which finds the sums of 

pixel values different than the background (0F) and stores them in locations 

3\10-3lD. These locations have been previously zeroized by calling ZERO from 

WORD. Next, SUM is called to form the sum of all non-background pixels and 

store it in location 32\1. Then subroutine SLC'! is called. 

SLCT:- This divides the sum in 32\1 by 16, i.e. finds the 6% of the 

main object pixels and stores it at 320. Then it checks every partial sum 

of the pixel-values against the value in 320. (TEST) to find out how many 

of them exceed the 6% of the main object pixels. The' ones that satisfy 

this and differ by two at least are stored in locations 16\1 onwards. The 

end marker FF is placed at the end of this list. 

Then PROC calls MOVE to save the frame in locations A\1\1\1 -DFFF. It 

looks for the first pixel-value at 16\1 saves it at 15\1 and if it is not FF -

in which case it stops by giving a message 'END' on the screen (OUTE) - it 

calls the following subroutines:-

ISLT:- This scans the frame and turns to 0F (black) every pixel with 

values different than the current value at 15\1 or that plus one. The 

result is to isolate an area of cells with pixel-values the same or one apart. 

LOAD:- This reloads the frame into 40\1\1-7FFF and calls DATA to set 

a look-up table of values used by subroutine EDGE. These are loaded into 

locations 1\1\1-l4F. Listing B presents all the subroutines discussed above. 

AVRG:- This subroutine performs the averaging operation. It calls 

INTL to set the starting address of the operation (in 2\1\1) the starting 

value of the index register IY (in 2\12) the final value of IY (in 2\14) the 

step for the first address in a new row (in 2~6) and the step for the last 

address in a new row (in 2\18). Finally it calls OLD which initializes EDGE 
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(will be discussed later) and zeroizes IY. ry is used as a row index of 

the two dimensional array. Then FRST sets the top left pixe1 of the 3x3 

window (in 21~), the test value for the top right pixe1 of the window (in 

212), the test value for moving the window one row down (in 218), and the 

test value for the bottom right pixel of the window (in 21A). The above 

mentioned locations are used to keep the new values of the window as it 

scans the picture. Then UPDA loads register HL (2 bytes) with the current 

test top right pixel address index register IX with the top left pixe1 

address and IY with the new row value, before the window moves another row 

down. A little loop finds the sum of the 9 pixels of the window (SUM). 

Subroutines LOOP and STEP check the limit values of the window against the 

test values and DO makes the appropriate settings to move to the next row 

(within the window). Then MAIN is called to do the main task. It compares 

the above found sum with a value decided by the user (here 4B). If the sum 

is greater than it, ~F is added to the current pixe1-value, if it is less 

then the same quantity is subtracted from the pixe1-va1ue. Finally in case 

of equality the current pixe1-va1ue remains unchanged. It can be seen that 

this routine works in both 2 gray level and 16 gray level occasions, because 

in the second case the intensification factor can be changed accordingly. 

Subroutine SHFL shifts the pixe1-va1ue four places to the left for reasons 

mentioned in 2.3.3. Subroutine ONE checks if the end of a row is reached 

and if not ROW does the appropriate settings to move to the next pixe1 

across. Subroutine TWO checks if the end of the frame is reached and if 

not CLMN does the appropriate settings to move the window to the next row. 

Finally when the end condition is reached subroutine SHFT shifts the pixe1-

value back, four places to the right (2.3.3). 

EDGE:- In this a 3x3 window is used like in AVRG and thus INTL is 

the same as before. This procedure performs 8 tests in order to find the 

------------------------------------ -- - ---------
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boundary pixels, thus 8 sets of 5 key values are loaded into locations 

1~~~14F (see LOAD of listing B). These 5 key values are:- the first pixel 

of the window, the test value to the last of the 3 pixels in each test, 

the pixel opposite to the 3 in the test, the step (if necessary) to find 

the last of the 3 pixels, and finally the test value for the starting of a 

new row. INIT saves the address of the first key value (1~~) at 21A and 

21E, the operand of the first instruction of STRT at 21C and the address 

that contains the address of the first key value at 22~. Finally zeroizes 

pointer 24~. NEW loads the first 5 addresses of the first set of key value 

into 2l~-2l8, to be used as indirect addressings to the first set of key 

values (STRT). ZERO looks for the first ~ pixel value, masks it (MASK) 

and performs the first test 1,2,3:6 (numbering of pixe1s in 3x3 window as 

in Fig. 2.17) via PIX (which finds the minimum distance between the pixe1 

values of each of 1,2 and 3 and 6 respectively) and LOPA (which determines 

the sequence of the cells for the first test). THLD is used only in the 

case of 16 pixel value edging. PNTR counts the successful tests and in 

case of two of them the window is moved for another try. MODF modifies 

the pixel, if needed, and TWIC does the second test 7,6,5:2. The next two 

tests are made by substituting LOPB in place of LOPA and changing the JP, 

IB by JP, IIA respectively. These are 1,8,7:4 and 3,4,5:8. The rest are 

combinations of LOPA and LOPC (1,2,8,:5 and 2,3,4:7) and LOPA and LOPC 

(8,7,6:3 and 4,5,6:1) respectively. TSTA checks if the end of a row is 

reached. WNDA shifts the window one cell across and WNDB a row below. 

REPT uses a number of known subroutines and CHNG in order to update the 

table of key values in the case that not all the tests need to be performed. 

TEST checks if the whole of the tests has been performed. OLDA and OLDB use 

OLD in order to put EDGE back into its original form before a new column, 

or row starts respectively. LAST increases the row index IY by 1 and, 

SHFT is the same as in AVRG. 
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FOLW:- This subroutine follows the boundary of the shape and saves 

the coordinates of the detected vertices. First it calls INT for the usual 

initializations. The address of the first pixel to be examined is stored 

at 2~~, the address of the last pixe1 in a row is stored at 2~2, the step 

for the first pixe1 of a new row is stored at 2~4, the last value of the 

row index 1Y goes to 2~6, the step for the last pixel in a row is kept in 

2~A, and the test address for the end of the procedure is stored at 212. 

Finally the initial addresses for the vertex array (4!ii!ii)' and the pointer to 

real-vertex array (48~) are kept in 322 and 324 respectively. The first 

boundary pixe1 met is marked by placing 11 in it and NAI calls CORD to find 

its coordinates and ADRS to place a pointer on it. ZERO zeroizes addresses 

3~~-32!ii which will be used by the next subroutines. CYCL follows the 

boundary and will be examined in detail later on. Subroutine FF places 

an end marker FF at the end of the two arrays mentioned above and calls 

to printout an 'END' message. AAA calls UNIO which turns to ~F every 

marked boundary cell and calls FOLW again looking for a new boundary. TESA 

and TESE look for the end of a row and the end of the procedure respectively. 

WINA moves the search a pixe1 across and WINE one row below. The procedure 

ends if no boundary pixe1 is met. 

CYCL:- First of all, locations 3~~-31!ii are dedicated to:- 3~~: 

direction of unit (Nu)' 3!ii1: length of the unit (LU)' 3!ii2: direction of 

link (N
L
), 303: mean of length (LU) , 305: a flag used in LINK (indicates 

whether the last vertex was real or not), 308: direction of last vertex, 

3~A: address of previous vertex, 31~: address of current vertex. CYCL 

performs the circular search of 3.2.3b. First looks for a boundary cell 

(BLAC). RA to RH perform the circular displacement of the pixel. CYCL 

is also called by DOES and DONT for a look ahead search. In this case a 

flag is set (reg.C) to indicate a simple exit (CMPR). If the very 
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first vertex is met (MET) and the flag is not set the cycle ends, marking 

the last pixel as a vertex (CECK). If no boundary value is met after a 

complete cycle, a recovery operation (RCVRj'is called. The latter works 

as in 3.2.3b. In normal cases (flag=0), vertex detector is called (YES). 

The main subroutine VXDT is illustrated in Fig. 3.23 together with LINK, 

DONT and DOES. SAVE saves the current Nu in 30A, and calls LNTH. The 

latter calls CHSL, which compares the new LU with ~ and if 1~-~1>~/4 

the end of the last unit is marked as a vertex (PREV). AJST subtracts 8 

from values greater than 8 and adds 9 to negative values of NU so that the 

cycle is kept. VRTX marks a pseudo-vertex by adding 1 to the previous one 

(stored in 350) and saves its coordinates (CORD). CRTV marks a certain 

vertex by adding 11 to the previous one, and saves both (BOTH) its co-

ordinates and a pointer to it. Finally PRVC marks the previous pseudo-

vertex as a certain-vertex when two successive changes of the link occur. 

Subroutine FAIL prints out a message 'FAIL' when the recovery operator 

fails to find the best boundary cell. 

Listing C contains all the above mentioned subroutines. 
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SSL10 .. S80Ct!: 
BSfig CD 00 ., .-. ,='.':" fiilIN : CRLL COLL 
8Bt13 CD 00 29 CRLL RCTF 
8St16' CD 10 00 ·CRLL PRGN 
8809 CD 40 88 'CRLL TWD 
88t1C FF R5T (Co _ c· *' 8900, 894D$K 
8900 '11 00 40 COLL: LD OE 4000 
8903 21 OR FF LD HL FFOR 
8906 ( .- 43 LD (HU 4J _0 

8908 36 5i .LD mu 51 
890R 23 IfIC HL 
8908 36 00 LD ,(HL> 00 
89BD CD RO 88 COLR: CRLL IfIPT 
8910 4F LO C R 
8911 £6 10 RND 10 
8913 CR OD oc, .... _. JP Z COLR 
8916 C3 2D RQ 

~-' ,TP COLS 
8919 CD RO RCo 

~ .... COLD: CRLL 111PT 
891C 4F LO C ·A 

:,891D £6 FO AI/D FO 
891F CA 2D RQ 

~ -' JP Z COL8 
8922 £6 10 ·AND 10 
8924 C~ '- '3£ B9 ,JP NZ COLe 
e-q·.,";:" 
1...' .... .:,. , 78 LO A E 
,",u,.,c· 
L'_,'-="\..' £6 7F FiND 7F 
c' er .: . .Q 
L'_~-="'J • C2 19 89 ,iP NZ CDLD 
892D '7.,.:. 

J _,' COLS: Le' R C 
S'92E 12 LD (DE) A 
5'92;= 17 INe DE 
8930 13 INC DE 
89]1 1] Jilt: D£ 
8932 7~ LD " D ' .. " S93~ FE SB GP C·i1 

L'(..' 

5'935 C2 3Ft Coo ,TP NZ COLf v." 

8938 3£ 4 t-' LP Ft 40 
893R 57 CDLE: LP [i R 
5'938 c:: .<l.~ 89 r'!:, COLf> .J. .' ", 
89]:E 70 t:OLC: LD R £ I .... • 

S'93F 3C 1NC .-, 
n 

9g40 3D DEe R 
8941 C2 47 CQ 4"rp './ "7 COLF <-'-' If':"" 

8944 70=- Le' R D I; i 

£945 ~r:-r_ 40 CP 4ft 
5947 .~ . ..; 

...... -1.. 00 A .-. 
'"ti,.:i CDLF: LD DE 4606 

E:34A [2 2D 53 \.TP .. '~ 
riL COLS 

5'94[1 r·u PET .'t, '-.. _." 
f'SF:O .. 5S.SAtk" 
C'':'WIA ':"'; :~c FF INPT: LD u' FFDFf ,-'o_'! ;~, ~..!. ""11 .!L ,-. ,-. -,~. 7;=- LD F! (HL) C'·:·i1..:· , -
eSp.4 i.=- F.:RA 
SEA5 Do-, :.:;:. '=;'3 c ~, 

\.'1..' rc' , ; Ne BBAl 
f:SRS 23 INC HI ;L 

~";:-'U'~ I.. ..... 1_' 
7r: • L LD S' (HL) 

SE'FiH CS: "'ET * 2~;OOo' 2ge2$i~' 
2536 11 ~~ 

f'r 7F ,t;.'CTF: LD [lE 7FFF 
29t""f7 21 00 40 L[> i-iL 4t1E:[1 
2.Q06 7E /~ L (JP: LD R <'NU 
290; £6 Of= AND u.c 
2?e9 FE (,c. 

" CP ftp 
290B FA -. 2~:' JF !1 "i5T , 
2?:JE ['2 .; ,"-I 25 JP iV: pr: ..;.. --. 

2?11 =6 Ft: RNP Fe 
2_°:1: c~- {i,= nrr.: Pt JF 



2915 
2916 
2919 
29:18 
29:1E 
29;;:'B 
2922 
2923 
2926 
2928 
2928 
2g2D 
2~:;2F 
2930 
293] 
2935 
293B 
293A 
29]C 
29][) 
294@ 
2942 
2945 
2947 
2949 
294R 

294F 

2954 

..,.., 
" ,. 
C;: 71 
FE 09 
C2 26 
E6 FO
C6 OE 
7";' •• 
C3 7.1 
FE OR 
C2 33 
E6 OF 
C6 ('tD 
?? 
C3 7:1 
FE 08 
C2 40 
E6 FO 
C6 {'le ..,.., ,. ,. 
C3. 7.:1. 
FE OC 
-C2 4D 
E6 FO 
C6 OB 
7i 
C 7:1 
FE IjD 
C2 .5R 
E6 ,=[1 

C6 OP 
295i 77 - -, , , 

"-; -, 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29 

29.5C C2 e,/ 2~ 

2561 
296:: 

C6 

29c9 ['2 
29EC Et~ 

295£ C6 
2~7[~ ?~ 

23;1. 22 

237[, ED 

FD 
OB 

t:;".-, 
...... ' .:... 

2978 ,-'c- .~.-. .... ,. c'..:.: 

25?E 

8840 

.-, ,-, . .; c-
0":-" ... ' 

8846 
5'8.-18 
8845 

8S.:1C 
E'B4E 
8.="21 

2A OD 

21 
.i-c 
',"":.::. ...:~ 

]6 
Cr-
.-.,': 
.:......;.. 

7C . , 
5;: 

20 

.Of 
Dt~ 
.·1,~ 
~L 

-, ,-

""7-C 
.:.. ~.' 

29 

02 

29 

0':: 
'_', I 

RA 

RB 

RC 

RD 

RE 

PF 

RG 

F,'T5T' 

END 

THND: 

LD 
JP 
CP 
,TP 
AND 
ADD
LD 
,TP 
CP 
,TP 
AND. 
ADD 
LD 
,TP 
CP 
JP 

- AND 
ADD 
LD 
,TP 
CP 
,TP 
AND 
RDD 
LD 
~rp 

CP 
,JP 
i'iNf' 
ADD 
LD 
,JP 
fP 
• .TF 

CP 
,.TF 
AND 
AtD 
LD 
U' 

(HU R 
F.TST 
09 
NZ R8 
FO 
A DE 
(HU A 
RTST_ 
OA 
I/Z RC 

- OF 
A OD 
mu R 
PTST 
OB 
NZ RD 
FO 
A DC 
<HU\ A 
RTST 
OC " 
IIZ RE 
FO 
R OB 
(HU A 
F:TST 
eD 
~: -:" r.:-
nt: r;./ 

FO 
h' D.~ 

F:TST 

Fi '09 
<HU li 
FiTST 

IIZ PTST 
Fe 
A 0[; 
(HL'> R 
(020C) hI 

ADD ,q !JJJ 
5BC HL liE 
JP 
LD 
INC 

FET 

Lt 
Lf: 
INC 
LD 
INe 
LD 

2 END 

Hq 
,~ 

PLOP 
:t: 

HL 0040 
(HL) 7F 
U! 

_11L.,. 

(fiL:> 5F" 
HL 

INC HL 
LV 
C6'!...L 
Ll) 

. L [) 
In:: 
Lt! 

(HL.~ [1D 
PI eT 
HL JfJ4 fj 

- (flU 5,::' 
HL 
(HL .~. 3F 
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8£'59 CD DO 
885C CD DO 
SSSF CD 00 
.9862 C9 
SAOO, SR72!/:" 
SROO C.D 
SR03 lE 
SA05 3A 
SAOB 57 
8R09 OE 
BRDS lA 
SRDG E6 
SROE 00 
SROF 00 
SR10 00 
SAl1 DO 
SI'112 00 
8AH 00 
8R14 00 
BR15 00 
8R16 21 

'SA19 46 
SA1R 26 
SAlC' Si 
8R1D SS 
SAlE GP 
6'A1F 46 
S'li20 CD 
8A23 

S'R2B 
SR2C 

6'A]:5 
BA::? 

.; C 
..L. '.' 

~ .. -
~-

-5D 
54 
7A 

,- -
.::. c· 
Cf. 

SFt::F 79 
EA4t1 2.:1 

<"'-__ fr 
- L-", " 

" ; , ... ..:. (3 

fP-57 
SH5fi' 

cr:-
; -

:;:';:'-- -
'~ -'-

7E-
.::,..=,.- r"7 - . '-' - r:;:-

N1 
BO 
40 

00 

OF 

4
~ 

-' 

88 

OF 
c,,-, 
0 .... · 

FF 

~'I':'--

, . 

SB 
S8 
SA 

BB 

00 

00 

,-. ,-, 
QC, 

,"'.-.,:-,:-; 

.. '':.: 

CALL CR!. F 
CALL CFLF 
CALL PIeT 
RET .~ . 

PIeT: CALL CRLF 
LO E 80 
LO R (0040) 
LO D R 

PRSS: LO C 00 
P IXL LO R (fIE) 

LINE: 

RND OF 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 

'NOP 
NDP 
HOP 
NOP 
HOP 
LO Ht 0043 
LD· B (HU 
Lb H SB 
ADD R C 
OR B 
LD L A 
L[i B (HL) 
CALL OUTP 
LO 
LD 
LP 
LD 

L[i 

LD 
LD 

H D 
L t: 
fi ::c 
.. ' I I 

R D 
LP 'HL [7641 
('P (HL) 
,Jp NZ F'J.\'L 
L[J 
AND 88 
JP .? PI\'L 

LP 

CF' 
TD 

t'! 

f.' Ef) 

Pi [. 

-:- ; 1 uc 
... '- ..I '''' 

hDD All.., 
t: P 

LD 
LD D P. 

.c r 
;; ,-

£ p, 
PJXL 

LD B 6,I:f 
CRLL DUTP 
U) 1"1 L 

CP ,er 
JP 2 FIN 
L [) ." (6~4a) 
L;') D R 
LD A ~ 

_____ AND FF 
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BR67 le wc A 
E:At7g 00 NOP 
8A69 FG 80 OF.' SD 
BAts 5F LD E A 
BA6e C] 09 BA • T" PFJS5 , r 
8At7F CV VO 88 Fm CRLL CRLF 
BR?2 C9' PET ·f' 

8880" 8SCR$K 
8.886 21. 02 FF OUTP: LP HL FFG2 
SBBl ..,~ 

ie GULP: LP A <'NI. ) 
8S'~4 iF RRR 
5'5'£'5 Vc' - C' '- BB elP I/e DUT£: 
8BBS 23 IIIC HI ,~ 
8889 7£ ourA: LP A (HL) 
S8BR £6 7F AND ..,-n-
88BC FE 13 CP 1.3 
888£ CR 89 B8 ,rp' Z OUTA 
88C.1 25' [)£C HL 
~.;.,-..., 
..... 1..' ,-.,:" 7£ ours: LD A (NU 
VL"-''''' 
.... ' l.."_'-!' £6 02 Aim 02 
E:SC5 CR [:2 88 ,rp -2 ourS' 
S'f:CB' 23 INC U/ ,,'-
E:BC9 70 LD (!--IL) E: 
BgCA !-. ,= F.'ET '/. 

SE'D( .. E;3[;Fi$f( 
~., c!~r. et~ ,s'D CRLF; L[' Co Br) . '-':"":': '.' L' 

::: 5 .-:2 C[, E0 -;:~=. CRLL GUiF' 
,:,c t.e: f:.:: .0'; L r· c CA L' c' 

:;::[::7 CD fe ,-. ,-, 
CR!.L DLITt=' ':,.: .- -,. - ,""'= RcT ;of. c,~;~·~ ,_" .0" ~ , 



3beo .. 163f,$K 
J6aq CD BB 
360] CD A9 
3t706· CD 4E 
3609 CD 80 
j60C CD' F4. 
360F 21 60 
3612 22 FE 
3615 7£ 
36:L6 32 50 
3619 FE FF 
1618 CA 38 
361E CD 3e 
3621 :fA ·50 
1624 47 
3625 CD lA 
3628 CD 00 

00 
00 
FE 

3628 ·CD 
362£ CD 
363:1. 
1614 
3635 
3638 
]638 

2A 

CA 12 
CD E9 
FF 

J6JC .. 364A:tg 

~". 
~\ ... ( 
]E 
36 .,.,. 
-' ( .,,,. 
~ •• ,.f 

01-
04 

01 

36 
36 
01. 

36 
21 
2fl 
3ft 
04 

]5 

363C 21 eo 110 
363F 11 00 40 
]642 61 oe 40 
~:645 Ef' EO 
3i47 CD B[; 70 

36::; A cs 

Jt74E 21 
-36.51 11 
3654 lA 
3f.55 4F 
]'6.56 :1] 
3557 :lA 
]6.5.5- 47 
36.59 22 
365C: EO 

;.]0 

GO 

or 
1::-:',-' _\ 

;,.-;6t·.:;· C6' i]~~ 

J-t? 1. 09 
36'""':" :1.] 

]679 C;-I 

361A; J6li8:t/<' 
3:57ri 
J6?D 
?68i] 
]68? 
35f.5 
::i.S7 
36SP 
] [:7:3[1 

J68E 
~::=-~~ ~t 

- ,.! 
~.C'_"',,:. 

121 

, -
.-' <..' 

CR 
;eR ,., 
':':-' 

to 
Ch 
58 
.Ui 

"7e' ., . 
OC 
:.
\./.::: 
cc· 
1,'\.1 

,-
,-1 _-. 

02 
OE 

.-:. --. 
F.::: 

OE 

~r 

.t'i-

02 

-
_, ~t. 

~:( 

PF.:I..~C : 

PA 

E/iD 

(fiLL 11DPt 
rF.LL F'F:CG 
CRLL SUN 
CALL SL CT 
CALL NOllE 
LD HL [1160 
LD (MF£') HL 
LD A mu 
U) (0150) A 
CP FF 
,rp Z END 
CRLL LOAD 
LD A <'01.5B> 
LD BA 
CRLL 15L T 
CRLL AVPG 
CALL £[JGE 
CALL FOUl 
Lf1 HL (04FE) 
INt: HL 
,rp Z ·PA 
CALL OUT8 
P5T 38 * 

LORD: Lf.> HL HOBO· 

SUN 

.5U 

I C"'r" 
'- -' / 

.r 5L T: 
.0 S.'i 

LD· DE 4000 
LD BC 4CtC:fJ 
UIP 
CFiU N'iTA 
PET .~ 

LP 
'LD 
.L[! 
LP 

Ht [1000 
DE C]'un 
R (DD 
,-. Cl 
.... I. 

I!le DE 
LD R {[)E) 
LD B A 
L[> 

LD 
(020C) Hi
~ B2DE) DE 

LD HL .-6]1.[':; 
R[.iO A 00 
SEC HL DE 
LD 
LD 

HI- ({1;;:(1() 

DE (f,~2?E) 

" L5T 

I!JC DE 
JP 
LO 
REI 

LP 
LO 
LO 

SEt 
JP 
LD 
:-NC 
CALL 
JP 
DP 
JP 

su 
.~ 

Hi 4BS'O 

(02f3C) fiL 
F: UCi 
Hi l)E 
Z F//5 

UI 

BLec 
Z J =..=: 
B 
Z Lse 
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]638 fi.f. 
3699 
]69A' 
36f.D 
]'69F 

Bf; , 
CA A2 
]e: OF 
C]: DB 

36R2 05 
36R3 J6B£, 
,]6R5 Cl 7D 
·36R8 'C~ 

39DB,39DC:iK 
',39D8 ' OS" 

]'9DC C3 7D 

..,. ..... 
~.f:o 

35 

.., ,-
.J.b . 

]'6A9 .. 3798.if( 
].6R9 . 
]'6AC 
36fiF 
3682 

, ]:684 
36Bt~ 

21 BO <to' 
11 ,7F7F 

DC .02 
00 

22 
C6 
ED 
CA 

c,-, 
... Ie. 

'SS'" 37 
'2A OC. 02,' 
123. 

DD 
CA RF" 36 
FE 00 
c;;.: DJ 36 

,36£:9 
36Be 
36Bfi 
]6C. . .o 
J£C]: 
36C5 
36[:·5'. ED 45" e~j· [i]: 

~'6Dl 
]. r::~j):' 
~,--,,,,,-

..:. '.':..' '-' 

]6EE 

36Ff' 

]'::~!=D 

],700 

---,\:;" 
-:.> 
-::·-::,,:;c' 
...: ; '_'L' 

-'.; ..:.,.. 

-.- -.;:: - --

cc 
, L 

:.: , ! 

"'1::. 
.-. -, 
.-.":,,, 

fD 
f]· 

rt:. 

C2 
ED 
0:: 
ED 

1:;
L'_" 

F=
T ,-.,-. 

'. -
ED 
.-"""7. '.' ...:. 

ED 

Et, 

r·-: 
.' .:.. 

I~ -

=,... 
:", _:'_ . r =: 
]"73:: [2 
';'" " __ ::. ::r 

,c 
'-f";'. DD (1]: 

0.1 
CF 
42 

47 

. -;- -;.-: .... , _.,' 

'-. C" -." 
~.', -" 
.-! c--, . 

,J . 

f .... , ' 

. --c 

,~. '. 

. -.:-

~.-. 

':.. .. -
ec 

,.;;", 
.:"~, 

.,,-.' 
t':~, 

t~_'· 

t': ';" 

8] 

'." ... 
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I5C . 

FfJ5 

IsD 

F'RCG : 

GR 

GP 

GC 

GE 

.-- . 

;~;':' 
1..'1 ' 

GJ 

] I.'r 
CP 
JP 
LO 
,TP 

'f'EC 
LO 
JP 
RH 

f 
R 
Z I~[; 
(Ht) OF 
150 
B. 

. (HO DEL 
.15A 

.'/< 

B 
I5/~ • * 

u! HL 40[:0 
LP DE,7F,(F, 
LP (020C) HL 

.~ f,'[iD A Otl : 
SRC HL [.if 
;rp' Z FIN 
LO'HL (020C) 

'jNC '. 'HL' 
CRLL BUiC , " 

, JF~', 2 OR' ' .. 
cp··'oo:"" 
JP NZ GB ••. 
LP BC, (8J@0)' 
.r NC' BC 

(::; .; 
,~ 

NZ GC 
BC (0302:, 

pr BC 
: r. 
L:.. .. 

,iF' 

j ·r·. 
~, 

fP' 
r-' 'J! 

·Lf. 
INC 
, ... ~, 
i .. r 

JP 
LD 
iNC 
LD 
CP 
JP 
LD 
]Ne 
LD 
ep 

'JP 
LD 
-'Ne 
LD 
CP 
H" 
LP 
INC 
LD 
er 
.Jp 
LO 

(0][12'> BC 
02 
NZ G:j 

N2 GE 

BC 
(D306) Fe 
l}4 
NZ (jF 
9C (p:.n3). 
EC 
(0]OS) BC 
65 
NZ G3 
BC .(0JBA) 
2C 
(01{:A) ='~C 

0.6 

BC (0300 

(0J6C) (c 
[';7 

NZ GI 
BC .( [13ft> 
B[ 
(03{)f.) 8C 
88 
NZ GJ 
BC (f:3i(J) 
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7:71 C (1? 
371D. E~ 41 le 0; 
::: ,.11' FE 1]9 
1743 '["2 
]746· EO 
J74A 'OJ 
J74B EO' 
J74F FE 
3151 C2' 
1754 EO 

"IF" 
45 :1.2 03 

'~?5S' [t]: 
j:(59 E[; 
] 7.'5[> FE 
37.5F C2 
1:762 
]7[6 
1767 

EO 
Cl 
ED 
FE 

BR· 
5[; 

, , 

43 
OB 
6B 
4B 

" 43 
DC 37GB 

376[1 
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.JF Z SRI-: 
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, e. 
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LD B 04 
CALL ONE 
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INC DE·' 
LV' A 04 
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,TP 5E, 
CALL 5 TOF.: 
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CALL 'TEST'" 
H' 'P SF 
LD A (C,E) 
GP ,FF 
,TP 2 5EI 
LD B 05 
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,TP -, , 'SF. .,' ,. 
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CP FF 
,JP Z SF!_ 
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CALL ONE 
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INC· DE 
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-LD (DE) A 
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.- .:! I 
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:p 
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5H 
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CD 
EO 
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SJ, 
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5L 

SL.: I 
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ep FP 
JP Z SI I 
LD B fi:~ 
CRi. L D/IF 
JP, Z 5IIJ 
n{r D£ 
LP A 09 
LP ([.If) R 
JP 5~T 
CALL STDF:, 
L[I . BC ([:]1 4 ) 

[:RL~ TE5T 
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GP FF' 
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CALL ONr 
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!NC DE: 
Lf> 
LP 
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CALL 
LD 
C.;;LL TEST" 
JP p'sL 
-.p, 
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LD 
CF::LL 
IfF' 
J fj ('~ 
LD 
Lf; 

TC' 
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'C:ALL 
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er 
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VIS ... 
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[.ic 
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Z SI} 
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CALL CNf 
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TF 
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JNe {)E 

SI-iI LO R Of< 
LD a'E> A 
JP Sf! 

51H I CALL STOR 
o:r SN LO BC (071C)' 

CRLl TEST 
JP P SO 
LO A (DD 
cl' FF 
rc' , , L SNJ 
LD B Of 
CALL OIlE 
,TP 2 SIJJJ 
IIIC 'OE ' , 

5111 " 
LD ; R BE 

'.Lfi " <"C'D A 
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. ... 
, 

SlIf} : CALL STOR .. 'i 
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DD 
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C] 

ep 
CA 
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CD 
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~. 
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OD 
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~'J]F9 
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J.JFF 
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21 
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FE 

et,': 
Be 

.;JP 

. -;;.-. --

OB 
6.1 
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'.", . 

02 

02 
Bf 
02 
OD 
02 

-' '.' 

LISTING B : 

F:JLw 
'f !": 

. BB 

tc 

FIN5.: 

1- HT· . 
I! , , 

NF;I 

C/;;' '( 
LD 
LD 
~r, 

I 'JT 
·NL ,,·;-::·,:-,'t?C) 
(02.12) HI.. 
R (RU 

I~;'/{;' OF 
[,PCD 
"Jp N7 SF' 
RI!D \r:;":11. .. 
L[.l (HU A 
CALL NRJ.' 
(FiLL ZERO 
L[.' B 80 
CnLL e'T'Cl 
['FILL FP 
LTP AAA 
CRLL TfSA. 
"TP Z CC 
CRLL NINFI 
,TP . AA' 
CALL :TESB. 
JP ,ZFIN5;, 
CALL J./Jf/8 
H ,'AA 
·ft:E T >:: 

LD HL J{}[::( 
£.0 (02D6..': HL· 
LD 
LD 
LO 

.• r· . 
L. L·' 

HL 40FE 
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-liL 6J0]" 
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LD 
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Hi. @.:fOD 
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.~. 
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03 
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07 

24 

82 
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D2 

COF:D, 

RGIN: 
ONE. 

TEST: 

LD 
LP 
CRLL 
LD 
LD 
U' 
LD 
LO 
CP 

"TP 
CRLL 
LD, 
LD 
LD 
ADD 

_SBC 
,TP 

• INC 

INIT 
BC «(3264) 
It' ODOO 
IX 0800 
A (BC> 
HL 0:::50 
('Ht) 
NZ TEST 
STOP 
(020f.) IX 
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A 00 
HL OE 
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BC 

',' __ ', INC IX 
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NEUL-: LD (0222) -1'1-
tD He '(0222) 

END 

Ul. DE (D262) 
ADD R OD 
SBC HL DE 
,JP Z END 
INC BC, 
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,JP 
LP 
LP 
RET 
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AGIN 
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J~' (02]3) 

:o,j.: 
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DE 01.06 

LD 
LD 
LP 
LP 
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LO 
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ze 
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RH 
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HL 
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CALL NET: 
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SEND: 
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FF 
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CALL 
LO 
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F,ET 
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GUTP 
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OUTP 
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CA~L CF.'LF 
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CtiLL·SEND, 
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CALL 
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CRLF 
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SEND 
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LP 
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,TF' 
LO 
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JP 
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WC 
LO 
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DO 
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',LtDD Ft 08 
SBC HL D~ 
LD .HL {ft26C.> 
F:E T .'f: 

LD 
CF' 
HET 

LD 
LD 
CP 
TD 

'-' ; 

LD 
;-£:1 , , 

c., 1-' 

1/ ".' 

(f;2JD:i Pi 
A (f;24C) 
81 
NZ FF, 
A BB 
GG 

I Ne. Ft 

LD 'R (0230) 

•• 
CALL LOl~fi 
A[;:D P 01] 
CALL, STOP 
PET :;, 

1.0 
LD 
!1ND 
RET 

DE (C2fHl) 
H~' /{'L\ I ~.,,_. 

eF 

STOP: Lt) 
f...D 
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. -, 2(';£ 
2651 lA 
2654 FE 
2656 D2 
2659 lE 
2658 . C3 
265E " "":"l" .J. 

3ij 
50 
01 
5E 
00 
5F 

265F 32 50 
2662 3R '3~ 
2665 C9 
2669,268HK 
2669 EO 58 
2660 'DD 1~ 
266F DD' 22 
2673 22 L1C 
2676 ED 58 

'267A C6 00' 
267C ED 52 
267£ 2A tIC 
268i C9 
2685) 268B$K . 

'2685 ED -58, 
2689 DD 19 
2688, C9 
2GBF., 269A$K 
268F ED, 58 
2693 2A 
2696 CtS 
269:3. ED 
269R C9 

.If .... 
..L'::' 

00 
~.""I 
... It::. 

269£' .. 2650tr~ 
2698 26 10 
269£ 
26SF 

2665 
2tF/6 
26A9 
2GRe 

.-, -:. 

- .-, 
':':.::.. 

.-,-;:. 
-=--' 
22 
2R 
.-,-. 

2t7B.4 r;i 
2GB?' CD 

10 

·f .-;. 
...!.~ 

14 

49 
6;-" 

0; 
02 

0 ," <- ' 

0 " , 
.:.. " 

08 .02 

OE 02 
06' 
OE 02 

16 02 

if: 
D2 

02 

62 
82 

02 

26[,[ CD fi2i .::.c' 

2t7C3 CD F2 -::E 
26C;:. Ci2: C:C 26 

2606 
26ft:3' 
26DA 
2EOB 
:2EDC 
2tOP 

E) 
2A 

78 
FE 

SE' 
:iA 

20 
82 

2tDF CA EE 26 
26£"2 
.-, -.--
.::c-::~. 

., -- J .::. .,:.t; ""f -~-
-"~ 

.~,,: .. - .:.. '-

.-, -, 
.:.:.:. 

I j,'/ i C' . 

HH 
N 

LOPS: 

,LOPD: 

Tsm: 

NUDR: 

~,r-r:.'r . r.. C.I t. 

; I 
LL 

Lr 
L[' 
ep 
,TP 
LO 
,TP 
INC 
L[i 

LD 
, F.'ET 

LD ' 
ADD 
Lfl 
Lv" 
LD 

" RDO 
S8C 
LO : 
RET 

\O';:':,li\ A 
h ('D25D> 
01 
N2 HH 
A eo 
,T,r 
R 
(0250) A 
R (023P> 

"" 
DE '(0208'> 
'ix DE " 
,(020£.1 IX 
(8200' HL 
DE (020£.1 ' 
R BB 
HLDE 
HL (820C) 

* -
LD, DE <'0216) 
ADD, ',IHDE 
RH:, ",,' 

LD ,,:DEa:218> 
LD 'HL (0212) 
RDD A 00 , 
S8C HL DE 
PET " 

LD HL (tt.::.'18) 
INC HL 
LO 
LP 
IHC 
LD 
LP 

i-ll -(Il:'1:")) 
,..... ., .. · ......... L '" 

(0212) HL 
HL ([12.14) 

INC HL 
L [.~ 

CALL INlT 
CALL NEN 
CPLL STFJ 
CRL L . NNDA 
C"6L'L CHNB 
CALL TEST 
,Jp Z LL 

C;-:ING: LI) 

.~ ... 
{'il',' 

:;;\' 

LD 
'Lf' 

L. [l 
L[:; 

LE' 
U· 
GP 

T u~-· 
~ "\,." 

B A 
R (DE) 
(HL) A 
Lt r.-
I. "-.' 

:7 NI; 
DE 
HL 
t=: 
,'''('.:" 
" 
tiL ((:.-. .1[:: 

20ES 
-

',-:',-, •. - ~ ,,-. ,-, .. ,- -{ , • -~ ____________________ ~c~~~ __ ~"~ 
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--- - --------------~ 

26F2.·271.:.1711-: 
2GF2 ED 5] 
26F6 22 ~ lie 
26F9 1:1 5(1 
26FC C6 00 
26FEED 52 

;)A 

02· 
01 

2700 -ED 58 - OR 
2704 '2A ec 02 
2707 . C9 
2?t1B .. 272_9$K 

- 270B _ 21 FO 
270£. 22 iD 
2711 
271.4 
2117 
271A _ 21 
2?:1D. 
2720 
2724 

Eri 
lE 

2731. 23 

27j7 ["9 

60 
. 40 

JE: 
,-.,,-. 
oc 
.58 
00 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
OA 

iJ2 

27 
02 

2?2E 26 1.:.~2 02 

02· 

\:12 

2;~_--:E ED .58 6i D2 
2~~;2 et: .?8 
2744 ED 52 

TES}: 

OLO 

i' 

DLDR: -

"iST£;: 

LP ,'D';;,!!=') DE 
LO (O?CC) Hi. 
LD DE 6150-
ADD Alia 
SBC HL [,E 
LD DE (0200) 
LD HL ({'J2;JC,\ 
FiET - .'/< 

LD HL· LDF'A . 
LD (201M HL 
LD (20t~O) HL 
·LD HL IF 
LE- (2D]8) HI. 
LP HL lIE 
LD (2088) HI. 
LD DE (ft20M 
1-D A 60 
LP_ '. (025f.l)··R 
RH ~. 

CALL 
LO 
mc 
PET 

L r) ,-

LD 

OLD 
HL (t12l'i0,\ 
HL 
(0200) HL 

* 
Ifl ({}2D2.:' 

ADD ff DD 
5EC Hi r'E 
~'ET 

27';8 ED 58 (i6 02 . NNDB: LD 
. 274C 
274F 

. ...,-:=-c 
~ i ... Ii 

2i.5i=i 
2i5t 

2P. 1(] 
.j Q 
~-' 
22 1£1 
2A 12 

22 12 
2A -:14 

2?S5" 22 
.::.':" '':- L. !:: 5' 

.-, -:-. ; .. ~ .:.:- . '_.". 

27?C 

02 

.- -
,-: I 

02 

. - -, 
".- .: 

Lf> 
AN.' 
L r-, •. -
LD 

LP 
LD 
ADD 
LD 
LD 
LD 

Lt' 

:;'c-

HL (025...0) 

(D21S) HL 
N'L '([r2J2} 
Ht DE 
(0212) Ht 
f-fL /{i214) 

~. v2:!...d· " ,~'L 
I.):: (C20E) 

DE (C~2'C;.J 

eL. (D:'Ofi.i 

'.;. . 

, ( ,;-.: -... r ~I 
1-
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Appendix 3 

PROGRAMS IN 'c' 

These include two main operations:-

a) the Real Vertex Verification and 

b) the Formation of Unit Clauses. 

The whole program consists of a main routine and 16 subroutines. Nine of 

the subroutines are cailed by the main and the rest of them from other 

subroutines. In the following, the function of every subroutine is 

described in brief with special emphasis on their difficult points. 

main:- This is the main routine of the program, which basically is 

responsible for printing out messages according to the various results, 

and calls the nine primary subroutines that do the two operations mentioned 

at the begirming. The nine subroutines, according to the order they are 

called are:-

init:- This initializes the character arrays ChA[201 ,ChB [201 ••••• 

ChE[201. by loading them with 'z'. and the final Rear Vertex' Co-ordinate 
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Arrays A[Z0J [ZJ ,B [2\'1J [2J, ••• ,E [20] [2] by setting them to \'1, Finally it 

zeroizes some pointers and flags. 

move:- rhis moves the vertex-array from locations A[20) [2] to 

locations B[2\'lJ [2] to C[2\'lJ[Z] and so on. This is necessary because locations 

A[2\'l) [2] are always loaded by the vertex-array of the new array. The old 

one has to be stored for later comparisons. A flag f indicates'which 

case to be used. 

Zoad:- This loads the new vertex-array into V[Sl) and sets pointer f 

accordingly for the next call of move. 
f 

eheek:- This checks if the vertex-array V[Sl) and the pointer-array 

N[16) have got an end marker -I, and sets flags Fl and F2 accordingly. 

truvert:- This is the subroutine that checks the distance of every 

vertex from the equation formed by the real-vertices and accordingly 

eliminates the ones with distance greater than a certain limit. In doing 

this it calls three subroutines which are:-

equat:- This forms the equation using the coordinates of the real-

vertices, by calculating tang and b:-

tang=Y2-Y]/X2-X] 

b=(x2*Yl-Xl*Y2)/(X2-Xl) 

When xZ=x
l 

then tang is set to 1 because it can not be set to infinity 

and it should not be set to zero by default. 

tolernee:- This checks if the distance of everyone of the pseudo-

vertices is within the prespecified limits. If both X2/X1 and tang/0 the 

tolerance is given by the maximum of the absolute differences between the 

co-ordinates given by the equation and those of the pseudo-vertex. If 

X
2

=X
1 

and tang=±~, then the tolerance is given by the absolute difference 

of the abscissae. Finally if tang/{1J, the tolerance is given by the absolute 

value of the two ordinates. This is why tang was set to 1 in the previous 

subroutine. 
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store:~ This stores the coordinates of the v~rified real-vertices 

into the new vertex-array A[2~][2]. 

neuJZist:- This creates a neW list of pointers N[i], by inserting 

in the old list pointers to the pseudo-vertices with distance from the 

equation greater than the limit. 

adjaeent:- This checks if two adjacent true-vertices within the 

vertex-array A[2~] [2]: .are near enough to be considered as one. 

first:- This decides if the first real vertex is to be eliminated 

due to the case discussed in Section 3.4.2. 

eZassify:- This calculates the (primary elements of the 2-D shapes 

such as angles, lengths of sides etc., and uses the following four sub-

routines to prepare the unit clauses for the procedure of recognition. 

angZe:- This calculates the angles of the 2-D shape according to 

the formulae of paragraph 3.4.3d. 

vertex:- This loads the character array ChA[i] with the appropriate 

lower-case alphabetic character from cri]. 

prediaate:- This forms the unit-clauses which are to be used by the 

PROLOG program and writes them into file 'data'. 
J 

aommvert:- This uses subroutine doitto check if the 2-D shapes that 

are faces of a 3-D one have common vertices or not. 

doit:- This checks if the distances of every vertex of each 2-D 

shape from those of everyone of the others are near enough to be considered 

as conunon. If so, it uses the same alphabetic character to represent them. 

The 'Cl programs are presented in the following listing. 



-, - .j '.':U ~_, 1 ':? t. j' '; CJ ' n,t:. CJ 1 , , ,'.. 1 ;' ' '(:. ~, "",\, 'r' , f [ 1 : .. J .. V (S! J ; 
-' rf c. u b l'~ F:. L s ( ) , 5 Cl I~ t i: ) • .J t :1 r' ( ) ; 
j int ,-"J'.:\ ,~ 

::' i ti t ~ [ .::: (.n (:~ J , B [ 20 J [~J ~ C [ '2 I) ) [:2 ; ~ :' [ ".': U] C:2) ,E [ :2 I) J [:2) ; 
f;. i ~: t f,];.!, h , F 1 ,F ~ , R , r 1 (, n [ 1 ,~.] ~ se: '.' ~ , S '2. [ 1 I:. J , ~ 1 ( 1 ,=, J ,N ( 16 J ; 
7 \:C·~~I:...J={'-3' ,'b' .'c· ,'d' "~2' ,'f' ,'g',' ,h' " 

, t1' , , 0 ' , 7 ~' •• q 1 ,~ p' t' _.;' " t .. , ' U' ,IV' 

9 ,:of,,.;r Cl,,; [:20] ,CI1IH.20) ,ChC[2(>] ,Cf'']··::01.ChE[2 1)].; 

1.:) (fl.~in( 

1 1 { 
12 

i n t 1, If I ; 

inil:(); 
~...:. f'''r'~i-==O;i<20;it-+) 

12 b0gin: if(f!=O) ~lovei 

if(f),l> 

i','J','!\' 
,'W','x','y' 

{ p\~ir1-::~:( dsolid ~'Ii+:h l~':')l'S' tl13t"1 ~ sides, 
a 1 g 0 I' it h.1t f .-' ::. 1:;", n" ) ; 

gOl:.Ci end; 
1 -~, .. 
20 
21 

} 

l(Jad(); 
ifCf==-I) goto and; 

:2:: PI·i~·It.f('·f;:::'l..d\n",f); 

~3 c.leck(); 
24 if(Fl==l) 
~, ;:--' { printf(!I~D-s},ap2 t~i~h mare t},an 15 vertices 

a 19or·it!w· f~lls\nll); 

::'1 
- -. 
~-

... ~ 

.J _, 

3·:;;· 
37 

39 

gotD stop; 
} 

ii(F2==1) 
{ printft:"too :iI3f)j '.;::, :.:.ic'?s 

o f 'v' [ : '. ,-I Ii ! : 

gate step; 
} 

>d=V[O] ; 
/l~'j[1J ; 
,·,·2='J [N [1] J ; 
y2=IJ[NU)+lJ; 
1=0; 
for(J=l; (tHJJ !=-l) ;J+"; 

t I'uvel't (); 
store(); 
A[IJ[OJ= -1; 
adJacent(); 
first(); 
cl'3ssifyO; 
.01'( 1=0; 1 (=16; 1++) 
{ for(ffi~O;m(=l;m++) 

_iU.'J .(Ie (;; t. d i U'ie ns ion 
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, , , . 
, :p , 

110 
III 
42 
43 
1111 
45 
46 
117 
~3 

11'1 
50 
51 

printf("A[XdJ[%d] = %d\n".l.m,A[l][m]); 

54 
r.~ '-' '.-' 

end: 

stop: 
} 

} 

goto begin; 
printf("end of real vertex verification phase, 

unit c13lJses itl (data}\n"); 
p"i.ntf( fiend (Jf pl"oc~du"'2\""); 

56 itlit () 
57 { For,r: i:=:(); i <20; i++) 
5:3 { Chl'4[i]=ChB[i)~ChC:"l~ChO[i]=ChE(i)='z'; 

S'7 foI'lJ~I);J (2;J H) 
;", [ t J [J ] .~ Hr, J r. J -C L i ] [J] = D [ i ] [J ] =E [ i ) [J ] = () ; 

} 

,-.'",: 

'. -' 
...... 1 
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.move () 
{ if (F==~) 

} 

1 Dad () 
{ 

{ for(i=t);i (21);iTT) 

} 

{ ChE[iJ=ChD[lll 

} 

ChD(il=ChC[i]; 
ChC[1 ]=ChBU]; 
Ch8[iJ=ChACil; 
(Ol'<J=O;J (2;j++) 
{ E[iJ[Jl=D[iJ[j); 

} 

D [ i )[ J 1 =C [j )[ J J ; 
C[i][J]",BCi][J]; 

B[i] [Jl=A[iJ [J] I 

gls,~ i f( f==3) 
( fOl"'( i;::O; i {20; i++) 

} 

{ CllD[i]=ChCliJ; 

} 

ChC[i]=ChB[i]1 
CI1B [i J =ChA Cl] ; 
f01'\j=O;j <2;j++) 
{ DCiJ[j]=CCiJ[jJ; 

} 

Cri] [J]=;HiJ [J]; 
Bri] [j]=A[i] [JJ; 

el5,,~ if(F==2) 
~.. fOY'(i==O;i{20;i++) 

} 

{ ChCCiJ=ChB[lJ; 

} 

C hB [ i J =C fl A [ i ] ; 
fOl'(j=O;J <2;J++) 
{ C[i] [j]=BCi] [J]; 

Bri] [j]=A[iJ [JJ; 
} 

else If(f==1) 
{ forCi=Oii(ZOii++1 

{ ChB[iJ=ChA[I]i 
foi'tJ=O; J (Zij++) 

B [i J [j ] =A ( i J [j J ; 
} 

} 

,int i'lv[!51]; 
printf("type coordinates of vertices now\n"); 
3canf("%xXx%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x 

%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%xXx%x%x%x%x%x·, 
&v[0],&v[1],&v[2],lv(3],&v(4],lv(51.lv(6J,&vt7],lv[BJ.&v(9J, 
&v[IO] ,Iv[ll] ,lv[12] ,lvC13] ,lv[14] ,lv[15J ,lv[161 ,lvU7] .lv[U::], 
Iv[19],&v[20],lv[21],lv[22],lv[231,lv[24],lv[25].lv[26],lv[27].); 

scanf("%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%x%X%X%X%K%X%X%X%x%x%x%". 
Iv[28],~v[29],~v[30].&v[31],&v[321,lv[33],lv[34].&v[35],&v[361. 
&v (371, .0,'1 C;::·:) • Iv [::' .. ~] ,&v [.1(1) ,.'.v [:11 J ,Iv [421 .Iv [43] , &v [:14] • &v [45) , 
~vr4!.r,~v(a71,&v(a81,&v(49J,~v~50J)f 

;11 lntf( "typ"? pointers to r_~':?rtain v~rtices now\n"); 
:, ': j ,) F .: " 1.. x 'l. h ~'. x :~ x 'l.. ,.f:~:~:~ i< :~ ~-:-,~ ' • • ( >-:.~ x I.. '<:~:-.. ·Co{ 'l.)( I.. '< 11 , 

__ ~.:'~_Li.L.2...tlLLJ. ;~Jr -":, 7:!;-:~ '~l,l) .i~t'J['5J ,&N[.:.]--,:ttlL[,-7J'--",-__ 
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129 ~ ~,! [ ::: ] , ,~~ t-J ['1] , & N [ 1 I)] ,(l· rJ [ ! t ] , ':':-J [ 1 2 J ,3. r ~ [ 1 :3] , & N [ 1 4] , & r ~ [ 1 r::i J ) ; 
130 Fllr(i~O;i(51ii++) VU]=v(iJ; 
131 f G !' < i ::-~O ; i (51 ; i + +) 

132 if(V[i] !·=t).O, pnlltf("V[%d] = ;:S.2f\n"d,VUJ); 
133 ifO,l[O]==:::I)) p)~intf("n[I.1J <;:: %d\n",N[O]); 
134 fo)-( i=O; i (16; i.f+) 
135 if(N[iJ !=t)) pl'i,ltfC"N['l.d] = %d\n",i,N[i]); 
136 if(V[OJ!=-l) f=f+11 
137 else f= -1; 
138 return; 
13'1 } 
140 
141 ctl':cH 1 

142 { F 1 = 1 ; 
143 fo({ i=t); i (16; i++) 
144 {ifCN[iJ==-l) Fl=O; 

} 
'-.-,-, . r"...;;,.-.:. , 

145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 } 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 

far·\:i:-.;O; i {51; i++) 
{ if(V[iJ==-U F2=0; 
} 

equat(.) 
{ :(=x:2-xl; 

158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
l,S3 
164 
165 } 
166 

'{;::y;;.-~y 1 ; 
if(X!:-.:(I) 

{ tang='{/X; 
b=Cx2*yl-xl~y21/(":-:{ll; 

} 

{ tatlg=1 i 
b=Oi 

} 

r'e"turtl; 

167 newlist() 
168 { int LI 
le8 L=j; 
170 forC IN[jJ!=-lij++); 
171 forC ;j)Lij--l 
172 N[j+lJ=N[j]i 
173 N[J+IJ=N[j]; 
174 N[jJ=Ri 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 

} 

sto l'e () 
{ 

r'etu fin; 

i nt 1(; 
1<= I i 
A[fO [O]=xl; 
ACK][ll'=yl; 

.183 I ==~\. + 1 ; 
184 raturn; 
1:35 } 
1:36 
t 87 to 1 e 1~t1L::-? ( .l 

18:3 { d,jl}ble D,,<,Dyi 
18'=; if{(X~·;O)~&(t3tlgl;;;O)) 

l'~O ( y~'t31l[j>'/[ i] cb; 
191 ~=·(VC1+l]-t~)!t.lllg: 
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194 
195 
196 
177 
198 
199 
200 
:::01 
202 
203 

Dy=f'lDs(y-'''li' 11··; 
~ol=(Dx(=Oy?D~:D)I; 

p \"' i n t f ( "D w=-:~ 5,. 2 f , Dy--=i:S 4 2 f , tal =-~.:; . :' F \ tl (( , 0 I< , D Y , to 1 ) ; 
} 

} 

else if(X.==O) 
tol=fabs(VCiJ-~l); 

else if(tang='"O) 
tol=fabs(V[i+IJ-yl); 

r'eturn; 

204 t l"U V c.; l' t ( :, 
205 { int flag; 
~06 double max; 
207 start: squate); 
20S tnax=I) .. I); 

209 
210 loop: 
211 

i=tHJ-1]+2; 
iF(i(N[JJ) 
{ tolernce(); 

212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
:219 
220 
221 

224 

22/:. 
227 
22:3 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
--'~ ", 

} 

} 

if(tol (=2.0) 
{one: 

} 

i=i+2; 
gote loop; 

flag=l; 
if(tol)="Bx) 
{ I!)ax=tol; 

} 

x2=V[i ); 
y2==VCi+1J:j 
R=i; 

goto onE; 

~ls2 If(VCiJ==-l) 
r'etu Ptl; 

=1'012 if(Flag!=l) 
{ stof'e(); 

} 

else 

x1::::x2; 
yl=y2; 
xZ=V[N[J+l]) ; 
y2=VCNCJ+1]+1J ; 
l"etul"t1; 

{ tlewlist(); 

} 

Flag=O; 
goto start; 

adJacent() 
( double Kl,KZ,Ll,L2; 

int 1,1)); 
fod I=OiACI+IJ CO]! =-1 i 1++) 
{ Kl=A[lJ(OJ-A[I+lJ[O]; 

f,2='AUJ (lJ-A[l+lJ [1]; 

L1 =1(1 *f\l ; 
L2=f<2*f(2 ; 
if (sql't IL1+L2) <<::JH'sql't (2.0» 
{ FOl'\(ln=l ;1"[1'0+1] (OJ !::::-1 ;1'11++) 

{ ACmJCOJ=ACm+1J[OJi 
,'H .. "J (1J=A[ .... ,+l] [IJ; 

} 

A [",J [.:.] ~ -1; 

195 
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259 } 
260 
261 fil'st(l 
262 ( int No; 
263 FOI'(i"'O;AU] [0] !=-1; i++); 
264 No=i-2; 
265 printf("~J~=%d\n",No); 

266 xl=A[1][O]; yl=A(1][l]; 
267 x2=A[No][OJ; y2=A[No][lJ; 

196 

268 pritltf(' ~1=%5~2f,x2=%5.2f,yt=X5~2f,y2=%5.2f\n",xl'K2,yl.y2}~ 
269 equat(); 
270 i =0 ; 
271 V[iJ=A[OJ [0]; V[i+1J=A[OJ [1J; 
272 tolernce(); 
273 printf(":(~%5.2f,y=~5.2f,VC%d]=%5.2f,V[%d+1J=%5.2f\n'',x,y,i,V[lJ!i 

274 printf( '1 tol=%5.2F\n " ,tol); 
275 if(toll=2.0) 
276 (for(i=O;A[iJ[O]!=-i;i++) 
277 { AEi] [OJ=AEi+l) [t)]; 
278 AEi][1J=ACi+l][l]; 
279 } 
280 ACi-2][O]=A[0)[OJ; 
281 i~Ci-2][l]=A[OJ[I]; 

282 } 
283 
2:34 } 
285 

e Is= r":?tu rn; 

286 clas:=ifyf) 
287 { dou:Jle Dl,D2; 
2:38 far'( i:;(ji (ACi+l] [O)! =-1); i++) 

289 {Dl=ACi)COJ-ACi+1JCO]: 
290 D2=A[l][1]-A[i+1][1]; 
291 SCi]=sqrt<Dl*Dl+D2*D2)+O.5; 
292 TCil=(Dl!=O?(360/(2*3.1416)*(atan(D2/Dl))):90); 
2-=/3 ifCTCiJ (0) T[i]=T[i]+180; 
294 Sl[i]=T[iJ+0.5; 
295 S2[IJ=S[i]*S[i]; 
296 } 
297 R=i; 
298 angle(); 
299 vertex(); 
300 cQmmv~rt(); 

301 predicate(); 
302 return; 
303 } 
304 
305 dngle() 
306 { i nt "la x A; 
307 ,.,.,.axA=At1JU]; 
308 fOI'(i=lii(R-l;i++) 
309 maxA=CmaxA)=A[i+l][ll?maxA:A[i+l]Cl]); 
310 AnCO]=absCSICO]-SI[R-IJ); 
311 fO"(i=l;!(R;i++) 
312 {If(CR)3)&&C(A[i][1] (=ACi-l](1])&&CACi]Cll (=A[l+l][1J)) 
313 :: C(ACi][lJ)=A[i-l])&&(ACi](I])~ACi+l](l)))) 
314 An[iJ=absCSICi-1J-S1Ci]); 
315 else ifCA[IJC1]==m3xA) 
316 An[iJ=absCSI[I-l]-Sl[i]); 
317 plse ~,,(iJ=180-abs<Sl[i]-SI[I-IJ); 
318 } 
319 f2tuft); 

___ ~:-:~·-C..!!o "} 
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3~-~ 1 
322 ver·te~() 

323 { fOI"'(i::O;A[i4-1JCO]!=-1;1++} 
324 {ChA[iJ=c[kl; 
325 k=k+l; 
326 } 
327 } 
328 
329 pl"edic3te() 
330 ( FILE .out; 
331 out=fopenC"data","a " ); 
332 fod i:i);A[i+l1 (OJ! =-1; i++) 
333 { if«A[i+l)[Ol!=A«l][C'])U (A[i+l][l]'=A[O][1]») 
334 { fpl"intf(out, n20nrl(i~c,/.c:~c,!.c). \nll, 
335 ChAU] ,ChA[i] ,ChA[i+1] ,ChA[i+l]); 
336 fprintf(out,"lineCXcXc,Xd).\n", 
337 ChA[i],ChAEi+1J,SEi]); 
338 fprintf(out,"slope(Xc%c,%d).\n", 
339 ChA[iJ,ChA[i+1J,Sl(iJ); 
340 fpl'intfCout, "3qrl ine(XcXc,Xd). \n", 
341 ChAEiJ,ChA[i+1J,S2El]); 
342 } 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 

·348 
34'1 
350 
351 
-re",") 
.... --I ... 

":>'1:;'" ..... 
..... \ "_1 ... \ 

354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 

} 

} 

else 
{ 

} 

fprintfCout,"conn(%c,%c%c,%c).\n", 
Cf,A Ell, ChA [i J ,ChA [0] ,ChA (OJ) ; 

f~rintf(out,··iine(%c%c,~d).\n'" 
ChA[iJ.ChA(O],S[i]); 

fprintfCout,"slope(XcZc,%d).\n 'l , 

ChA[i],ChA[O],Sl[i]); 
fprintf(out"'3qplirle(%c~c,%d).\n", 

ChA[l] ,Ch,"\[O] ,5:::[1]); 

for'{ i=O; i (R; i++) 
fpl'intf(out,"angle(Xc.%dl.\n",ChACi],AI'[i]); 

fclose(out); 
r'atu r't1; 

360 commve Pt ( ) 
361 { ifCE[O] [0] !=O) 
362 ( doit(A,B,ChA,ChB); 
363 doitIA,C,ChA,ChC); 
364 doit(A,D,ChA,ChD); 
365 doit(A,E,ChA,ChE); 
366 doit(B,C,ChB,ChC); 
367 doit(B,D,ChB,ChD); 
368 doit(B,E,ChB,ChE); 
369 doit(C,D,ChC,ChD); 
370 doitIC,E,ChC,ChE); 
371 return; 
372 } 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
3:30 
3:3 t 
~.:,.,..., 
,-, .,) .... 

;'-" 

el:;e 
{ 

if(D[(J] [O]! =(1) 

doit(A,B,ChA,ChB); 
doit(A,C,ChA,ChC); 
doitCA,D,ChA,ChD); 
doitIB,C,ChB,ChC); 
doitIB,D,CflB,ChD) ; 
dolt(C,D,ChC,ChD); 
l'E?tu )"n; 

'"' I S 2 i f (C CO) [,)] , = (I) 
dOlt'B.C,ChB,ChC)! 
dn; t . :. ;:l.,~h~.rht={-)~ 



38l:. 
387 
388 
38'1 
390 
391 

} 

doit(~,C,ChA,ChC' ; 
~~etur'n; 

else if(B[O] [0] '=0) 
( doit(A,B,ChA,ChB); 

l"eturn; 

392 else return; 
393 } 
394 
395 doit(W,U,ChW,ChU) 
396 
3"17 
3'18 { 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
4')'7 
410 } 

int W[20][2],U[20][2]; 
cfla l' *ChbJ. 'tC,",U; 
itlt fO ,,\2,Ll ,L2; 
fOP(j=O;U[J+l] [I)J !=-1 ;J++) 
{ fOl"( i::::O;W[i+lJ [0] !=-l; i++) 

{ Kl=W[i)[O)-U[]J[O); 

)-

1,:2=W[1] [n-U[JJ [1]; 

Li=f(1)>Kl ; 
L2=.<2*~\2 ; 
ifCsqrt (Ll+L2) <=2.('*sqrt (2.0» 
ChW[i]=ChU[J) ; 
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Appendix 4 

PROGRAMS IN 'PROLOG' 

These are the two recognition programs 2-D Reeognizer and 3-D 

Reeognizer, The following is a listing of the two programs, which have 

been presented in detail in Chapter 5, 
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1nit20:-retract~11Catr1anCA,B,C,DIE,F»,retractall(aquadrilCQ.H,I,J,K,L,M,N». 

2 
3 shape(X,triangle)'-tri,n(X,S,y,T,Z,U). 
4 trian(XIS,Y,T,l,U)I-conn(X,SIY),conn(V,TIZ),conn(~,U,X),notCatrtan(X,S,Y,T,Z,U),n~~,a~rlan(V,T,Z,U'~15», 

~ notCatrian(Z,U,X,6,Y,T»)'assertCatrian(X,S,Y,T,Z,U». 
6 
7 shapeeX,isosceles):-init2D,trlan(X,S,Y,T,Z,U),equalpairCS,T,U). 
e equalpalr(X,y,Z)t-equallineeX,Y). 
9 equalpair(X,Y,Z):-equallineCY,Z). 

10 equalpair(X,Y,l)'-equalline(X,Z). 
II equalline(X,Y),-ltne(X,M),11ne(Y,N),equal1(M,N). 
12 equall(X,V)2-N is X,M is VIN:M,!. 
13 equal1eX,V):-ex>Y),!,N is X-Y,N=(2. 
14 equ,lleX,V):-CX(Yl,!,N is V-X.N=(2. 
15 
16 shapeCX,equilateral):-tnit2D,trianeX,S,Y,T,Z,U),equalline(TtU),equalline(S,T). 
17 
IS shape(X,right-angled):-init2D,trianeX,S,Y,T,Z.U),right(S,T,U). 
19 right (X t Y. Z>: -sqrl I ne ex, u ,&q rl t tll!eV, M) ,sq rl i ne (Z, N) ,pythag (L,M,N). 
~O pythag(X,V,Z)1-equa12(X,V+Z). 
21 pythag(X,V,Z):-equa12eV,Z+X). 
~2 pythag(X,Y,Z);-equal:2(!,X+V). 
;23 equ~l~(X,Y) ;-N is X,M is Y,N::M,!. 
24 equa12.X,Y):-X)V,!,N iE. X-V,N=(4. 
25 ec;uaI2(X,Y):-X{Y,!,N I!> Y-X,N=(4. 
26 
27 sl,ape(X,obtuse-angled) :-init~Dttrian(X.S,Y,TIZ,U),obtuse(S,T,U). 
~8 obtu~e(X,Y,Z):-sqrline(XIL),sqrline(Y,M) ,sqrli'le(Z,Nl,obttlleor(L,M,N). 
19 obttheorO,Y,Z):-N is X,M Is Y+Z,N)M,!,P is N-M,P)4. 
30 obtthr·or();,Y,Z) :-t~ is V,M is X+Z,N)M,! IP is N-M,P)4. 
Sl obttheorO:,y,Z):-N is %\1'\ is ):+y,Nl\"'t,!,P is N-I"\,p)a. 

l3 shapp(W,quadrl1ateral) l-quedrilrW,R,X,SIV,TIZ,U). 
:'4 quad ri 1 fW t R, X,S, Y, T I Z I U) : -con"CW, R, X) ,con" (X. S, Y) t con" (Y ,T I Z) ,cont, t Z, U I W) • (X\::~ 1.' I (Y\='"-W)' 
~~ not fCQnn(W.O,Y) ,not (conn( X ,Q, Z)} I not (conn(U, P ,W», not (C;:H,nl 2. ,V, X», 
J~ nol(aquadr.il(WIRIXISIY,T,Z,U»,not(aquadril(~,Slll~·'Z,U.W,R», 

37 not(~quadril(Y,T,~,UIW,R,X1S»,not(aquadril(Z,UIWIRtXIS,Y,T», 

39 assertCaquadr11(W,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U). 
39 
40 shape(WltlO,,-convew-quadrilateral):-nonconvquad(W,R,X,S,y,T,Z,U). 
41 nonconvquadCW,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U):-init2D'quadril(W,R,S,Y,T,ZIU),nonconve~(W1XIVIZ). 

42 nonconve~ (W, X, Y t Z) :-ang le(W,K) I atlg le 0 I L) lang le(Y, M) I ang le (l, N) ItwolBO (K ,L,M ,rH. 
43 twole,O((..j,X,Y,Z):-N is W+X+Y+Z,N{3e·Q, ~,R 15 360-N,R)3. 
44 
45 shape(~,trapeziuM)~-trapez(W'~IK,S,V,T,Z,U).·' 
46 trapez(W,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U):-init20,quadril(W,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U),«paral(R,T),not(p~ral(S,u) J); 

47 (paralrS,U),not(paralCR,T»l). 
48 pa ral ex I y) :-slopeO 1 M) ,slope (y, N) • E-Qua 1 s.lope (M I N). 
49 equalElopeCX,V):-X)Y,! ,N lS X-Y.N=<3. 
50 equalslcpe(X,Y):-X(Y,! ,N is Y-XtN=<3. 
51 eQ..,alslope~X,Y) :-N is X,M is V,N=M,!. 

53 shape (lso5celes-t rapez i um) I-t rapez (W, R, X,S, Y ,T, Z I U), «equa 11 i "e \R. T) I not tpa reo It S,L)) i;, i 
~4 (equalltt,e(5tU)~not(paral(R,T))~ I 

N 

8 



S6 Shape(W,paral1elo9r.afl'l)'~pa'ral'grl'l1'W'R,XtS'Y,TIZ'U). , 
57 par~lgr~(U\R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U);-init2Dlquadril(W,R,X,S,Y'T,ZtU"par~l(RtT),paral(S\U~. 

~8 

59 s'\ape(W,re~tan91e):Mr~ctan(WtR.X,5IY1T,Z,U). 
60 rectan(W,R,X1S,~,T,Z,U):-par~lgrni{W,R,XI5IY1T,ZIU),r~ct(R,S). 

61 rect(X,Y):-slopp(X,L),slopeCY,M),rjgllt(LIM). 
b:: 1'l!;htO,''f):-)',)V,! ,N 1s X-Y,90=N. 
1.3 T'lgi·,t('f..,Y):-X{Y,~ ,N 1S y-X,')<(J=N. 
C"4 rlght(X,'n:-X)Y,!tI" is X-y,N(90,i,R lS 9(i-N,R=(3. 
6S right(X,Y)I-X(Y,!,N i& Y-X,N(90, !,R is 90-N.R-(3. 
bb rightex,Y):-X)Y,!,N is X-Y,N)90,!,R is N-90,RII(3. 
67 right(X.Y):~X(Y,!,N is Y-X,N)90,! IR is N-90IR~(1. 
~8 right(X,Y):-X~YI!IR is 90. 
69 
70 shapeCW,square)l-squar(W,R,X,S,y,i,Z,U). 
71 sqyarCW,RIXISIY,T,z,u)~-rectan(WIR,X,S,V,T,ZIU),equalline(R,S). 

72 
73 shapeCW,rhoMbus):-rhombCW,R,X,S,Y,T,2,U), 
74 rhomb(W,R,X,S'Y.T,Z,U);-paralgr~,(W,R,X,S,YtT,Z,U',equalline(R,S). 

75 
76 shapeCN.cther):-init2D,nctttrian(A,X,SIY,C,Z»,not(quadril(RtSIT,U,V,WtD,P»~ 



3 trian(X,S,Y,T,2,U)1-conn(X,S,Y),connCY,T,Z),conn(Z,U,X),"ot(atrian(XIS'YITtZ,U»,no~~atrian(Y,T,2IU,X,S)'t 
4 not(atrlan(Z,U,XISIVIT»,as5ert(at~ian(XIStV,T,1,U). 
5 equallineCX,V);-line{X,N),lineCV,N),equall(M,N). 
b equalleX,V)s-N is X,M is V,N=M,!. 
7 E'QualLCX,Y):-(X)¥)t!,N is X-V.N=(Z. 
9 equall()(,Y)I-(x{Y)d,N is Y-X,N=<2. 
9 

10 quadril(W,R,X,S,Y,TtZ,U):-connCW,R,X),conneX,5,Y),eonn(Y,TIZ),conn(Z,U,W),(X\~=Z),(Y\~=W), 
11 not(conl1(W,O,Y»,not(conn(X,D,Z)',notCconn(U,p,W»,not(C01,lllZ,V,X», 
12 not(aQuadrilCW,R,X,S,y,T,Z.U»,notCaquaoril(X,S,T,y,Z,U,W,R»), 
13 notCaquadrilCY,T,Z,U,W,R,X,S»,not(aquadrilCZ,U,W,R,X,S,y,T)', 
14 ass~rt(aquadri1(W.R,X,S,V,i,Z,U». 

15 
1b parBlgrmCW,R,X,S'YIT'ZfU):-init2D~QuAdril(~fR,X,S,Y,T,Z,U),p~ral(R,T),paral(S,U). 
17 paralCX,Y)t-slope(X,M),slopeCY,N),equals1ope(M,N). 
IS 'eqwalslope(X,y):-X)V.!tN is X-¥,N=(3. 
19 equalElope(X,Y'~-X<Y,!,N 15 Y-X,N~(3. 
~O equalslopeeX,Y):-N is X,M is Y,N=M,!. 
21 
22 rectan(W,R,X,S,V,T,Z,U):-paralgrm(W,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U),rect(R,S). 
23 rectex,V):-slopeeX,L),slope(y,M),rightCL,M). 
Z4 right(X,Y):-X)Yf!,N is X-Y,~O=N. 
:~ rlght(X,Y):-XCV1!,N is Y-X,90~N. 
26 ~ight(X,Y):-X)YI!,N is X-Y,N<90t !,R is 90-N,R=<3. 
27 1'1ght(X'ln:-X~y.,!,N 15 Y-X,N('YOtl,R is ';IO-N,R=<3. 
2$ r~ghtCX,Y):-X)Y'!'N is X-V,IJ>90, !,A is N-~O,R=C3. 
~9 right\X,Y)f-X{V1 !,N is Y-X,N)90, !,A 15 N-90,R=(3. 
30 ~ight(XIY):-X=V,!,R is 90. 
31 
32 squar(W,R,X,S,Y,T,Z,U):-rectantIJ,R,X,S,V,T,2,U),eQualline(R,S). 
33 
34 rhol"btWt~'X,S,Y,T'ZtU):-par~lgrn,(W,RIX,S'YIT,Z,U),equalline(R,S). 

36 not~hape:-not(trianCA,~,C,D,E,F'),not(quadri3(G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N»). 

37 
39 sllape3D(A,tetrahedron)t-tetraCA,9,C,O). 
3~ tetra(A,B,C,D);-init2D,tl'ian(A,XIB,Y,C,Z)~trian(C,VfSIW,D,U)'!'not$llapelnot(otherltA,S,C,D)). 
40 tetraCA,B,C,O):-init20,trian(A,X,B,Y,C,Z),trianCA,V,C,U,n,W),!,nots\,ape,notlotherltA,B.C,P». 
41 tet ra (A, B,C, D} J -inl t:20 It~ian(A, X ,E,Y ,e I Z) ,tt"ian(A ,V,D tU, B I 101) , I I notshapet not {ottterl (A, S, C,D». 
41 
43 shape~D(Attetrahearon):-tetral(AIB,C'D). 
44 tetral(A,B,C,D);-i~tt2D,tri~n(A,XIB,V,C,2).tri~n(A,R,D~St9,T),tl'lan(A.U.C,V,n,W),! 'l,ot~hapS,"ot,oth~rlfA,&·:.~t 
45 tetral(A,B,C,D):-in1t20,trianCA,X,B,Y,C,Z),trlan(A,R,C,S,O,T),trianCA,£,F,r,U,O),trian'C,U,B,V,D,W),!, 
46 notshape1nctCott1er1 IA,B.C,D)). 
47 tet~&1 (A,B,C, D) ;-it1i tZD,t riiu,(A. >:: ,fh VI Ct 2) • t rian(Ad~ t 0,5 t Ei,T), t rtantA,E. D,F .C,Gl .t nan' B,U,P ,V.C,WI , ' , 
4$ not$hape,not(othert(A\B,C,D))~ 

49 
':.0 et he rl (A',f!, C, D) :-conn (1, J! K) I (1<\;:r::A). (K\=;:::8 J , <K\~=C' , O{\==o) •. 
~l 

N o 
N 



55 
56 
57 
5$ 
59 
6C' 
;·1 
6:t 
t.3 
;·4 
65 
;., 
67 

69 
70 
71 
7~ 
n 
74 
75 
7i> 
77 
73 
n 
80 
Bl 
82 

84 

Shape3D(A,&quare-py~an,{d):~pyranl(A'B,C'D'E). • --.. 
pyramCA,B,C,D,E):-init2D,tr16n(A,R,B,SIC,Tl,trlanCA,W,C,U,D,V),trial,(A,~,O,Y,E~Z),\E\==~),!, 

notshape,nOlCotller2(AIB,C,D,E». 
pyramCA,B,C,D,E)t-init2D,trian(A,R,B,S,C,T),trianCA,U.D,V,BIW)'trian(A,lICIVfE,Z)"C\~=E),!, 

notshapPlnot(other2(A.B,C,D,E». . 
pyramCA,S,CID,E)t-inlt20,tri6n(A,R,B,S,C,T),triar,(A,U,D'V,B,W),trian(AIXIE,V,D,l),(C\~=E),! I 

notshap!?fMot (other2(.CI,B,C,D,E). 
pyramfA,B,C,O,E):-inlt:O,trien(A,RtB,S,C,T) ,trian(C,U,B,V,D,W),trianlC,),D,Y.E,l),.A\==E,,!, 

notsha~e,not(oth~r2(A,B,C,DIE». 

pyraol (A ,S,C, 0, E) t-init2D, t ri at' cp., R, B I S I C, T) It rian(A IU I 0 ,V, B I W' It r lan(C I), I fit y, E,l.) , ' t\==u.l, ~ , 
Ilot$h~~e,not(otll&r2(A,BICI0,E». 

pyra~I(A,!,CIDIE)~-init~Dt~r16n(A.R.B,S.C,T),trianrCIU,9,VIQIW).trlan(AIX,CtY!r,l~,,_t\~~D),·', 

not ,.h"oe. r.ot t oll.el'::;1 ~, fi. C, 01 E» • 
pyrd,nCA,B.C,O,E)1-tr'ltZO,t r ianCAIR,B,S,C,T),trian(A,U,C,V,D,W),trian(O,X,C,y,E,Z) ,(D\~=E),!, 

notshape,not(other2(A,8,C,O,E». 
pyraM(4,B,C,D,E):-init2Dltriaf~(A,RIB,S,CtT),tria"(AIUIO'V,8'W)ttria'1(OfXtE,Y,8IZ)t{C\~=E)t 1, 

notsh3pelnot(other2(A,B,C,O,E». 
pyra'fiCA,B,C,D,E)I-init20,trian(A,R,B,S,C,T),trianCC,V,e,UID'W),tr1an(B1X,E,V,D,2)llA\=~El'!1 

"otshapelnot(other2(A,B,CID,E». 

shape3D(A,square a py r amid)1-pyramlCA,B,C,D,E). 
pyra'~1{A'B.CID,E):-init2D,tr'an(A,S'B,T,CtU),trlan(A,I,C,J,D,K) Itr1an(A,LID,M,E,N),trl~rl(A,P,E,QI8,RJt 

quadrt 1 (B,W,C, X, 0, y,E, t> f!, notshape, flot (i.Jther-2{A, S,C, D, El) • 
pyrd'111(AIB,C,D,E):-init2D,tri~n(A.5Ia,T,C,U),trlan(C,II8IJ,DIK)ttriarl(CIL,O'M,EIN).tridn,~,pIA,a.C'Rll 

Quadril(E,W,AtX,B,Y,O,Z)'!fnotshape'llct(ather2(A,S,C,D,E)), 
pyral,,1(A,B.C,D,E):-init20,trlan(A.S,S,T,C,U),trianCS,I,A,J,Q,K),trianCB'L,O,M,EIN),trtan(B,P;E,Q,C,Rl, 

.quadril(A,W,D,X,E,V,C,Z),!,notshapel t1ot(other2CA,BIC,0,E»), 

otl,er~lA'BfC'DtE):-conn(I,J,K),CK\s:A),(K\==8),CK\==C),CK\==D),tK\==E). 
\ 

shap~30(A,square-pyramid)l-truntripyr(A,9,C'D'E). 

86 shdpe30CA,triangular-pris,ll) =-sqrpris'l"I(A,9,C,O,E',F). 
97 
98 9hdpe:O(A,tr~"cated-triallgular-pyramid):-truntr1pyrCA,B,C,O,E). 
89 truntripyr(A,B,C,O,E)I-init20Itrtan(AIX,B,Y,C,Z),! ,quadrilCA,R,O,S,E,T,8,U), !,nQtstl~p~lnot(otherZIA,B,C,O,E;'. 
90 truntripyrCA,B,C,D,Ell-init20,trian(A,X,B,Y,C,Z),!,quadrilCA,R,C,S,E,T,D,U),! ,notshape,not(other2(A,B,C,D,ti). 
91 truntrlpyr(A,B,C,O,E):-init20,trtanCA,X,B,Y,C,Z),! Iquadril(B,U.D,R,E,S,C,T), ~ ,notsh~p~'notlother2r~fa,C,O,E)]. 
92 truntripyr(A,BID,C,E):-init20,qu~dril(AIRiBIS,C,T,0IU),! ,triarl(D,X,C,Y,E,Z~t! ,nctsn~pe'not(other2(A,B,C,OtE). 
93 truntripyr(A.B,C,OIE):-init20,quadril(A,R,S,S~C,T,DIU)I! ItrianCBIX,E,Y,C,Z), !,notsh~pe,not(ot.,er2(Ala,C.O,E'). 
94 
'15" othe r."3"( ~,8, C, 0 lE, F) :-COtlt\ (r t J, K) t (K\===A) 1 O(\==""B) , (I(\===C) I (1(\==0) , U(\==E, • {f,\==F} • 
<b 
97 
93 
99 

100 
101 
IO.:! 
'O~ 
104 
105 

shap&3D{A,truncated-trjan9ul~r-pyramid):-truntripyrl(A,9,C,D,E,F). 
truntripyrl(A,BIC,O,E,Fl;-inlt2D,quadril(A,R,B,S,CIT,OIU),! ,quadril~C,W'B'X'E,Y,Ftl"~~lan'C'IC.C.L,F.M}I!' 

noto:;hdl=!e, nbfCother3(A, B IC, 0, E, F) :' . 
t runt ripyrl (A, B ,C,D 'E, F): -1n I. t20 ,quadri 1 (A, R, B,Sf'C, T, 0 tU) , ! ,quadri 1 (A, W. 0, X lE, V ,F, l) t t:. .~lan(D,/\.e ,L lEd") , ~ , 

"otshape,notCotI1er3(A,B,C,OIE,F)'). 
t runt ripyr 1 (A, El IC, D,E, F) :-1n 1 t20 I quad ril (I;' R, B, S,C, T I D ,U) 1 ! 'Quad ri 1 (0,1,.1, C, X. E IV IF, Z) It nan(C 1/\' El ,Ll E ,M) I ! t 

notshape,not(other3(AIS,C,D,E,F»). 
t~untripyrl'A,B,CfDfE,F):-lnlt2Dlquadril'AfRI8fS,CtT,DtU),! ,quddriI(e,W,A,X,E,VtFIZ),trld~(C,K,S,L,F,M),!, 

. notshaJ:)e. not (other3:(A,9,C, 0, E, F, 1. 

N o 
w 



1 (\.~ 
107 
1')3 
109 
110 
III 
11.2 
11';3, 
114 
115 
116 
117 
113 
119 
120 
1 .2 1 
1.22 
12l 
124 
125 
126 
127 
129 
129 
130 
131 
13.2 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
139 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
14'5 
146 
147 
148 
149 
1 ~,O 
151 
1 "''', -" 
153 
1 ~4 
1 ~,:-, 
156-
1:'7 
l~'& 
1 !,<y 

,. 

t runt ripyrl (A, B ,c, D,E, F) :-lni t:::O,quad rt 1 CA I R,B I S,C IT ,0 IU) I! I qU.3d ri 1 CC I w', a I x ,E I V .F, Z J I t !'i .. nCB It{, ~I1L ,E ,ip ., ~-. 
notshape,notCotherJCA,B,C,O,E,F). 

truntrlpyrl(A\B.CI0,~,F)I-!nttZO,qu~dril(A,R,BtSIC,T,O,U),! lquadril(A,W,a,~,g,V,FIZ),tr~an(8IKtAtL,F,M)'!' 

, tlotshape,not(oth~r3(At8,CIO,E,F). 

truntripyrlCA,B,C,O,~tF):-lnit20,quadrilCAIR,BtS,C,T,D,u),! ,quadril(O,W,C'X,E,y,F,Z)'trian(A1K,D,L1~,M),~, 
notshape,notCother3CAIB,C,D,E,F». 

truntripyrl(AIB~CIO,E,F':-init20,quadril(A,RIB,5,C'T,D,U),! ,quadr11(8IW,A,X,E,y,F,Z),tr1anCA,K,D,L,E,M),l, 
not~hape,notCother3(A,BICIDIE,F). . 

truntrlpyrlCA,B,C,D,E,F):-inlt2D,trianCA,R,B,S,C,T),! ,quadril(A,W,C,X,D,y,E,Z),quadrl1(B,K,AIL,E,M,F,N),!, 
notshape,not(other3CA,B,C,D,E,F». 

truntripyrlCA,BIC,D,E,F):-inlt2D,trianCA,R,8,S,C,T),!,quadril(B,W,A,X,D,y,E,Z) ,quadrl1CC,K,B,L,E,M,F,N),! I 

notshape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 
truntripyrl(A,B,C,D,E,F)I-init2D,trian(At~tBtS,C,T),!,quadriltC,W,B,X,D,Y,c,Z),quadrtl(A,K,C,L,E,M,F,N),!, 

notshape,notCother3(A,9,CID,E,F». 

shape3D(A,triangular-prism):-triprism(A,B,C,D,E). 
tripr15~(AIB,C1D,E)$-init20,trian(A,X,B1Y'C,Z),! ,paralgrmCA,R,D,S,E,T,B,U), ~lnotsh~pe",ot(otller2(AtDtC,O,E}). 
tripris~CA,B,C,O,E)I-init2D,trian(A,X,B,Y,CIZ),!,paralgrmCA,R,C,S,E,T,D,U),! ,~ot9hape"lot(other2(A,e,C,D,EI). 

tr1prlsm(A,~,CIO,E):-lnlt:D,trian(A'XtB,y,C,Z)'! ,paralgrmCB,U.DIR,E,S,C,T),! ,rtotshape,notCother2(A,B,C,D,EJ). 
triprlsm(A,S,D,C,E):-init2Dlparalgrm(A,R,B,S,C,T,OIU), !,trianCO.X,C,y,E,Z),! ,notshape,not(o~her2(A,8,C,O,E'). 
triprlsm(A,B,C,O,E)I-init2D,paralgrmCA,R,B,S,C,T,D,Ul, !,trian(B,X,E,y,C,Z),! ,notshape,not(other2(A,B,C,D,E». 

9hape3DCA,triangular-prism)l-trirpismt(A,B,C,O,E,F). 
triipisffil(Ata,C'D'EtF)r-init2D,p~ralgrm(A'R'BIS,C'T'O'Ul, !,paralgr~,(C,W;B,X,E,Y,F,Z);frian(D,K,C,L,F,M),!' 

notsllape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 
trirpisml(A,B,C,D,E,F)I-init2C,paralgrmCA,R,B,S,C,T,D.U),!,paralgrmCAt~,D'X,EIY,F,Z),trian(D,K,C,LIE,M)'~' 

notshape,nottother3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 
trlrplsml(A,9,C,D,E.F):-tnil2D,paralgrmCA,R,S,S,C,T,D,Ul, !,paralgrm(D,W,C,X,E,y,F,Z),trian(C,K,E,L,E,M),!, 

notshape,not(other3(AIB,C,D,E,Fl). 
trirpisml(~,a,C'D,E,F):-illit2Dlparalgrm(A'R,a'S'C'T'D,U),!'paralgrffi(B,W,A,X,E,y,F,Z),trianCC,K,B,L,F,M),!, 

not6hape'not(other3CA,B,C,O,~,F». 

trirpism1(~,9,C)DIElf)t-init2D,para19rm(A,R,e,S,C,T1D'U),!.paralgrm(C,W,e,X,E,Y,F,Z),trian(B,K,A,L,E,M),!, 
notshape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,EIF~). 

trirpisffil(A,B,CrD,E,F)I-init2D,paralgrm(A,R,S,S,C,T,D,U),! ,paralgrmCA,W,DIX,E,y,F,Z),trianCB,K,A,L,F,M),!, 
notshape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 

trirpisml(A,B,C,D,E,F)I-init2D,paralgrmCA,R,9,S,C,T,D,U), ~,paralgrm(D,W,C,X,E,Y,F,Z),tria~(A,K,D,L,F,M),!, 
·notshape,nct(other3(A,B,C,Dt~,F». 

trirpisMICA,8,C,D,E,F)t-init20,paralgrmCA,R,9,S,C.T,O,U),! ,paralgrm(B,W,A,XIE,Y,F,Z),trianCA,K,D,L,E,M),!, 
~ot$hape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 

trirpisml(Ala,C,D,E,f):-init2D,trianCA,R,B,S,C,T),! ,paralgrm(A,W,C'X,D'V'E'Z),paralgrmCB'K'A,L'E'M'F,N)~!' 
notshape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F)l. 

trirpis~1(A,B,C,D,E,F):-init2D,tr~an(A,R,B,S,C1T), !,paralgr~,(B,WtA,X,D,V1E,2),paralgr~(C,K,BIL,E'M,F,N),!. 
~otshape,not(other3(A,B,C,D,E,F)). 

trirpisMICA,B,C,D,E,F):-illit20,trian(A,R,B,S,C,Tl,! ,paralgrrolC,W,B,X,D,V,E,2),paralgrmCA,K,CIL,E,M,F,N),:, 
notshape,not(other3(A,BIC,D,E,F». 

shap~3D(A,truncated-square-pyraffiidl:·trunsqrpyr(AIB,C,D1E,F>, 
trunsqrcyr(A,8,C,D,EIF) ;-1 nit2D'quadri 1 CA, R. £l,S.C, T,V,U) ,quadri 1 CC,W,8, >; ,E,'" ,F I Z),: ."or::h .. pe,nct (otl·,':': ;1.';.1 ,i.', C..C,f ,j. 
trun~qrpyr(A,B,C,D,E,F):-init2D,quadril(A,R,B,S,C,T'DlU),qu .. drl1(B,W,A,X,E,Y,F,Z),! '!lct~fiapelnol(oth~,~I~t~·Lt~.C.F I~. 
trunsqrpyr(A1B,C,DIE,F);-init2D,quadril(A,R'~IS,C,T,D'U),qu~drll(A,WtD,),EtYIF,7),' 'rlotEllapelr,ot(otl,~,·:(~·~,~,r,[,F». 
trunsqrpy r CH' B. Cl D.E, F) :-ini t2C, quadl'1 1 (A, R, El. SIC 1 T, D,U) ,qu .. dri 1 (0, W ,C,). ,E,., ,F, Z), ! ,"ot5ha;:re t not (cth~,.3(;', !., .. , D·E tf···, ). 

othe r4 (A ,8, C' [.I, E, F ,G>: -conn( I, JtlO, U\\==A' ,o'i\==B) , o{\==C) , I/(\==D') , (t,\=-=E) I Oi\==Fl ,O(,\==G). 

N 
o ..,. 



16(1 
161 
IbZ 
le,:; 
164 
le.=, 
lbb 
167 
168 
169 
17(1 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
17$ 
179 
1$0 
181 
18;, 
183 
184 
le5 
186 
187 
188 
J$9 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
19. 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
20'S 
206 
207 
20£i 
209 
210 
211 
2:12 
213 

sl,a~e3C(A,trunca~ed-square-~yraffiid)':-trunsQrpyrl(A'B!CtD,E,F·~G)·. 
t runeq rp),rl (A, B,C,C,EI F, G) :-i "i t2Dlqu,;d ril (A d.J! Elt X le, Y,D, Z) IQW:)Ol'i 1 (B d~ ~A,L,E.,M,F" ,N) ,ql.oad ri 1 ~C I R, El ,S,f, T ,G.t;), ! I 

notshape",ot 1other4(A!BIC,D,E,F,Q)). 
trunsQrpyrl(Ale,CID,E,FIQ):-1nit2D,quadr~I(AIW,:e,X'C,YID,Z),qu~drll(A,KIDfl,EIMIF,N).Quadril(B!R,A,S,F,T,~"U),). 

notshape",ot(otfler4(AIB,C,D,E,F,G». 
trunsqrpyrlCA,B,C,CIE,F,O)1-init20,quadrilCA,W,E,X,C,Y,D,Z)tquadrilCO,K,C,l,E,NIF,NJ,q"sdr11(A,R,D,S,F,T,G.L),~, 

.' notshape,not(other4(A,B,CID,E,F,G»). 
trunsqrpyrl(A,B,C,D,E,FIG)I-1nit2D,quadrilCA,W,B,X,C,YIDIZ),quadril(C,K,B,L,E,M,F,N),quadrilrD,R,C,S,~,T,G,U1,:. 

notshaps.o,notCother4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G»). , . 
shape:D(A,square-prism):-sqrprismCA,B,C,D,E,F). 
sqrpris~I[A,B,C'D,E,F):-init2D,paralgrm(A,R,S,S,C,T,D'U) ,~aralgrm(C,W,9,X,E,Y,F,Z)"'notshape,nct(other:'~,8.[,U·E,F),. 

sqrprism(A,B,C,D,E,F);-init2D,paralgrm(A,R,B,S,C,T,D,U) ,paralgrnl(B,W'A.X,E,Y,F,Z)'!'not~hapefnDt(otI1e,3lAIB,S,r·E,F'). 
sQrprjsm(A,B,C,D,E,F);-init2Dlparalgrm(A,R,8rS,t,T,D!U' 'paralgrm(A,W,D,X,E,V,F,Z),' ,notshape,not(other:(~,~.C,O.E,F»). 
sQrpris~,(A,B,C,D,E,F):-init2D,paralgrm(A,R,&,S,C,T,D,U) 'paralgrm(D,W,C,X,E,Y,F,Z) '!lnot$hape,n~t(?ther3(A!BICtO'£,F)}. 

shape3DlA,~quare-prism):-sqrpris~1(A,BIC,D,E,F,G). 
sqrpris~1(A,8,C,D,E,F,G):-1n1t2D,quadril(A,WIB,X.C'YfDfZ),paralgrM(e,K.A,LIE,M,F,N)rp~ralgr,~(C,R,B,5Ir,T.G,~).:· 

notshape,not(other4'A,B,C,D,E,F,G). 
sqrpris~1(A,8,C,D'EIFtO):-init2D,qu~dril(A1W,B,XICIY,DIZ),paraIgrM(A,K,D,L,E,M,F,N),paralgr,~(B!RtAtS,F.T,G. U",. 

notshape'hotCother4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G»). 
sqrpri5ml(A,B,C,D,E,F,G):-inlt2D,qu~dril(A,W,B,X,C,Y'D,Z),paralgr~,(D,K'C'L'E'MIF,N',~~r~lgrm(A'R,DIS'F.T,C,~~,!, 

notshape,not(otller4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G». 
sq rprisI1Il (A\ BIC: ,0, E,F, G): -i n1 t::.::D, qu~d ri 1 <A, w, B 1 X, C,Y, D, Z) , pa I'a} 9 rt\i(C, K I B, LIE ,I"hF, N) ,pa \"",Ig rli,(D, R, C,S,F, 1 ,G,U) I t ~ 

notshape.notCother4fA,B,C.D,E,F,G»). 
sqrpris,ol(A,S,C,O,E,F,G):-init2D,paralgrmCA,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z)'quadril(B,K,A,L,E,M,F,N',paralgr,"(C,R,E,S,F,T,3 U),!, 

hotshap8,not(other4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)). 
sqrpr1s~1(A,B,C,D,EtF,G):-init20!paralQrm(A,WIB,X,C,Y,O,Z)'quadr11(A,K,O,L,E,M,F,N}.paralgrm(B,R,A,S,F,T.G.U J'!, 

hotshape,not(other4{A,B,C,O,E,F,G». . 
5qrprisMl(A,B,C,D,ErF,G):-inlt2D,paralgr~,(AIW,8,X,C,Y,OIZ),quadrilrD,K,C,LIE.M,F,N"paralgr,~(~,RID,S.fIT.G.~).!. 

notsl,apetnot{other4(A,BICI~!E,F,GJ). 

sqrpl'l ";oI~J U~, B. C,D, E,F, Gl :-i ni t2Df para 19 rl(,rA 01..,1 If> t 'I. IC, Y,D I Z) !Quad rj 1 (C,t{ ,F tL ,E ,M.F ,NI, p:; to 19 1"",1 D, f\, C, S! FIT ,G ,U 1 • ! " 
not£llap~'tlotlother~'A,n,C,D,[,F,G,). 

sqrp~isml(AIB,C'D'E'F,G):-i~it2D,paralorm(A'~IB,X'C,Y,D'Z),paralgrm(B,K'AtL,E,~'F'N),quadrit(C'R'B,S'~'T,G,U I,!, 
notshape,not(other~(A,B,C,D,E,F,O». . 

sqrpri5ml(A,B,C,D,E,F,O):-init20,paralgrmCA,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z),par~lgrm(A,K,D,L,EIM,FIN),quadril(B,R,AIS,F,T,G,U),', 
notshapetnot(other4CA,B,C,DIE,F,O»). 

sqrprisml(A,B,C,D,E,F,Olt-init20,paralgrmCA,W,B,X,C,V,D'Z),paralgrm(D,K,C'L,E,M,F'N),qu~dr11rA'R,D,S,F,T,G.U),!, 
notshape,notCother4CA,B,C,P,E,F,Q». . 

sqrprisml(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)I-init2D,paralgrm(A,W,B,X,C,V,D'Z)lpar~lgrm(C,K,B,L,E,M,F,N),quadril(DIR,C,S'F,TIQIU),~' 
notshape'not(othe~4CAle'C,PtE'F,D». . 

shape3D(A,parblleleplped)l-sqrprismCA,B,C,D,E,F). 

shape3DCA,parallelepiped);-paralepdl(A,B,C,D,E,F,n). 
paralepdl(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)r-in1t20,paralgrmCA,W,B,XfC,Y,D,Z)fparalgrm(B,K,A.L,E,M,F,N).paralgrmCC,R,SrS,F,TtO,U),!, 

notshapelnot(other4(A,BrC,O,E,FfO». 
pa ralepdl (A,B, C,D ,E,F,O) I-i nit2D, pa ra 19 rm(A ,W, S, X I C, y, 0, Z) , pa ra Ig rm(A, K, O,L ,E, M,F,N) ,pa ralgrnt(B, R,A, S,F, T, G,U). !, 

notshape.not(other4(A,B.C,D,E,F,O}). . 
paralepdl(A,~,C,D,E,F,G):-init2D,paralgrm(A'W,B,X,C,Y,O.Z),paralgrmCO,K,C,L,E,M,F,N),paralgrm(A,R,D,S,F,T,G,U),', 

notsll~pr'not(ottl~t·4(AIB,C,DIE,F,O). 

paralepdlCA,B,C,D,EIF,O):-init2D,paralgrm(A,W,B,X,C,Y,D'I),paralgrl~(C,K,B'L,E'M~F'N),paralgrm(O'R,CIS,F,T,G,U),! I 
notshapernotCother4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G)). 

- - -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



214 " 
~1~ 

ZH 
211 
21~ 
21cr 
220 
Z21 
222 
2':-~ 
22.:1 
2::~' 

229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
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shapa3'D Uh rho,nbo"i"d) : - rh'o("bi d (A, B \ C, 0 lE, f!:.). 
rllOOlbidCA,8,C,P,E,F)J-init2D,rhombCA,R,B,S,C,T,D.U).rhOmb(C,W,B,I,E,V,FrZ1, !lnolsh~p~,"ot(other3rAIB,C10,E'~). 
rll0INbidCA,8,C,D,E,F):-init2D,rI10mb(A,R,B,S,C,T,D,UJ,rll0~b{B,WI~.XIEty,FIZ")lnot~hape'l,ot(other3(AIB,C,D,[.~». 
rhO",,'Ui d (A,S, C, P. E,F) :-1 ni t20 I rhOlllb(A I RIB I S I Ct T I 0 I U) I I'ho(\\b (A ,1..1, D. X.E ,V J r, 2) , I ,not sh",pe, not (otI1er::>U" fi or ,u,E,r}). 
rhowbid (A I ~ le, D,E,F) J -1 111 t2D I rho'llP(A I R,B,S I C, T t 0 I U) I rhomb(D, W,C, X,E, V,F I Z) It, lwtshapf' ",ot Cother3lA lEe. C, L ,e or)'. 

shape3DCA,rhomboid):-rhombidl(A,B,C,D,E,F,G). 
rhombidl(A,B,C1D,E,F,Gl:-init:O,rhomb(A,W,B,XIC,V,D,Zl,r',ol~t(D,KIAILIEIMIF.NJ,r!,o.~b'C.RIBIS,Fll,G,U),' I 

notshepe,not(other4(AIBIC,n,E,F,G)l. 
rtlot .. bi dl (A,BI C,D,E,F,Q) :-1 ni l20 I rj,o!'lIbt:A,W, SI X, C ,v ,D I Z) I rholllbCA,I:,D I LIE IM I F,N) 11"'0(J'~ (E:I R,A,S IF, T, [j, U) I ~ • 

notsh~p~,not'otl,er4(A1BIC,DIE,FIG). 

rhombi dl (A, B,C I D,E,F fQ) :-i ni t,2D, rhou'lb (A I W, El I X I Cl Y, 0, I) I rhoi.)b(D,r; le IL ,E ,N IF I N.' t ,'110(hb ',~I hID, S ,F,T,Cj,U)., ~ t 

nolshap~lnot'other4(A,B,C.DIEIFIG)), 
rhombi dl (A,B,C, D,E,F, G) I-ini t:D I rholnb(A 1\.1, S I X, C I V,O, z) ,rhocilb(Cd<,B,L,E ,M,F .N), l'1'10Ij,u(t, R,C,$ ,F,T ,Cj tU> , ! , 

notstlap~lnot(other4(AIBICIDIE,F,GJ). 

shape3D(A'rectangular-parallel~piped):-rectparalep(A,B,C,D,E,F), 

rectparalep(A,B.C,D,E,F)~-init2D,rectan(A,R'BISIC1T,D,U),rectan(C'WIB,X,E'YIF,]), !.notshape.not(oth~r3(~,B,t,L.E,F), 
rectparalepCA,B,CID,E,F):-init20,rectan(A,R,B,S,CIT,D,U),rectanCS,W,A,XIE,V.FIZJ, ~."otsMape,not(otherJ(Al&,LID.E'F)i, 
rectparalepCA,9,C,DIE,F)I-init20,reetan(A,R,BtS,C,TtDIU),rectan(AIWIDIX,E,y,F,Z)'!"lotsMapelnot(other:(A,atC,D,£,F). 
rectparalepCA,B,C,D,E,F):-init2D,rectanCA,R,B,S,C,TID,U),recta"{DIW"C,.XIE'YIF,Z)'!'notst,ap~'not(otherJ(~,S.C,O.E,F)) .. 

236 5hape3D(A'rectB"gular-par~11elepjped):-rectparalepl(A'B,C,O,E,F,Q), 

237 rectparaleplCAle,C,DIE,FIG):-1n1t~Dtrectan{A,Wle,X,C,Y~O!ZJlparalgrlft(B,K'AIL,EIM'F'I~),p~ralgrmrCIRle.SIFIT,G:U). ~ I 

2;8 notshapelnotCotherdCA,B,C,D,E,F,G». 
239 reetparalep1(AIB,e,DIE,F,G):-11'1t~D,rectan(A,WIB,X,C,Y,DIZ),par~lgr.u(~.I(,O'L'E'MIF'I~)IParalgr.n(B,RIA,S,F,T.a.V/'~' 
240 nct$)1ap~lnot(otherd(AIBtC,D,E,FIG!), 

241 rectpa r'a 1 epl (A. a,e, O,E ,F,G): -ini t:'O, r~cta n(A d.Jt B I X, C I Y,D I Z) I pc. rOIl grul~D ,/( le ,L lE I M IF d~) , pa ra19 rl'l'(~'" R, D,S,F" " le. 'j::, ~ • 
24~ Ilotsl,apelnot(ottler4CA,B,C,D,E.F,G», . 
243 rectparalepl CA, P,C, DtE ,F,G) : -it,i t2D, rectal~(A lW, El, X le ,"/,0, Z) t pa r~ I 9 rIllCC, l'i, D ,L.E" ,M,F 110, pc. ra Ig rm<O, R,Cd:,f", 1 ,e ,Il) • I • 
244 Ilotshape,notCother4(A,B,C.D,E,F,G)). 
245 rectparalepl(At~,C,P,E,F,G':-init2D,paralgr~I(A'W,B\X.C,Y,DIZ>'rectan(BIKIAIL,E'M'FIN)tp~ralgrnl(CIR'B,S,r'TIG,U).'. 
246 notsl)~pe,not(other4(A,BIC,O,EIF,G). 
~47 rectparalepl(A,Ei,C,D,E,F,Q)I-init2D,paralgrmCAIWI8,X,C,VID,Z),rectan(A,I(,D,L,E,M,F,N),paralgrm(B,RIA.5,F,T,C,U),!. 
2.4::.: 110tshape, not (othe 1"'4 (A, El. C, 0 I E ,F I G» , 
249 rectparalepl(A,S,C,D,E,F,G);-ll'lt:D,paralgr~I(A'WIBIX,CIY,D,Z)'rectan(D,IC,CtL,E,M,F.N'tp~ralgrffi(AIRIDIS,F,T,G.~).~, 
2$0 notshape,notroth~ra(AIBICID,EIFtO)). 
:~1 r~ctpa ra lepl CA,a, C, O,E ,F,G) ;-iIH t2D, penal g rlro' A tW, B I X t C, Y, 0, Z) I rectal' (C,I';, e,l I E .M, F,r.,/) I P", ralg i/,'(O, R,C,S,F d.e ,U) .! I 

2S2 notshape,not(otllerQ(AIB,CID,E,F,Q»). . 
:-5~ rectpa ra lepl (A,Er, C,D, E, Fit)): -1111 t::O, pa \"01 19 ,'(\le A,!,.h S. X ,e, Y ID, 2), pa ra 1 9 rlfdB,/{ ,A.L d:.,Md; ,N.I, J"lictall<C, R,f. ,5, F', T ,(:.~r..~), ' , 
~54 notsllapelnot(other4(A,~,CID1Elr,Q). 

::,:,~, rect paral !Opl CA I B I C,D lE IF ,Q' : -1 III t::::o, p~ r~ 1 9 1"1. ((! ,I.J I 8, x, C, \' 10, Z) I ptra 1 gru,' Ft ,i~ ,0.1." E:. ,1'1, F,IJ , rectan (f;, R,A, S IF, T .a- rJ) J ! I 

256 Ilots/;ape"1Dttother4(A,6.C,D,E,F1Gl). 
257 reetparalepl(A,B,C,D,E,F,o)r-inlt2D,paralgrm(A,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z),p4r.1Qrm(O,IC,CILt£,MIF,N)lreet~n(AlntDIS,F,TIGtU),!, 
2~8 notshaPe,not(other4(A,B,CID.E,F,O)', 
2~9 rectp~ralepl(A'BIC1D,E,F,Q)I-inltZD,paralgrm(AtW,8,X'C,y,D,Z),paralgrm(C,K,B,LIE,M.F\N),reclan(Q,R,C,S.FI"CIUl,!, 
260 notshaPe,not(cther4(A,S,C,D,E,F.O», 
261 
262 sh~pe3D(A'rectangular-parall~lepiped):-rhombid1CA,a,C,DIE,F,G). 
263 
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:!l:.6 
267 
268 
20<;-
270 
271 
272 
273 .. 
274 
27~· 

276 
277 
~7e 
27'9 
zeo 
281 
282 
283 

Z8L, 
287 
2(,S 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
29:; 

shape30 CA ,cube 5-: :cube (A, s·,e, rh E I F) • 
cube(A,E,C,O,E,F):-init20,squarCA,R,B,S,C.T,D,U) ISQuarCC,W,S,X,E,V,F,Z),!,nots!\ape,not{other3(A,9,C,D,E,F». 
cube(A1B,C,O.E,F):-init20.squar(A,R.8,5.C,T,D.U),squar(B,W,A,X,E,V,F,Z), !lnots/lape.nctCother3(A.8,C,O,E.F». 
cube(AIB~CIDIE1F):-lnLt2D,squ6r(AIR1BtS,CITIDIU),squar(A,W,D,X,E,V,F,Z), !tnotsl,ape,not(other3(A,S,C,O,E,F'). 
cubeCA,B,C,D.E,F);-in1t20lsquarCA,R,BIS,C,T,D,U',squar(O,W,C,X,E,Y,F,Z)'!tnotshape",otCother3(A,B,C,D,E,F». 

shape3DCA,cube):-cubel(A.B,C,O,E,F,G). 
cube1(A.B,C,D,E,FIG)1-init2D,squarCA,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z),rhonlb(B,K,A.L!EtMtFtN),rhoMb(C~R,B,StFtT,O~U),!, 

notshapelnotCother4(AIB,C,D,EIF,G». 
cubelCA,e,C,O,E,F.G)~-init2D,squar(A,WtBIXIC.Y,OIZ),rhombtA,K,D.L,E,M,F,Nl,rhomb{B,R,A,SIF,T,O,U).!. 

notshape.notCotller4CA,8.C,DIE,F,G». 
cubel(A,P,C.D,E,F,G):-inlt2Dlsquar(A,W,B.X,C,Y,D.Z),rhonlb(D,K,C,L.E,M,F,N),rhomb(A,R,O,S,F,T,Q,U),!, 

not~hape,not(other4(AIBIClti,E,F,Gl). 
cubel(A,Er,C,C,E,F,O):-init2DlsquarCAIW,B,X,CIY,D,Z),rhomb(C,KI9,L,E,M,FIN),rho~b(DIR,C,SIF,TIQ,U),!, 

notsllape,notCother4(AIB,C,O,E,F,G». 
cubel(A\B,C,O,E,F,G)t-init2Dlrho~b(A,W,BI~,C'YIDIZ)'$quarCB,)(,A,L,E,M,F,N),rholllb(C.R,B,S,F,T,G,U),!, 

notshap~lnot(otller4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G». 

cube1 CA, Er I C. D,E,F I G) :-i ni t2D, l'ilon.b(A lW, B I X IC, Y t D, Z) I sQua r(A, f{, D ,L I E IM, F I rJ) , rllol .. b (Et. R, A ,S If. t T ":;,U) I ! , 
notshape l nDt(otller4(AIB,C,D,E,FIGl). 

cube 1 (A, S, C, 0, E I F. Q) I-i ni t~D, r-hofl.b(A ,IJ I B, X, C, Y, D, Z) , squa r (D,t(,C,L,E,M,F IN) 1 ,'hombCA,H,D ,S IF t T ,Q ,U) , I • 

nDtsh~pe"'0t(otl,er4(A,BIC1DIEIF,G». 

cubel (AtEhC,P,E,F, G) :-i ni t2P I rho~.b ((:-l,\-I, El I X le, Y,D, Z) ,squa r(C"~, El ,L,E lM, F",N) , r'hn,\.b(D, R le I 5 IF, T ,0, U) , ! I 

notsll~pe,not(ot!ler4(A,B,C,D,E,F,G». 

eubel(A,8,C,D,E,F,G):-init2D,rl\ombCA,W,E'I,X,C,Y,D,Z) ,rt\oolb(B,K,AtL,E,M,F,N)t$qu~r~C,R,BISIF,T,O,U)'!t 
notshapelllot(other4(A,B,C,O,E,F,G». 

cubel(AtBIC.D,E,FtG):-init2D,rhol~b(A,W,BIX,C'YIDIZ),rt\affib(AII(,D,L.EIMIFIN)'~Quar(B,H,A,StFIT,G.U),!, 
not shape , not (ottle r4 {A, 81 C, D, E,F, G». 

cubelCA,B,C,D,E,F,O):-init:O,rhomb(A,W,B,X,C,Y,D,Z>,rhoo.b(D,I(IC,L,E,M,~,N),squ~rlA.R,O,S,F,T,O,U),!, 

notsh~pe'not(otller~(A,8,C,O,E,F,G». 

cubel(A,B.C,O,E,F,G):-1nit2D,rtlombCA,W,B,X,C,Y,O,Z),rhombCC,K,B,L,E,M,F,N),squar(D,R,C,SfF,T,O,U),!, 
, hotsh~pe'not(other~CA,BIC,D,E,F,G». 

296 shape3D(A,cube):-rholnb1dl(AIB,C,D,EtF,G). 
297 
29$ sh~pe3D(A,cther):-tetra(A,B,C,D). 

299 
300 shape3D(A,o~her):-tetral(A,BICtD). 

301 
302 shape3D(A,other):-pyram(A,Er,C,D,E). 
30'S 
304 shape3D(A,other) :-pyrafllJ (A,B,'C,D,E). 
305 
30b shape3D(A,other):-truntripyrCA,B,C,D,E). 
307 
309 shape3D(Alother).t-truntripyrl(A,B,C,D,E,~). 

309 
310 shape:O(A,other):-triprisMtA,B,C,D.E). 
311 
312 shape3D(~,other):-triprisml(A,&tC,DIEtF). 

313 
314 shape30(A,other):-trunsqrpyr(A,B,C,D,E,F). 
31'!i 
3J6 shapeJO(A,pther):-trunsQrpyrlCA,B'C,O,E,F,G). 
317 

........ : 



~J$ 5hapP3D(A.other'~-not(tetra(AI~IC'D»)'not(tetral(A,8IC,D»), 
:1'9' . t1ot(l'yramlAII31CIO,E)Jlrlot(pyraml(A,BIC,Dlt), 
320 t10t ( t n. "t r 1 p~ r r A I B_. C It'. E, I I no t (t ru rot. I' 1 py r I ( A, B I C I 0 I E ~ F ) ) I 

321 not(t~iprisM(AIB.CtDtE)lnot(tripriGml(A,BIC,OIE,F», 
322 notltrunsqrpyrCA,B,C,D,E,F')f 
323 not<trunsqrpyrl(A,S,C,D,E,F,G», 
324 not(sQrprisn.(A,B,C,O,E.F»),notCsqrprismlCA,B,C.O,E,F,G)}f 
3~5 not(paralepdllA,B,C,D,E,FIG», 
326 not(rho~bid(AIBIC,O'E,F»,not(rhombidl(AIBICIDIE,FIG»I 
321 notCrectparalep(A,B.CID,E,Fl), 
329 notCrectparalepl(AIB.C,D,E,F,G», 
329 not(cube(A,B,CID~EIF»,not(cubel(A1BICIDIEtFIO». 

\ 
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Appendil 5 

AN APPLICATION OF THE AVERAGING-INTENSIFICATION OPERATOR 

A spin-off of this project was the application of the averaging

intensification operator on digitized pictures. The Department of 

209 

Mechanical Engineering "orking on digitized pictures taken from vibrating 

surfaces, needed a technique to obtain a clearer picture showing the 

fringes caused by vibration. The equipment that they used was similar to 

this described in Chapter 2 of this project, i.e. a camera to take the 

picture, a digitizer, and a tele-screen for projection. The only difference 

was that the result of the processed picture could be seen on the same scree~. 

So far the technique used was the voting technique in a l6x16 window. 

The results were not very satisfactory, because the window was very large 

and the middle pixel was modified according to a rather ununiform area of a 

not very clear - grainy - picture. Actually the modified picture turned 

out to be as grainy as the original. Of course the main objective was to 

distinguish the 'dark' fringes from the rest of the picture, in order to 

illustrate the effect of the vibration. 
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The suggested method was that of intensification with constant 

threshold in a 3x3 window. This time the result was slightly better but 

not very encouraging, because the fringes were still not distinctly shown. 

But after a second and third succes~ive intensifications with the same 

threshold, the dark fringes started appearing due to the fact that the 

gray levels were pushed towards the two extremes. Eventually after a 

number of applications only black and ~hite pixels remained. A simple -

two level - averaging then was enough to smoothen the picture. 

Fig. AS.l shows the original digitized picture. The fringes are easy 

for a human to detect but not for a computer. Fig. AS.2, the-picture has 

been intensified with a constant threshold 7. The black area of the 

fringes and the bolt in the middle are more distinct now. Fig. AS.3, the 

picture after some successive intensifications show clearly now the 

existance of the fringes (upper half) compared with the original (bottom 

half). 

FIG. A5.1 
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